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W ith the continuous enrichment of mobile communication applica⁃
tion scenarios in the future, the traditional macro ⁃ cellular ⁃ based
mobile communication network architecture will be difficult to
meet the explosive growth in demand for communications services.

A promising solution is the deployment of ultra dense networks (UDNs) comprising
flexibly deployed low⁃power small base stations (BSs), such as microcell BSs, pico⁃
cell BSs and femtocell BSs. In 5G, ultra dense networks that are deployed with low⁃
cost and low⁃power small cells are expected to enhance the overall performance of
the network in terms of energy efficiency and load balancing. The essence of ultra
dense cell deployment is to shorten the physical distance between the transmitter
and the receiver, so as to improve the performance of the system.

For this feature topic, academic and industrial researchers have been invited to
discuss technical challenges and recent results related to future mobile networks
employing UDNs. After a rigorous review process, five papers have been selected
for inclusion of this feature topic.

In the first article, LI Tongxin et al. discuss the intrinsic features and potential
benefits of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and introduce the architecture of a
multi ⁃ layer heterogeneous wireless network (MHetNet), in which traditional wire⁃
less network is assisted by UAVs. Then, an explicit discussion on the factors that
limit the performance of MHetNet is presented. Simulations show that the altitude
of UAV is a limiting factor that should be optimized to improve the spatial through⁃
put (ST) of MHetNet.

The second article by JIN Yaqi et al. proposes a multi⁃QoS guaranteed resource
allocation algorithm for multi ⁃ services based on opportunity cost. This algorithm
can achieve a well⁃done balance between user satisfaction and system fairness. The
authors first formulate a unified utility function with effective capacity to describe
the multi⁃QoS metrics of different services. Then they introduce the theory of oppor⁃
tunity cost in economy to form the concept of opportunity cost applying. Finally, the
simulation results show that the algorithm can achieve superior overall user satisfac⁃
tion.

In the third article, FENG Hong et al. propose a wireless backhaul algorithm to
find an effective backhaul method for the densely ⁃ deployed small base stations
(SBSs) and to maximize the energy efficiency of the system. They put forward adap⁃
tive backhaul methods of indirect and direct modes. At the same time, the algorithm
allocates network resources, including the power of SBSs and system bandwidth, to
solve the serious interference problem in UDNs. Simulation results show that the
proposed wireless backhaul algorithm has desired performance to achieve higher en⁃
ergy efficiency with a required data rate.

There are transport networks with different performance that varies from high
transport latency to low transport latency in the real deployment; in order to cater
for these various types of transport networks and realize multi ⁃ vendor centralized
unit and distributed unit (CU⁃DU) operation, the radio access network (RAN) archi⁃
tecture in New Radio (NR) is split into two kinds of entities, i.e., CU and DU. In the
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fourth article, GAO Yin et al. introduce the general aspects of
CU⁃DU split architecture, including the split method, interface
function, mobility scenarios and other CU⁃DU related issues.

In the fifth article, GAO Tengshuang et al. propose a linear
interpolation method for time⁃division duplex coordinated mul⁃
tiple point transmission (TDD⁃CoMP) systems to estimate the
uplink channel at the receiver, which can reduce the channel
difference caused by time delay and decrease the probability
of codeword mismatch between both sides. Moreover, to miti⁃
gate severe inter ⁃ cell interference and increase the coverage

and throughput of cell ⁃ edge users in UDN, a two ⁃ codebook
scheme is used to strengthen cooperation between base sta⁃
tions (BSs). Simulations show that the proposed scheme can
significantly improve the link performance compared to the
global precoding scheme.

This special issue covers the network architectures, key
technologies, challenges, and methodologies of UDN, and it
gathers the researchers of the related areas to analysis the fu⁃
ture development of UDN in detail.
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Abstract

By fully exploiting the spatial resources, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are expected to serve as an efficient complementary to
terrestrial wireless communication system to provide enhanced coverage and reliable connectivity to ground users. With the grow⁃
ing deployment of units such as small cell base stations (BSs), however, the incurred severe interference may hinder the potential
benefits of the integration of UAVs. In this paper, we first discuss the intrinsic features and potential benefits of UAVs and intro⁃
duce the architecture of multi⁃layer heterogeneous wireless network (MHetNet), in which traditional wireless network is assisted by
UAVs. Then, an explicit discussion on the factors that limit the performance of MHetNet is presented, including the UAV topolo⁃
gy, UAV density, and spectrum sharing of UAV and terrestrial networks. We use simulation results to investigate the performance
of MHetNet in terms of spatial throughput (ST). It is shown that, together with the densities of UAV and terrestrial networks, the
altitude of UAV is a limiting factor that should be optimized to improve the ST of MHetNet.

unmanned aerial vehicles; heterogeneous network; ultra⁃dense network
Keywords
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P
1 Introduction

roviding massive device connectivity, enormous
network capacity and mega user experienced data
rates is one of the aggressive targets of the fifth gen⁃
eration (5G) wireless communications systems. In

particular, it is forecasted that the requirement of global mo⁃
bile data traffic in 2030 will show a 20,000 fold increase com⁃
pared to that in 2020, and device connections will reach 100
billion [1]. Among the appealing approaches to achieve the am⁃
bitious goals, network densification with the deployment of het⁃
erogeneous infrastructures has been shown to be the one with
the greatest potential [2]. Especially, a growing number of
small cells, such as picocells and femtocells, have been de⁃
ployed to provide high⁃speed service and boost network capaci⁃
ty. In consequence, spectrum resources could be more effec⁃
tively exploited and network capacity be significantly en⁃
hanced.

While it is reported that network densification with heteroge⁃
neous deployments could lead to tremendous network capacity
gain [3], [4], an ultra⁃dense deployment of small cells is not a
cost⁃effective strategy due to capital expense (CAPEX) and op⁃
erating expense (OPEX) issues. In particular, the quality of ser⁃
vice (QoS) can hardly be met with insufficient deployment of
small cells. At the same time, recent developments in un⁃

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) bring forward the idea of using
UAVs for coverage extension and capacity enhancements [5].
Due to high mobility and low cost, it could serve as an efficient
and flexible complementary to terrestrial heterogeneous wire⁃
less networks (HetNet), especially when users’behavior, den⁃
sity, and requirements keep rapidly changing in time and
space [6]. The formed new architecture, termed multi⁃layer het⁃
erogeneous wireless network (MHetNet), is promising to pro⁃
vide better terrestrial coverage, enhanced network capacity,
and scalable network architecture. For instance, UAVs are ca⁃
pable of providing wireless connectivity to users when the ex⁃
isting terrestrial networks fail to operate or satisfy the demand
of wireless connections [7].

However, constantly increasing the density of terrestrial
base stations (BSs) or UAVs would not always improve network
capacity. Consensus has been recently reached in academia
that over⁃deployment of small cell BSs would incur unexpected
and overwhelming interference as well, which conversely re⁃
sults in high transmission outage and degraded user experi⁃
ence [8], [9]. Worse still, it is shown that network capacity
would degenerate to be zero with the growing deployment of
small cell BSs in ultra ⁃ dense networks [10], [11]. Therefore,
overwhelming interference caused by deploying UAVs into ul⁃
tra ⁃ dense heterogeneous networks would hinder the applica⁃
tion of UAVs, which might conceal the merits and further wors⁃
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en the performance of current terrestrial heterogeneous net⁃
works. Therefore, the integration of UAVs into terrestrial net⁃
work should consider such factors as the density of BSs and
the altitude of UAVs.

In this article, we discuss the characteristics of MHetNet by
presenting a comparison of traditional terrestrial HetNet and
MHetNet in Section 2, aiming to highlight the potential bene⁃
fits of MHetNet. Afterward, the challenges posed by integrat⁃
ing UAVs into HetNet are elaborated in Section 3, followed by
simulation results, which are presented to demonstrate the pros
and cons of MHetNet in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion is
drawn in Section 5.

2 Multi⁃Layer Heterogeneous Wireless
Networks
In this section, we introduce the architecture of MHetNet by

comparing the inherent features of MHetNet with traditional
terrestrial wireless networks. Following that, the potential bene⁃
fits of MHetNet are highlighted.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that, with the aid of UAVs, terres⁃
trial HetNet could offload traffic to UAVs especially when user
density is large (e.g., the left part in Fig. 1). In consequence,
the users who fail to get service from terrestrial HetNet would
be alternatively served through connecting to UAVs. The right
part of Fig. 1 shows that the UAV network can provide addi⁃
tional coverage for ground users who are severely blocked by
buildings. Therefore, the QoS of the ground users could be en⁃
hanced with the integration of UAVs in MHetNet. Due to the
inherent features of MHetNets, there exist a number of differ⁃
ences between MHetNet and the traditional HetNet, the details
of which are discussed in the following.
2.1 Dominant Features of MHetNet

MHetNet has good mobility. For traditional terrestrial wire⁃
less networks, in which access points such as BSs are basically
deployed in a fixed manner, the mobility of access points is not
supported. This means that limited users could be served by
each access point even when techniques like cell splitting and
merging are applied. In MHetNet, however, UAVs could move

randomly or be organized as a swarm. Therefore, compared to
traditional HetNet, MHetNet is capable of attaining rapidly ⁃
changing user demand [12].

Topology in traditional terrestrial wireless network is basi⁃
cally determined. Even considering the high⁃ mobility vehicle⁃
to⁃vehicle (V2V) scenarios, the network topology in successive
time instants is almost identical. In contrast, topology variation
is more straightforward and easier in MHetNet. If serving as ac⁃
cess points, UAVs could adaptively adjust positions according
to user demand. On the other hand, due to power limitation
and malfunction, the UAV positions would be changed fre⁃
quently and UAV links would form and vanish repeatedly. The
topology change of UAV network would significantly influence
the performance of terrestrial network. For instance, assuming
that UAV access points move rapidly, the terrestrial users
would be handed over to other terrestrial BSs or UAV access
points, which may lead to substantial overhead. In addition, if
no UAV access points serve as the backups and all the traffic
is transferred to terrestrial BSs, traffic congestion and overload
would be incurred.

Since low⁃altitude UAVs could operate over a few hundred
of meters, the air ⁃ to ⁃ ground channel is significantly different
from the terrestrial channel. For instance, there are basically
less obstructions between a UAV and a ground terminal. In
consequence, line⁃of⁃sight (LoS) paths are more likely to exist
for a UAV⁃terminal or UAV⁃BS link. Besides, directional an⁃
tennas instead of omni ⁃ directional antennas are basically
equipped on UAVs. In this case, 3D channel modeling would
be more suitable for UAV network.
2.2 Potential Benefits of MHetNet

Based on the aforementioned features, we elaborate the po⁃
tential benefits of MHetNet in detail as follows.

The MHetNet provides more LoS connections. Thanks to the
mobility nature of UAVs, LoS paths are more likely to appear
in the air ⁃ to ⁃ground links, which would lead to smaller path⁃
loss.In consequence, data transmission over the LoS paths
could be accomplished with lower transmit power and failure,
thereby improving the spectrum and energy efficiency. As
well, it is worth noting that the existence of LoS paths is depen⁃

dent on a number of factors, for in⁃
stance, the altitude of UAVs.

The MHetNet can offload the traffic
of terrestrial access network. The traf⁃
fic in terrestrial HetNet significantly
limits the increase of spectral efficien⁃
cy especially when the number of us⁃
ers within one small cell is large. In
consequence, a proportion of users
would be temporarily blocked due to
the high traffic load, processing capa⁃
bilities and backhaul on small cell
BSs. Moreover, dense deployment of

LoS: line⁃of⁃sight NLoS: non⁃line⁃of⁃sight UAV: unmanned aerial vehicles WLAN: wireless local area network

Core
network

▲Figure 1. The integration of a multi⁃layer heterogeneous wireless network.

Offload
LoS

NLoS

Core
network

Marco cell Small cell WLAN Gateway UAV
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small cells may not be favorable, since it is indicated that over⁃
densification of small cells would lead to a notable degradation
of network capacity [13], [14]. In this case, UAVs can serve as
an alternative to assist terrestrial access networks. The blocked
users could connect to UAVs, which are capable of providing
more LoS paths to ground users and better coverage. As a con⁃
sequence, the terrestrial traffic could be better balanced and
more users could be served.

The CAPEX and OPEX could be significantly reduced. Al⁃
beit it is cost ⁃efficient to deploy small cells, the expenditures
due to maintenance, operation and backhaul are 10-20 folds
greater. Therefore, the tradeoff between the deployment of
small cells and the resulting CAPEX and OPEX has been un⁃
der long consideration in both academia and industry. Espe⁃
cially, considering a flash demand scenario, e.g., concert or
open gathering, small cell BSs could only be active for a rela⁃
tive short period, whereas the cost for deployment and cooling
would be considerable. Instead, it is more cost⁃efficient to de⁃
ploy UAVs in such scenarios, since UAVs could be feasibly de⁃
ployed to serve as access points only when there is require⁃
ment.

The MHetNet has a quick response to rapidly changing user
demand. Since user demand may be rapidly changed and great⁃
ly differ in different geographic regions, the traffic of terrestrial
HetNet is not balanced. Under this circumstance, the UAVs,
which could be quickly deployed, can be used as mobile relays
in moving overloaded scenarios (e.g., a parade) [15]. With the
aid of UAVs, the blocked users could take advantage of un⁃
used resources in neighboring cells in priority.

Real⁃time optimization is feasible for UAVs. Due to fixed de⁃
ployment, it is difficult for terrestrial wireless networks to deliv⁃
er reliable service for users in severe shadowing or interfer⁃
ence scenarios. However, UAVs are capable of optimizing the
topology, altitude and connectivity to the ground users in real
time, which has recently received extensive attention from aca⁃
demia [16], [17]. In [16], authors investigate the optimization
of UAV altitude so as to maximize the coverage for users. Espe⁃
cially, it is shown that the optimal altitude is critically depen⁃
dent on the statistical parameters of the underlying environ⁃
ment and pathloss. In addition, the impact of spectrum sharing
between UAV and terrestrial network is studied and optimized
in [17].

3 Fundamental Challenges of UAV⁃Assisted
MHetNet
While the integration of UAVs into terrestrial wireless net⁃

work may bring a number of potential benefits, critical issues
and challenges remain to be settled before these potential ben⁃
efits could be readily harvested. As earlier noted, the mobility
nature of UAVs would render the topology of UAV network
highly time⁃varying, which results in great difficulty in optimi⁃
zation. In addition, the integration of UAVs may result in addi⁃

tional interference due to the limitation of available spectrum
resources. If not properly handled, the incurred interference
would degrade the performance of MHetNet as well. In the fol⁃
lowing, we discuss several key challenges in detail.
3.1 Deployment of UAV Access Points

When UAVs are integrated into terrestrial network, the den⁃
sity of terrestrial BSs plays an important role in influencing the
performance of the MHetNet. When the terrestrial BSs are in⁃
sufficiently deployed, the integration of UAVs could enhance
coverage and provide services to more users. Accordingly, the
traffic of terrestrial network could be effectively offloaded to
the UAV network. In contrast, when the terrestrial network is
fully densified, few UAVs should be deployed. The reason is
that, for users that are connected to small cell BSs, cross⁃ tier
interference from UAVs would become more severe. Hence,
the demerits caused by the cross⁃ tier interference overwhelms
the benefits of spectrum reuse gain and offloading gain. The de⁃
tail will be discussed later in Section 4.
3.2 Optimization of UAV Access Points

When UAVs serve as access points, the optimization of
UAV access points is dependent on the terrestrial network,
such as the topology and transmit power. Furthermore, the fac⁃
tors such as altitude, topology and power optimization. should
be considered for the optimization of UAV. For instance, the in⁃
crease of UAV altitude is likely to lead to an increasing num⁃
ber of LOS paths. Accordingly, the number of users that are
served by UAVs would be significantly increased. Neverthe⁃
less, the cross⁃ layer interference suffered by terrestrial termi⁃
nals would be increased as well. Therefore, there exists an opti⁃
mal altitude for UAVs, under which system performance in
MHetNet could be optimized.

The topology of UAV network rapidly changes with the num⁃
ber of UAVs and the relative positions of the UAVs. As a con⁃
sequence, traditional routing protocols are not always efficient,
which may result in user session interruption. A slight move of
a single UAV may result in substantive change of the whole
network, especially when UAVs are densely deployed. More⁃
over, when one UAV is disconnected, another UAV should be
properly selected as a substitute to minimize the overhead due
to topological changes.

Onboard energy optimization is also a critical issue to be set⁃
tled. For instance, the movement of UAVs should be care⁃ ful⁃
ly controlled by taking into account the energy consumption as⁃
sociated with every maneuver. Moreover, ascending of UAVs is
basically energy ⁃ intensive. Therefore, excessive frequent
changes of UAV altitude should be avoided.
3.3 Spectrum Sharing of Terrestrial and UAV Networks

Spectrum sharing of terrestrial and UAV networks can be
generally classified into two categories, namely, reuse mode
and dedicated mode. In reuse mode, spectrum resources are
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identically allocated to terrestrial terminals and UAVs, thereby
improving the reuse of available spectrum resources. However,
cross ⁃ layer interference would exist between terrestrial termi⁃
nals and UAVs. If not properly controlled, the induced interfer⁃
ence may ruin the potential of the integration of UAVs. There⁃
fore, how to mitigate the cross⁃layer interference, e.g., via tun⁃
ing the UAV altitude, topology and transmit power, etc., is
challenging in the reuse mode.

To avoid the cross ⁃ layer interference, the dedicated mode
serves as an alternative especially when considering dense net⁃
work deployment scenarios. In particular, non⁃overlapped spec⁃
trum resources are allocated to terrestrial terminals and UAVs,
respectively. Apparently, the allocation of spectrum resources
is a critical issue, which is to be well considered in this mode.
Specifically, spectrum allocation is dependent on the parame⁃
ters such as the densities of terrestrial and UAV networks, the
demand of users, which connect to terrestrial BSs and UAVs,
the deployment of terrestrial network, and the topology of UAV
network. Moreover, it should be noted that reuse and dedicated
modes should be dynamically configured to further optimize
the performance of MHetNet.
3.4 Backhaul of UAV Network

Backhaul is one of the dominant factors that limit the perfor⁃
mance of MHetNet when UAVs are applied as access points.
Different from errestrial networks, in which wired backhaul is
available, wireless backhaul is the only choice for UAV net⁃
work. Accordingly, UAVs could connect to ground gateways
through multiple hops or the backhaul link could be directly
established via the connection to satellites. For either ap⁃
proach, however, delay would be the major concern, which im⁃
pacts the performance of UAV network, since the delay would
be basically increased with the number of relays if connecting
ground gateway and real⁃time service could hardly be provided
if connecting to satellites. For the above reasons, the design of
backhaul should be fully taken into account when devising the
architecture of MHetNet.

4 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results to further inves⁃

tigate the impact of parameters, including densities of small
cell BSs, UAVs and users, UAV altitude and LoS transmis⁃
sions, on the performance of MHetNets. In particular, we adopt
spatial throughput (ST) as the performance metric, which is de⁃
fined by
ST = μℙ(SINR > τ)| log2(1 + τ), [bits/(s∙Hz∙m2)], (1)

where μ denotes the density of active links, τ denotes the sig⁃
nal ⁃ to ⁃ noise ⁃ and ⁃ interference ratio (SINR) threshold and
ℙ(SINR > τ) denotes the success probability of data transmis⁃
sions. By definition, ST could capture the number of bits that

are successfully conveyed over unit time, spectrum and area.
Therefore, ST is an important indicator to network capacity.

Simulations are conducted using Matlab and the results are
generated over 1 million Monte Carlo trials. In each trial, small
cell BSs, UAVs and users are distributed in a 3 ⁃ dimension
space, the 2⁃dimension coordinates of which follow three inde⁃
pendent homogeneous Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) with
densities λBS , λUAV and λU , respectively. Unless otherwise
stated, the altitudes of small cell BSs, UAVs, and users are set
as hBS = 3 m , hUAV = 11.5 m and hU = 1.5 m , respectively. In
consequence, the antenna height difference (AHD) between
BSs and users and the AHD between UAVs and users areΔhBS = 1.5 m and ΔhUAV = 10 m , respectively.

Serving as access points, UAVs reuse the available spec⁃
trum resources with terrestrial small cells to serve users with
unlimited ⁃ capacity backhaul. Full spectrum reuse is consid⁃
ered for small cell BSs and UAVs such that each small cell BS
or UAV could serve one user at one time. For user association,
each user is first connected to the geometrically closest small
cell BS. If the intended BS is connected by more than one us⁃
er, it would randomly select one user to serve in each time slot
and offload the other users to UAVs.

Dual⁃slope pathloss model (DSPM) is applied to comprehen⁃
sively characterize the variation of pathloss with transmission
distance. In particular, DSPM is defined by
l2( ){ }αn

1
n = 0 ; x =Knx

-αn,Rn ≤ x <Rn + 1, (2)
where K0 = 1, K1 =Rα1 -α0

1 , R0 = 0 and R2 = ∞. In simulations,
we set α0 = 2.5, α1 = 4 and R1 = 20 m for DSPM. In addition,
transmit power of each small cell BS is set to be 23 dBm and
transmit power of UAV is 30 dBm.

We first investigate the impact of LoS transmission on the
performance of two ⁃ layer network. In Fig. 2, we plot ST as a

ST: spatial throughput UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle

▲Figure 2. ST varying with under different pathloss exponent α0 .
For the system settings, we set λBS = 10 BS/km2 and λUAV = 5 BS/km2 .
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function of user density under different pathloss exponents α0in the two⁃ layer network. It is worth noting that a smaller α0means that the power loss over LoS paths is smaller and vice
versa. It is observed from Fig. 2 that the ST of small cell net⁃
work monotonously decreases with α0 , while the STs of UAV
network and two ⁃ layer network would increase with α0 . Thereason is that the channel gain over LOS paths inversely in⁃
crease with α0 and consequently the desired signal power of
UAV ⁃ to ⁃ user pairs would be enhanced as α0 grows. Mean⁃
while, for users that are connected to terrestrial small cell BSs,
cross⁃tier interference from UAVs would become more severe.
In consequence, the ST of small cell networks would decrease
accordingly.

We then evaluate the performance of multi ⁃ layer networks
under different BS and UAV densities. In particular, we plot
ST as a function of user density under different BS and UAV
densities in Fig. 3. To validate the benefit of integrating UAVs
into terrestrial networks, we evaluate the ST in single ⁃ layer
small cell networks for comparison as well. It is shown from
Figs. 3a and 3b that, although the integration of UAVs would
potentially degrade the ST of terrestrial small cell networks
due to the generated cross⁃layer interference, the ST of the two⁃
layer network is greater than that of the single⁃ layer network.
The reason is that the traffic of terrestrial network could be ef⁃
fectively offloaded to the UAV network.

However, as the densities of small cell BSs and UAVs grow,

the benefits start to diminish. It can be seen from Fig. 3c that
the ST of the two ⁃ layer network is almost identical to that of
single⁃layer network. Worse still, if the densities of small cell
BSs and UAVs further increase, the performance of two⁃ layer
network is significantly degraded especially when user density
is large (Fig. 3d). The performance degradation is primarily
due to the cross⁃tier interference in the two⁃layer network. Spe⁃
cifically, when small cell BSs and UAVs are densely deployed,
the demerits caused by the cross⁃tier interference overwhelms
the benefits of spectrum reuse gain and offloading gain.

Afterward, we evaluate the impact of UAV altitude on net⁃
work ST considering dense deployment of network infrastruc⁃
tures, i.e., small cell BSs and UAVs. In particular, Fig. 4
shows the ST of two⁃layer network as a function of user density
under different ΔhUAV . It can be seen that, the network STs un⁃
der different ΔhUAV almost overlap when user density is small.
In this case, terrestrial small cell BSs are sufficient to serve all
ground users such that a small number of users are offloaded to
UAV network. When user density further increases, it is obvi⁃
ous that network ST would decrease with ΔhUAV . The reason is
that the increase of UAV altitude may result in a higher proba⁃
bility of LoS paths between UAVs and ground users. Although
the desired signal power would be accordingly enhanced, the
introduced cross ⁃ layer interference may be more severe. For
this reason, there exists a critical UAV altitude in two ⁃ layer
network, under which network ST could be maximized. Espe⁃

cially, we obtain the critical altitude of
UAVs under different densities of BSs
and UAVs in Table 1. It can be seen that
the critical altitude inversely increases
with the BS density. If the altitude of
UAVs is greater than the critical altitude,
the ST of two⁃layer network would be de⁃
graded. In other words, the critical alti⁃
tude could serve as a upper bound, under
which the integration of UAVs is benefi⁃
cial to network ST in two⁃layer network.

5 Conclusion
In this article, we have introduced the

architecture of MHetNet, in which UAVs
are applied to assist the traditional terres⁃
trial wireless networks to provide better
user experience and system performance.
After discussing the potential bene⁃ fits of
MHetNet, an overview of the key issues
and challenges brought by the integration
of UAVs has been provided. Aided by
simulation results, we have shown that the
optimal UAV altitude should be de⁃
creased with the density of terrestrial
small cell BSs so as to improve the MHet⁃

▲Figure 3. ST varying with user density under different BS and UAV densities. In simulations,
the UAV density is set as λUAV = 0.5λBS .

ST: spatial throughput UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle
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Net performance. In summary, although UAVs could serve as a
promising complementary to existing terrestrial wireless net⁃
work, it is imperative to investigate and fully exploit the char⁃
acteristics of UAVs, thereby meeting the ambitious goals of
massive connectivity and enormous capacity in the future wire⁃
less networks.

▲Figure 4. ST as a function of user density under different ΔhUAV . (For
system settings, we set λBS = 1 × 104BS/km2 and λUAV = 5 × 103BS/km2 .)

ST: spatial throughput UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle

▼Table 1. Critical altitude with BS density

BS density (/km2)
1 × 102

1 × 103

1 × 104

1 × 105

Critical altitude (m)
45.2
22.3
10.2
3.9

BS: base station
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Abstract

To meet the booming development of diversified services and new applications in the future, the fifth⁃generation mobile communi⁃
cation system (5G) has arisen. Resources are increasingly scarce in the dynamic time⁃varying of 5G networks. Allocating resources
effectively and ensuring quality of service (QoS) requirements of multi⁃services come to be a research focus. In this paper, we uti⁃
lize effective capacity to build a utility function with multi⁃QoS metrics, including rate, delay bound and packet loss ratio. Taking
advantage of opportunity cost (OC), we also propose a multi⁃QoS guaranteed resource allocation algorithm for multi⁃services to con⁃
sider the future condition of system. In the algorithm, according to different business characteristics and the theory of OC, we pro⁃
pose different selection conditions for QoS users and best effort (BE) users to choose more reasonable resources. Finally, simula⁃
tion results show that our proposed algorithm achieves superior system utility and relatively better fairness in multi⁃service scenarios.
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T
1 Introduction

he rapid development of the mobile Internet has
driven the demand of users for higher speed, larg⁃
er data traffic and more intensive network cover⁃
age. Therefore, the fifth⁃generation of mobile com⁃

munication system (5G) has emerged. With the explosive
growth of business demands in 5G, more services which have
diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements appear. Due to
the scarcity of resources in mobile communication systems, the
importance of resource allocation in system performance is de⁃
cisive. The conflict between limited wireless resources and the
ever ⁃ increasing QoS needs has become increasingly acute.
Therefore, we call for a resource allocation strategy that can im⁃
prove overall network performance as well as support high
quality multi⁃services.

Researches on resource allocation for QoS guaranteed under
multi⁃service hybrid scenarios have increasingly become a re⁃
search hotspot. The authors of [1] solved the distributed ⁃ re⁃
source allocation problems in 5G cellular systems. They uti⁃
lized the concepts of stable matching, factor⁃graph⁃based mes⁃
sage passing, and distributed auctions. The authors of [2] inves⁃

tigated the problem of power allocation and sub ⁃ channel as⁃
signment in heterogeneous small cell network. They consid⁃
ered cross ⁃ tier interference mitigation, energy harvesting and
incomplete channel state information. In [3], the optimal objec⁃
tive function proposed in the wireless resource allocation algo⁃
rithm is introduced. The time delay is taken into as a con⁃
straint to guarantee QoS. The size of the delay constraint value
can be set according to the priority and quality of service re⁃
quirements. In [4], the researchers proposed a heterogeneous
QoS ⁃driven resource allocation scheme by the multiple input
multiple output⁃orthogonal frequency⁃division multiple access
(MIMO⁃OFDMA) based relaying scheme. Given the heteroge⁃
neous statistical QoS constraints, the authors derived the effec⁃
tive capacity under developed optimal power ⁃ allocation poli⁃
cies. The authors of [5] proposed a QoS scheduling strategy for
multi ⁃ users and multi ⁃ services. They considered the service
type, channel quality, buffer size and fairness based on carrier
aggregation.

In this paper, we consider multi⁃services whose QoS metrics
include bandwidth requirements, as well as delay, packet loss
ratio, etc. [6]. Therefore, we firstly analyze different typical ser⁃
vices’business characteristics. To consider the variety of QoS
metrics, we combine the theory of effective capacity (EC) with
unified utility function to well characterize multiple QoS con⁃
straints [7]- [8]. EC is the maximum constant data rate that a
given service rate can support subject to a QoS exponent [9].
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Besides, in order to consider the dynamic time⁃varying condi⁃
tions of 5G ultra⁃dense networks, the paper introduces the op⁃
portunity cost (OC) model. In economics, the original concept
of OC is the maximum benefit that can be gained from other us⁃
es after the resource is put into a particular use [10]-[11]. As
the theory of OC evolves and expands, the opportunity cost is
used in not only economics, but also multi⁃service resources al⁃
location scenarios. According to OC, we propose a multi ⁃ ser⁃
vice QoS guaranteed resource allocation algorithm, which can
improve the system utility while guaranteeing the QoS require⁃
ment of multi⁃users within a long⁃time frame.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol⁃
lows:
1) Our scheme invites effective capacity based utility function

to establish a multi ⁃QoS optimization strategy that put the
system utility as the objective function.

2) We introduce opportunity cost to take future network condi⁃
tion into account, which can lead multi⁃services to make ra⁃
tional choices to conduct resource allocation within the tol⁃
erance of delay requirement.

3) The schemes and simulation results show that our algorithm
can achieve superior overall user satisfaction and fairness.
The correctness of the proposed utility is also evaluated,
which could be used as references for related studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro⁃

vides the system model, EC⁃based utility function and opportu⁃
nity cost for multi ⁃ service scenarios. Section 3 formulates the
multi⁃service QoS guaranteed resource allocation problem. By
comparing opportunity cost and current data rate of QoS users
and BE users respectively, we come to the conditions users
choose more suitable resources to get better system perfor⁃
mance. Simulation results are given and discussed in section
4. Finally, section 5 draws conclusions.

2 System Model
We consider the downlink scenario of multi⁃service cellular

networks as shown in Fig. 1. The scenario depicts N base sta⁃
tions (BSs), the power of which is limited by Pn respectively.

There are multiple users, which are categorized into four class⁃
es: conversational class (VoIP), streaming class (IPTV), interac⁃
tive class (HTTP) and background class (TCP). The number of
VoIP, IPTV, HTTP and TCP users are K1 , K2 , K3 , and K4respectively, and the sum of the four kind of users is equal to
K. The resource pool has M resource blocks (RBs), which we
allow each BS to use. We assume that in each scheduling cy⁃
cle, a RB m can only be assigned to one user k at most.
β ∈{0,1}K ×M ×N is the RB assignment matrix, where βk,m,n = 1 i⁃
ndicates the assignment RB and βk,m,n = 0 , otherwise.

The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) between k⁃th user and n⁃th
BS on RB m is formulated as follows:
SNRk,m,n =Pk,m,n∙ ||Hk,m,n

2 /(N0B), (1)

where Pk,m,n denotes the transmit power. ||Hk,m,n
2 denotes the

channel gain. N0 is the power spectral density of noise and B
is the bandwidth of each RB.

Based on Shannon’s capacity formula, the rate between the
k⁃th user and the n⁃th BS on RB m is given by (2):

Rk,m,n =B log(1 +Pk,m,n∙Ck,m,n), (2)

where Ck,m,n = ||Hk,m,n
2 /(N0B) . The total data rate that user k

gets from BS n is expressed as:

Rk,n =∑
m = 1

M

βk,m,n∙Rk,m,n. (3)

2.1 Effective Capacity Based Utility Function
To measure user satisfaction, utility function is proposed.

The higher the value of U(r) , the higher the user satisfaction.
To analyze different service characteristics, the utility curves
of four typical classes are introduced in Fig. 2 [12].

From the research of [13], we use the effective capacity
based utility function to consider multi⁃QoS requirements. The
function combines the effective capacity with a uniform utility
function, which is expresses as
Uk(ECk

(θk,n)) =Uk(Pk,m,n,βk,m,n,θk,n), (4)
where ECk

(θk,n) is the effective capacity with the parameter of
QoS exponent θ .The utility function U(r) can be set by different parameters
to form different curves adapted to different typical classes [8].
U(r) = 1

A +Be-C(r - d) +D, (5)
where r is the resource parameter. Parameters A, B and D
mainly affect the range of the utility function. C affects the

HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IPTV: Internet Protocol television

TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol

HTTP user

▲Figure 1. The system model of wireless network for multi⁃QoS mobile
services.

TCP user

IPTV user VoIP user Small cell

Macro cell
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slope of the curve. And d is the inflexion of the function.
The effective capacity is expressed as following:
EC(θ) = - 1

θT
log(E[ ]e

-θTR[i] ), (6)
where R[i] represents the instantaneous channel capacity dur⁃
ing i⁃th frame. T represents the frame duration.

Moreover, the probability that the delay bound Dmax must
be below a certain packet loss ratio ε is expressed as (7):

Pr{D(∞)>Dmax}≈ e
-θ(λ)∙Dmax ≤ ε, (7)

where λ represents the service arriving rate.
2.2 Opportunity Cost

Multi ⁃ service resource allocation provides corresponding
service quality assurance for different user terminals under the
condition of limited resources. By allocating available resourc⁃
es such as subcarriers and power properly, we use resource al⁃
location to maximize user satisfaction, system throughput and
the efficiency of resource utilization. If a user selects a base
station's resources, it will lose the opportunity to access other
base stations. If a base station chooses a user to provide ser⁃
vice, it will lose opportunity to allocate resources to other us⁃
ers. In summary, the scenario of multi⁃service resource alloca⁃
tion meets the three preconditions of opportunity cost: scarcity,
diversity and decision rationality of resources.

In this paper, we divide users into QoS users and BE users
to research multi ⁃ service resource allocation scheme. We as⁃
sume that choices are made rationally by users aiming to maxi⁃
mize system utility.

For QoS users, when the EC of a QoS user is greater than
the expected effective bandwidth, increasing the rate will not
greatly improves the utility. However, for BE users, as user da⁃

ta rate continues to increase, their utility will continue to im⁃
prove. Therefore, if QoS users select the current resource, they
may lose the better suited resource when the delay is tolerable.
It is also possible that the waiting time exceeds the delay limit
so that a serious decline in channel quality causes calls drop.

For BE users, if they choose the current resource, they may
lose the larger expected transmission rate that can be obtained
when its latency is tolerable. If BE users drop the connection,
it is also possible to drop the call. Therefore, from the above re⁃
source allocation, the user needs to make a choice to select or
abandon a certain resource.

We come to the definition of opportunity cost for resource al⁃
location as follows: the opportunity cost of a user is defined as
the expected value of the service transmission rate that the us⁃
er chooses to wait within the delay allowed by the service.

By introducing the concept of opportunity cost, we can not
only allocate according to the current resource situation, but al⁃
so consider the future changes of the system and maximize the
utility value of the system through the rational choice of users.

3 Multi⁃Service QoS Guaranteed Resource
Allocation Based on Opportunity Cost
In this section, we study the multi ⁃ service QoS guaranteed

resource allocation algorithm based on opportunity cost aiming
to improve system utility.

Taking advantage of opportunity cost, taking the opportunity
cost into consideration can consider the advantages of the fu⁃
ture situation of the system and put forward a more reasonable
resource allocation algorithm.
3.1 Problem Formulation

To optimize multi ⁃service resource allocation algorithm, we
aim to maximize system utility, that is, the sum utility function
of each user. The objective function is shown in the following
formula:

max∑
k

Uk(Pk.m.n,βk.m.n,θk,n). (8)
In this paper, we suppose users are sorted by the delay

bound Dmax,k from the smallest to the largest. It is easy to findthat user sequence meets {k ∈K1,k ∈K2,k ∈K3,k ∈K4} . Mean⁃
while, the channel transmission capabilities of BSs are sorted
from the largest to the smallest. And the corresponding chan⁃
nel transmission capabilities of the base stations are{ECn

|n = 1,2,...,N} . Without loss of generality, we suppose
EC1

≥EC2
≥ ... ≥ECN

.
Assume the user’s service duration has an exponential dis⁃

tribution with parameter τ [14]. The distribution function of
the service duration T of each user in the base station is as fol⁃
lowing,
F(t) =P(T≤ t) = ìí

î
1 - e- t

τ , t > 0
0, other. (9)

▲Figure 2. The utility function trend of four classes.
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For a full ⁃ loaded BS, the probability that the BS will have
free resources, that is, at least one user ends the service leav⁃
ing within the duration t, can be expressed as

P(t) = 1 -P(T1 > t,T2 > t, ...,TK > t). (10)
Supposing the service duration of user is mutual indepen⁃

dent of each other, the probability is written as
P(t) = 1 -(e-t/τ)K = 1 - e-Kt/τ. (11)
From the above analysis, the probability that the

BS - i = 1,2,...,N will have free resources is 1 - e-Kit/τ respec⁃
tively, where Ki represents the number of users served by the
i⁃th BS and K0 = 0 .

Assuming that the resource is pre⁃assigned without consider⁃
ing the future condition of the system, the power pre⁃allocated
to the user is P '

k,m,n . And if the user occupies the RB m' on
the BS n' , it is denoted as β '

k,m,n = 1 . For QoS users, we sup⁃
pose the allocated data rates all satisfy Ec(P '

k,m,n,β '
k,m,n,θk,n)

≥Eb
k,k ∈K1,K2 . Effective bandwidth Eb is defined as the min⁃

imum service rate to meet the QoS requirements [15] Accord⁃
ing to the utility characteristic of QoS users from Fig. 2, when
the effective capacity of QoS users is larger than their effective
bandwidth, increasing the rate does not greatly improve their
utility. Therefore, it is better for QoS user k to obtain desired
data rates smaller but meets its QoS requirement during its
waiting time t which is less than the delay tolerance range
Dmax,k . Therefore, the resources can be assigned to other users,
so as to enhance the overall effectiveness of the system and the
system fairness. The condition QoS users choose to wait as
shown in (12):

Eb
k ≤EQoS[EC（θ）]≤EC(P '

k,m,n,β '
k,m,n,θk,n). (12)

Therefore, QoS users only consider the base station whose
transmission capacity is lower than n' to save more resources.
We can conclude the expected transmission rate that can be
obtained in the waiting time t for QoS users in (13):

EQoS[EC(θ)] = ∑
i = n' + 1

N (1 - e-
Kit
τ )e-∑s = i + 1

N Kst
τ ∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i). (13)

What is different from QoS users, when BE user is provided
more resources, is that BE user satisfaction can still be im⁃
proved. Therefore, if the opportunity cost of BE user k after the
waiting time t is greater than the pre⁃allocated resources, BE
users may choose to wait to access a higher transfer rate, as
shown in the following equation:

EBE[EC(θ）]≥EC(P '
k,m,n,β '

k,m,n,θk,n). (14)
Unlike QoS users, BE users only consider base stations with

transmission capability higher than n' in order to obtain more
data rates to improve their utility. The expected transmission

rate that can be obtained in the waiting time t is as follows:

EBE[EC(θ)] =∑
i = 1

n' - 1(1 - e-
Kit
τ )e-∑s = 1

i Ks - 1t
τ ∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i). (15)

If there are multiple users waiting in line for a certain BS
service, the waiting queue length is set as ji (the user is
ranked ji ) and j0 = 0 . The probability that the user can get
service within the tolerable waiting time range is equal to the
probability that at least ji users leaving within the time frame.
It can be seen that the time interval for the user to leave the
system obeys the negative exponential distribution of parame⁃
ter λi =Ki /τ .

Therefore, the number of users leaving the system in time
obeys Poisson distribution. The probability of the user getting
the service is converted to (16):

P(t1 + t2 + ... + tj < t) =P(k≥ j) =
1 -∑

k = 0

j
λk

k ! e-λ.
(16)

Thus, the expected transmission rate that QoS users can
wait for access is:

The condition QoS users choose to wait is shown as follow⁃
ing:

The expected transmission rate that a BE user can wait for
access is:

The condition BE users choose to wait is shown as following:

In addition, users need to tolerate delay during the waiting
of the queuing. And each user has the maximum delay limit
Dmax,k , beyond which the user’s service quality will be affect⁃
ed. Therefore, the duration a user chooses to wait should be
less than its maximum delay limit. When user k queues for the
service of a selected base station n, we assume the length of
waiting queue is jn . The probability distribution of the user’s

(17)EQoS[EC(θ)] = ∑
i = n' + 1

N (1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = i + 1

N (∑
k = 0

js λk
s

k ! e
-λs)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i).

Ek
b ≤ ∑

i = n' + 1

N (1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = i + 1

N (∑
k = 0

js λk
s

k ! e
-λs)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i)≤

Ec(P '
k,m,n,β '

k,m,n,θk,n). (18)

(19)EBE[EC(θ)] =∑
i = 1

n' - 1(1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = 1

i (∑
k = 0

js - 1 λk
s - 1
k ! e

-λs - 1)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i).

∑
i = 1

n' - 1(1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = 1

i (∑
k = 0

js - 1 λk
s - 1
k ! e

-λs - 1)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i)≥
EC(P '

k,m,n,β '
k,m,n,θk,n). (20)
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service duration obeys the exponential distribution with param⁃
eter τ . According to the characteristic of exponential distribu⁃
tion, the expected duration is τ . So the user's queue waiting
delay is jnτ . Therefore, jn needs to satisfy the following for⁃
mula:

jn ≤[Dmax,k
τ

], (21)
where [x] represents an integer not greater than x .
3.2 Problem Solution

Based on the above analysis, a multi ⁃ service QoS guaran⁃
teed resource allocation optimization model based on opportu⁃
nity cost is formed as follows:

The algorithm flow is designed as follows:
1) First, we calculate the channel transmission capacity of

each base station and sort it from high to low, numbered
1, ... ,n, ... N . The users are sorted according to their maximum
delay limit from low to high, numbered as 1, ... ,k, ... K . Then
when k = 1,...,K1 +K2 , step 2 is performed for a QoS user;
when k =K1 +K2 + 1,...,K , step 3 is performed for a BE user.

2) When k = 1,...,K1 +K2 , we calculate the opportunity cost
of QoS users. The algorithm finds the value of n that satisfies
the limit conditions 1) and 3) in (22). To make the system utili⁃
ty higher, set n* = arg max{n} , β*

k,m,n
= 1 , j

n* + 1 . If not, then
make k + 1 .

3) When k =K1 +K2 + 1,...,K , we calculate the opportunity
cost of BE users. And then the algorithm finds the value of n
that satisfies the limit conditions 2) and 3) in (22) To make the
system utility higher, set n* = arg max{n} , β*

k,m,n
= 1 , j

n* + 1 . If
not, then make k + 1 .4) After traversing all the users, the resource allocation is
completed. And the power matrix and the allocation matrix are
updated when each n' is taken.

4 Simulation Results and Analysis

4.1 Simulation Parameters
In this section, simulation results about the utility⁃based re⁃

source allocation for multi ⁃ QoS services with EC are given.
There are multiple BSs deployed in a coverage area of 2 km×3
km. All BSs connect with the controller. There are total 50
files and the size of each content is a normal random variable
with the mean of 30 Mbits. The requests of users follow a Zipf
distribution with Zipf parameter g=0.5. Generally, g indicates
the degree of skewness of popularity distribution, a larger g
means the content requests are more centralized into popular
files. Besides, we let the users of the four classes have the
same proportion. More details of simulation environment set⁃
tings and QoS settings are listed in Tables 1 and 2 respective⁃
ly. The QoS parameters are set according to 3GPP TS 23.203
[6]. The four classes have different QoS parameters, such as de⁃
lay bound and packet loss ratio. Besides, VoIP users and IPTV
users have effective bandwidth bound, because they are QoS
users who have minimum bandwidth requirement.
4.2 Results and Analysis

According to the proposed resource allocation algorithm,
QoS users are expected to seek more suitable resources instead
of blindly seeking for better resources by comparing opportuni⁃
ty cost with current resources favorably. In this paper, we com⁃
pare sum utility, system throughput and fairness between the
proposed OC algorithm, the max utility algorithm without OC

max∑
k

Uk(Pk.m.n,βk.m.n,θk,n),

s.t. 1) E
k
b ≤ ∑

i = n' + 1

N (1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = i + 1

N (∑
k = 0

js λk
s

k ! e
-λs)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i)≤

Ec(P '
k,m,n,β '

k,m,n,θk,n),k ∈K1,K2,

2)∑i = 1

n' - 1(1 -∑
k = 0

ji λk
i

k ! e
-λi){∏

s = 1

i (∑
k = 0

js - 1 λk
s - 1
k ! e

-λs - 1)}∙Ec(Pk,m, i,βk,m, i,θk, i)≥
EC(P '

k,m,n,β '
k,m,n,θk,n),k ∈K3,K4,

3) jn ≤[Dmax,k
τ

]，n = 1,...,N,
4)∑

k
∑

n

Pk,m,n ≤Pn,
5)∑

k
∑

n

βk,m,n ≤1,βk,m,n ∈{0,1}.

(22)

▼Table 1. Simulation setting: system parameters

BS: base station

System parameters
Number of BSs

Number of Subchannels
Maximum power of BSs

Carrier Frequency
Bandwidth

Cell average radius
Pathloss model

Shadowing standard deviation
Shadowing correlation distance

Fast fading
Noise density

Average arriving rate

7
50

46 dBm
2 GHz
10 MHz
500 m

PL = 128.1 + 37.6 log10d,d(km)
8 dB
50 m

Rayleigh fading
⁃174 dBm/Hz
150 kbit/s

▼Table 2. Simulation setting: QoS parameters

HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IPTV: Internet Protocol television
QoS: quality of service

TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol

Traffic Type
VoIP
IPTV
HTTP
TCP

Effective bandwidth (kbit/s)
150
200
⁃⁃
⁃⁃

Delay bound (ms)
[20, 50]
[50, 100]
[100, 200]
[300, 500]

Packet loss ratio
10-2

10-3

10-6

10-6
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(No⁃OC) and the Reference Signal Receiving Power (RSRP) al⁃
gorithm.
Fig. 3 depicts the sum utility versus number of users. Since

the sum utility is the cumulative result of users' utility, all
three algorithms are monotonically increasing. The OC algo⁃
rithm and the No⁃OC algorithm always give higher utility val⁃
ues than the RSRP algorithm, because they guarantee the QoS
requirements of the more efficient QoS users. When the num⁃
ber of users is small, the OC algorithm has almost the same
utility value as the No⁃OC algorithm. As the number of users
increase, the utility value of the OC algorithm is significantly
higher than that of the No⁃OC algorithm. This is because, when
the number of users is small, the resources are sufficient, and
both strategies can meet the needs of almost all users. Howev⁃
er, as the number of users increases, BE users in the No⁃OC al⁃
gorithm cannot be met, while the QoS users in the OC algo⁃
rithm can obtain more reasonable resources based on the op⁃
portunity cost to save more resources for the BE users to imple⁃
ment higher system utility.
Fig. 4 shows the system throughput versus the number of us⁃

ers. The throughput of the three algorithms depicts an increas⁃
ing trend with the increase of the number of users. The pro⁃
posed OC algorithm is between No ⁃OC and RSRP algorithm.
This is due to the OC algorithm sacrificing some of the QoS us⁃
er data rates. When the rate of QoS users meets their require⁃
ments, the utility value will not increase any more. Therefore,
the resources allocated by QoS are allocated to BE users by
OC algorithm to obtain higher system utility. Therefore, the to⁃
tal system throughput is somewhat lower than the No⁃OC algo⁃
rithm.

The fairness versus the number of users is shown in Fig. 5.
The fairness factor is defined as the user⁃derived data rate nor⁃
malized variance. The lower the fairness factor indicates, the
greater the variance and the more unfair the algorithm are. We

observe that the fairness of OC algorithm is better No⁃OC algo⁃
rithm. Because the No ⁃ OC algorithm always guarantees the
QoS requirements of the QoS users and does not consider the
BE users well. The OC algorithm takes advantage of the oppor⁃
tunity cost so that the BE users and the QoS users can make
constant calculations and thus have better fairness. For RSRP
algorithm, all users are equal without distinguishing different
users with different QoS requirements. Therefore, its fairness
is better than OC algorithm and No⁃OC algorithm.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, the proposed multi⁃QoS guaranteed resource

allocation algorithm for multi ⁃ services based on opportunity
cost can achieve a well⁃done balance between user satisfaction

OC: opportunity cost RSRP: Reference Signal Receiving Power

▲Figure 3. Sum utility versus the number of users.

▲Figure 4. System throughput versus the number of users.

OC: opportunity cost RSRP: Reference Signal Receiving Power

▲Figure 5. Fairness versus number of users.

OC: opportunity cost RSRP: Reference Signal Receiving Power
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and system fairness. We first formulate a unified utility func⁃
tion with effective capacity, which is able to represent the QoS
requirements of delay and packet loss rate, to describe the
multi⁃QoS metrics of different services. Then we invite the the⁃
ory of opportunity cost in economy to form the concept of op⁃
portunity cost applied into the multi ⁃ service resource alloca⁃
tion scenario by analyzing the utility characteristics of QoS us⁃
ers and BE users respectively. In the multi ⁃ services resource
allocation scheme, QoS users and BE users make different pref⁃
erences rationally to maximize system utility. From business
characteristic of different users, if boosting the service rate of
QoS users when their lowest data rate is met, system utility will
not be effectively increased. Meanwhile, BE users always look
for a higher data rate to enhance system utility. Therefore, by
calculating opportunity cost, QoS users tend to choose resourc⁃
es that have smaller data rates but meet their QoS require⁃
ments within delay limits. And BE users prefer resources that
provide higher transmission capacity within delay limits. Final⁃
ly, the simulation results show that our algorithm can achieve
superior overall user satisfaction and the algorithm also balanc⁃
es fairness and throughput in a good way.
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Abstract

Ultra⁃dense networks (UDNs) are expected to be applied for the fifth generation wireless system (5G) to meet the requirements of
very high throughput density and connections of a massive number of users. Considering the large amount of small base stations
(SBSs), how to choose proper backhaul links is an important problem under investigation. In this paper, we propose a wireless
backhaul algorithm to find an effective backhaul method for densely⁃deployed SBSs and to maximize energy efficiency of the sys⁃
tem. We put forward adaptive backhaul methods of indirect and direct modes. The SBS can select the direct backhaul which con⁃
nects to the macro base station (MBS) directly, or the indirect backhaul which selects an idle SBS as a relay based on the back⁃
haul channel condition. The algorithm also allocates network resources, including the power of SBSs and system bandwidth, to
solve the serious interference problem in UDN. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed wireless backhaul algorithm
has desired performance to achieve higher energy efficiency with required data rate.
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1 Introduction
he fifth generation wireless system (5G) is predict⁃
ed to be commercialized by 2020 [1]. In order to
meet the expected 1000 times increase in capacity
of existing cellular networks, experts believe that

technology innovation is necessary [2]. Ultra ⁃ dense networks
(UDNs) are proposed to improve system throughput by densely
deploying small base stations (SBSs) in the network. On the
other hand, it brings huge backhaul traffic load, especially for
wireless links. It also indicates more energy consumption of
the backhaul process for huge traffic.

Energy efficiency is an important indicator of network perfor⁃
mance and a challenge for UDN, which has been studied by
many researchers. For examples, in [3], the network energy effi⁃
ciency of some open channels in a small ⁃area network is dis⁃
cussed and evaluated. In [4], the energy efficiency is improved
by power allocation and load balance constraints. In [5], the en⁃
ergy efficiency of SBSs and regional energy efficiency can be
improved by deploying SBSs and reducing the transmission
power of macro base stations (MBSs). Most of the existing stud⁃
ies about UDN focus on optimizing the energy efficiency of the

access network. However, the backhaul capacity is also a con⁃
straint on the overall network throughput.

With the intensive deployment of the SBSs in UDN, most of
the user devices choose to access the SBS rather than MBS in
order to obtain a higher data rate, so the number of small cell
user equipment (SUE) is much larger than that of macro cell
user equipment (MUE). Furthermore, due to the short inter site
distance (ISD) between SBSs, the interference environment
and resource allocation are quite complex for wireless back⁃
haul transmission. When the limited capability of SBSs and en⁃
ergy consumption during the transmission are considered, how
to choose proper backhaul routing is an important problem and
still under investigation by researchers. In [6], backhaul con⁃
straint is considered as an important constraint for network per⁃
formance while modeling a heterogeneous network.

Some research in backhaul has been published. In [7], a
new wireless backhaul architecture of dense small cell network
is proposed, which optimizes the backhaul path selection and
wireless backhaul link scheduling. And in [8], the requirement
of the backhaul traffic is evaluated, which indicates that the co⁃
operation between MBSs and SBSs could improve the network
performance. In [9], the resource management for wireless
backhaul is studied to optimize performance of UDN. In [10], a
joint optimization mechanism for forward and backhaul links is
proposed which takes into account both the transmission power
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and the backhaul data rate. However, the wireless backhaul
transmission with consideration on energy efficiency is still an
open issue and needs further investigation.

In this paper, we propose a wireless backhaul algorithm in
UDN to maximize the system energy efficiency. The proposed
algorithm considers the channel condition, the backhaul rate
requirement and the interference factors between SBSs for se⁃
lecting an appropriate backhaul mode. There are two types of
backhaul modes. One is that the SBS connects to the MBS di⁃
rectly, which is denoted as direct backhaul. The other is indi⁃
rect backhaul in which the backhaul data is sent to the relay
base station acted by surrounding free SBSs and then to the
MBS. In [11], the advantages of relay in energy efficiency is de⁃
scribed. Meanwhile, Combining the content of [3]-[5], the sub⁃
channels and transmit power are allocated to the backhaul
nodes along the route, to meet the data requirement and en⁃
hance the overall network energy efficiency. Simulation results
have proved the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

2 System Model
We consider a two⁃tier heterogeneous UDN scenario shown

in Fig. 1. It contains a MBS and several SBSs densely de⁃
ployed in the coverage. In this paper, the SBS with user access⁃
ing and backhaul requirement is defined as the backhaul small
base station (BSBS), and the SBS without user accessing is de⁃
fined as the idle small base station (ISBS). The MBS communi⁃
cates with the core network through a fiber link. The BSBS ob⁃
tains the data information required by the user through the
wireless backhaul link with the MBS for the cost of the optical
fiber between a lot of SBSs and the MBS is expensive. [12] We
focus on planning the wireless backhaul link of the BSBS in a
centralized manner. Also, we summarize the data rate require⁃
ment required by the BSBS users as the backhaul rate require⁃
ment of the BSBS.

The BSBS for possible backhaul routing is shown in Fig. 2.

We assume that there are n sub⁃channels in the system, denot⁃
ed by the set K as: K = {k1, k2, …, kn}. Only one MBS which is
denoted as B and a total of z SBSs are in the system. It is as⁃
sumed that at some points, the number of BSBSs in the system
is p, which is expressed as the set I, I = {i1, i2, ..., ip}. The num⁃
ber of free base stations is q, which is expressed by the set J,
J = {j1, j2, ..., jq}. As shown in Fig. 2, the base station i is a
BSBS and the base station j is an ISBS. The backhaul data,
which is required by any UE access to i, needs transmitting
from i to the MBS. One way is direct backhaul and the wireless
link between B and i is denoted as L(B,i）. Another way is indi⁃
rect backhaul where j acts as a relay base station through the
wireless backhaul link; the wireless link between B and j is de⁃
noted as L(B,j) and the wireless link between j and i is denoted as
L(j,i).

MBS is used here as a centralized control node for the back⁃
haul routing design for deployment convenience. It plays the
role of backhauling management for all the SBSs within its cov⁃
erage, focusing on backhaul data rate requirement, wireless
link interference and resource allocation. Moreover, it is as⁃
sumed that the base station i in the system could only select
one method from the direct and indirect backhaul modes for
backhaul.

3 Problem Formulation

3.1 Problem Description
In the network, the BSBS may be far from the MBS in Euler

distance with poor quality channel, or the interference of back⁃
haul link may be serious, resulting in that the BSBS is not able
to meet the backhaul rate demand of users. In such cases, we
will choose a proper ISBS as relay for backhaul.

The direct mode for transmitting data back to the core net⁃
work is simple and easy. However, the available resource is
limited and its backhaul network throughput is lower than that
of the indirect mode. Although the indirect mode is more com⁃
plicated with higher cost than the direct mode, we can organize
the backhaul network well. In the indirect mode, more resourc⁃
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es are available so that the network throughput can be greatly
improved. At the same time, the energy efficiency of the net⁃
work can be improved by making full use of the resources rea⁃
sonably.

The association matrix X is defined to characterize whether
a wireless backhaul link is established between the base sta⁃
tions. In the association matrix X, x(B, i) = 1 indicates that a
wireless backhaul link, L(B,i), is established between B and i,
which is a direct backhaul mode. x(B, j) = 1 and x( j, i) = 1 mean
that there are wireless backhaul links established between B
and j, as well as between j and i. It is an indirect backhaul
mode.

The association matrix A is defined to characterize whether
particular sub ⁃ channel resource is occupied by a particular
wireless backhaul link. In the association matrix A, ak

(B, i)
= 1 in⁃

dicates that B occupies the sub ⁃ channel k when transmitting
the data to i through L(B,i), and vice versa ak

(B, i)
= 0 means that

the sub⁃channel k is not occupied by B when transmitting the
data to i through L(B,i).
3.2 Problem Modeling

Based on the assumption, it can be deduced that on L(B,i),
when B transmits data through the sub ⁃ channel k, i receives
the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) which is:

SINRk
(B, i) = x(B, i)

ak
(B, i) p

k
(B, i)h

k
(B, i)∑

j ∈ J
x( j, i)a

k
( j, i) p

k
( j, i)h

k
( j, i) +σ2， (1)

where pk
( j, i) is the transmit power of j on the sub ⁃ channel k

when the wireless backhaul link is established by j, which is
limited by the maximum transmit power of the SBS. hk

( j, i) repre⁃
sents the channel gain on the sub ⁃ channel k of the wireless
backhaul link between j and i. The sum in the denominator is
the interference from the surrounding SBSs when i receives the
data transmitted from B by the sub⁃channel k. σ2 is additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), which can also be written as
σ2 =N0B .

Based on (1), the rate of i provided by B can be expressed as:
r(B, i) =∑

k

b log2(1 + SINRk
(B, i))， (2)

where b represents the bandwidth of the sub⁃channel.
Similarly, the data rate on L(B,j) can be expressed as:
r(B, j) =∑

k

b log2(1 + SINRk
(B, j)). (3)

When j receives the data transmitted by B through the sub⁃
channel k, the SINR is:
SINRk

(B, j) = x(B, j)
ak

(B, j) p
k
(B, j)h

k
(B, j)∑

j ∈ J
x( j, i)a

k
( j, i) p

k
( j, i)h

k
( j, i) +σ2 . (4)

Likewise, the data rate on L(j,i) is:
r( j, i) =∑

k

b log2(1 + SINRk
( j, i)). (5)

The SINR of i on sub⁃channel k is:
ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

SINRk
( j, i) = x(B, j)

ak
(B, j) p

k
(B, j)h

k
(B, j)

I k( j', i) + I k(B, i) + I k(B, j) +σ2

I k( j', i) =∑
j' ≠ j

x( j', i)a
k
( j', i) p

k
( j', i)h

k
( j', i)

I k(B, i) =∑
i

x(B, i)a
k
(B, i) p

k
(B, i)h

k
(B, i)

I k(B, j) =∑
j

x(B, j)a
k
(B, j) p

k
(B, j)h

k
(B, j)

. (6)

The first sum in the denominator, I k( j', i) , in (6) indicates that
i is disturbed by the other relay base stations on the same sub⁃
channel. The second and third summations, I k(B, i) and I k(B, j) ,
mean that i is disturbed by B. In all the backhaul links L(B,j)

and L(B,i), up to one backhaul link occupies the sub⁃channel k,
so either the second or third summation must be zero.

It can be analyzed that in the whole network, the total wire⁃
less backhaul throughput is provided by B and the relay base
stations. By (1)-(6), the total throughput in the system can be
calculated as:

R =∑
i

r(B, i) +∑
j

r(B, j) +∑
j
∑

i

r( j, i). (7)
The power consumed by B can be expressed as:
PB =∑

k

æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷∑

i

xk
(B, i)a

k
(B, i) p

k
(B, i) +∑

j

xk
(B, j)a

k
(B, j) p

k
(B, j) , (8)

where the left half of the plus sign indicates the total power
which is consumed by B to provide the data rate for i, and the
right half is expressed as the power consumed on the wireless
backhaul link of j. It must be ensured that B only provides ser⁃
vice for only one SBS on a sub⁃channel when allocating sub⁃
channels.

Similarly, the power consumed by j can be expressed as:
Pj =∑

k
∑

i

xk
( j, i)a

k
( j, i) p

k
( j, i). (9)

It can be seen that the total energy consumption in the sys⁃
tem is the sum of the power consumption of the wireless back⁃
haul link on the MBS and the relay base stations:

Ptotal =PB +∑
j

Pj. (10)
The optimization goal is the overall energy efficiency of the

system backhaul:
arg max R

Ptotal

. (11)
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The system energy efficiency is constrained by the following:
C1:   r(B, i) +∑

j

r( j, i) ≥ r
req

i ,   ∀i, (12)
C2:    r(B, j) ≥∑

i

r( j, i),   ∀j, (13)
C3:    Pj ≤Pmax

j ,   ∀j, (14)
C4:    PB ≤Pmax

B , (15)
C5:    1 - x(B, i) = x( j, i),   ∀i,∃j, (16)
C6:    x( j, i) = x(B, j),   ∀j,∃i, (17)
C7:    ∑

i

x(B, i)a
k
(B, i) +∑

i

x(B, j)a
k
(B, j) ≤ 1,   ∀k, (18)

C8:    x( j, i),x(B, j),x(B, i) ∈{ }0,1 ,   ∀j, i, (19)
C9:    ak

(B, i),    ak
(B, j),   ak

( j, i) ∈{ }0,1 ,∀j, i,k. (20)
In these constraint conditions, the traffic load of all the us⁃

ers accessing i is expressed as r
req

i . C1 indicates that it must be
ensured that the data rate of the backhaul is higher than or
equal to the user traffic load of i whether selecting direct back⁃
haul or indirect backhaul. C2 means that when j provides an in⁃
direct backhaul service for i as the relay, it is necessary to en⁃
sure that the data rate received by j is equal to or higher than
the data rate sent out of j, which is reasonable and effective.
When the rate on L(B,j) is higher than the data rate provided by j
for i, j can still cache the data and then forward it to i gradual⁃
ly. C3 indicates that the sum of the total power of j on each sub⁃
channel is smaller than the maximum power of the SBS. Simi⁃
larly, C4 indicates that the sum of the total power of B on each
sub⁃channel is smaller than the maximum power of the MBS.
C5 and C6 represent the choice of the backhaul mode of all
BSBSs in UDN. C5 indicates that i either selects direct back⁃
haul or is provided with an indirect backhaul by at least one IS⁃
BS, j. And C6 indicates that j must create a backhaul link with
B as long as there is a BSBS receiving the backhaul data from
j. C7 indicates that any sub ⁃ channel can only be occupied at
most once on the wireless backhaul link of B. C8 and C9 mean
that the establishment of the radio backhaul link and the occu⁃
pancy of backhaul link to the sub⁃channels are binary discrete
variables. The value of these variables can only be 0 or 1.

4 Problem Resolving
The problem established by (11) to (20) is the joint optimiza⁃

tion problem of backhaul mode selection, base station power al⁃
location and sub⁃channel assignment. It is a non⁃deterministic
polynomial⁃hard (NP⁃hard) problem [13]. Considering the com⁃
putational cost, we introduce the quantum behavior particle
swarm optimization (QPSO) algorithm [14] to solve the problem.

Fig. 3 shows the problem solving based on the QPSO algo⁃
rithm. The concrete steps are described as follows:
1) The parameters for QPSO are initialized, including particle

position, the total number of particles, and the maximum
number of iterations. Each particle location includes three
parts of information: the backhaul mode selection results of
all base stations in the system, the occupancy results of all
sub⁃channels on the wireless backhaul link, and the power
allocation results of the base stations on each sub⁃channel.
The total number of particles is M and the maximum num⁃
ber of iterations is S.

2) An initial value, Xm(0)(m = 1, ... ,M) , is assigned to all vari⁃
ables of each particle. The zero ⁃ variable for the backhaul
link establishment and sub⁃channel occupancy is set by ran⁃
dom initialization, then compared to 0.5. If the random num⁃
ber is larger than 0.5, it is set to 1 and if less than 0.5, it is
set to 0. The transmit power of the base station is assigned
by taking a random value between 0 and the maximum pow⁃
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▲Figure 3. The problem resolving based on the QPSO algorithm.
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er. We define the initial value of every parameter in every
particle in this step.

3) All the particles are iterated. In the process of iteration, the
energy efficiency of the system corresponding to the particle
is calculated by the position of each particle at a certain
time. We get the first indecisive result in this step.

4) The position and velocity of each particle are updated ac⁃
cording to the characteristics of the QPSO algorithm. The
next position of the particle is determined by the current po⁃
sition and velocity of the particle. We change the location of
every particle to find the better solution.

5) After the particle is updated, the fitness function of each par⁃
ticle is calculated and the fitness function value and the cor⁃
responding penalty function value of all M particles are re⁃
corded. In this step, we get the result of each particle.

6) The optimal position of each particle is updated according
to the fitness function of M particles. The global optimal po⁃
sition and the optimal position corresponding to the real en⁃
ergy efficiency maximum of M particles are recorded. Ac⁃
cording to the result of each particle, we find the best result
in these particles.

7) It is determined whether the number of iterations s reaches
the maximum number of iterations S. Reaching the maxi⁃
mum number of iterations makes the output X*

m and the co⁃
rresponding solution of the optimal position of M particles
G(s) , then we go to step (8); otherwise, return to step (5). We
loop the iteration of these particles to get better results.

8) According to X*
m , the optimal solution of the optimal pos⁃

ition G(s) , the backhaul mode of all the BSBSs, the occu⁃
pancy of all the sub⁃channels on the backhaul link, and the
power allocation results of the base stations on each sub ⁃
channel are obtained. We finally get the best solution.

5 Simulation Results
The simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 1. The MBS can

cover an entire 100 m × 100 m network, and the SBSs coverage
radius is 40 meters.

The wireless channel model includes two parts, small⁃scale
Rayleigh fading and large ⁃ scale path loss, which can be ex⁃
pressed as h( j, i) = h2

0d
-α . h0 is the complex Gaussian channel

coefficient, d is the distance between the BSBS and the MBS
or relay base station, and the path loss factor α = 4. The spe⁃
cific simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

The backhaul method proposed in this paper is a combined
one of the direct and indirect backhaul, while the most existing
centralized backhaul in the real networks uses the direct
mode. Therefore, we choose a direct backhaul algorithm to
compare with the proposed wireless backhaul algorithm to veri⁃
fy the performance of the proposed algorithm.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the proposed algorithm has
converged. As the number of iterations increases, the maxi⁃
mum system energy efficiency is increasing. This is because

with the operation of the quantum particle swarm optimization
algorithm, the current optimal solution is constantly updated,
and the energy efficiency of the system obtained by the current
optimal solution also increases, indicating that the particle con⁃
tinuously approximates the suboptimal solution of the QPSO al⁃
gorithm. The algorithm has reached the maximum system ener⁃
gy efficiency at about 700th iteration.
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the number of BSBSs

and the system energy efficiency. The number of BSBSs in⁃
creases from 5 to 10 and the total number of SBSs in the sys⁃
tem grows from 10 to 20, so that each BSBS has one or two IS⁃
BSs that can serve as its relay. The total energy efficiency of
the system decreases gradually with the increase in the num⁃
ber of BSBSs. The system energy is consumed by the transmis⁃
sion of the MBS and the relay base stations on their respective
wireless backhaul links.

When the number of BSBSs is small, the energy consump⁃
tion of the system is almost from the MBS, which results in
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▲Figure 4. Convergence curve of the proposed algorithm.

▼Table 1. System simulation parameters

Parameters
MBS maximum transmit power
SBS maximum transmit power

MBS coverage
SBS coverage

The total number of SBSs
BSBS backhaul rate requirement

System bandwidth
The number of sub⁃channels

Sub⁃channel bandwidth
Noise power spectral density

Path loss factor

Value
1 W
0.3 W
100 m
40 m
10-20

10 Mbit/s
10 M
20

500 kHz
⁃174 dBm/Hz

4

1000
Iteration times

12

Ene
rgy

effi
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ncy
(bit

/J)

9008007006005004003002001000

×106

10

8

6

4

2

0
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high energy efficiency with higher throughput and lower ener⁃
gy consumption in the system. With the gradual increase in the
number of BSBSs, the transmission power of the MBS could
not meet the backhaul rate requirement of those BSBSs with
poor channel quality, so that the energy consumption of the sys⁃
tem also occurs in the relay base stations; the system energy
consumption relatively increases with a large amount. Com⁃
pared to the energy consumption, the increase of system
throughput is relatively small, so that the system energy effi⁃
ciency gradually reduces. In spite of this, the algorithm
achieves the highest energy efficiency in the system by optimiz⁃
ing the backhaul mode and system resource allocation under
the premise of ensuring the BSBS backhaul rate requirement at
the specific time, the specific BSBS number and backhaul rate
requirement.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the number of BSBSs

and the system throughput. As can be seen in Fig. 6, using
whether the direct backhaul or the proposed backhaul, the sys⁃
tem throughput increases with the number of BSBSs increas⁃
ing. Assuming that the backhaul rate requirement of each
BSBS in the system is the same, with the increase in the num⁃
ber of BSBSs, the total backhaul rate requirement of the sys⁃
tem will gradually increase, so that using whether the direct
backhaul or the proposed backhaul, the system throughput will
gradually increase. However, the rate of increase in system
throughput in the proposed backhaul mode is greater than that
in the direct backhaul mode, because there are some cases that
the quality of the channels between these BSBSs and the MBS
is poor in the network. The proposed backhaul can also pro⁃
vide the backhaul service for the BSBS by the relay base sta⁃
tion, which makes the system throughput growth rate even
greater. It can be seen that the proposed backhaul provides
greater system throughput as the number of BSBSs increases
compared to the direct backhaul.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the number of BSBSs

and the number of BSBSs that meet the backhaul rate require⁃

ment. Likewise, the direct backhaul is compared to the pro⁃
posed backhaul. With the increase in the total number of
BSBSs, the number of BSBSs that meet the backhaul rate re⁃
quirement is increasing whether using the direct backhaul or
proposed backhaul. When the number of BSBSs is small, the
total backhaul traffic load in the system is not very large. And
the MBS is sufficient to meet the demand of the total backhaul
rate of the whole system. Therefore, both backhaul modes can
meet the requirement of all BSBS backhaul tasks, such as in
the case that the number of BSBSs is 5. When the number of
BSBSs increases, the total backhaul flow load increases in the
system. The MBS may not be enough to support the gradually
increasing backhaul traffic load. At this time, the ISBSs serve
as relay base stations for BSBSs by proposed algorithm. Al⁃
though the backhaul rate of some BSBSs can’t be satisfied us⁃
ing whether the direct backhaul or proposed backhaul algo⁃
rithm, the number of BSBSs satisfied by proposed backhaul is
greater than by direct backhaul. It can be seen that the pro⁃
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▲Figure 5. Relationship between the number of BSBSs and the system
energy efficiency.

BSBS: backhaul small base station

▲Figure 7. Relationship between the number of BSBSs and the number
of BSBSs that meet the backhaul requirements.

BSBS: backhaul small base station

▲Figure 6. Relationship between the number of BSBSs and the system
throughput.

BSBS: backhaul small base station
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posed backhaul performs better on supporting the backhaul
traffic load of the entire system.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, a wireless backhaul algorithm for maximizing

energy efficiency is proposed in UDN. We propose a model of
combining direct backhaul and indirect backhaul, with consid⁃
eration on the limited capability of SBSs, energy consumption
during the transmission, channel quality and other factors. The
corresponding sub⁃channels and transmit power are also allo⁃
cated to maximize the system energy efficiency. The problem
is a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem and solved
by QPSO algorithm in this paper. The simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm has desired performance to guaran⁃
tee the high energy efficiency of the system and to effectively
meet the BSBS backhaul rate requirement in the system. In the
future, other factors for wireless backhaul routing may be con⁃
sidered such as load balance of the relay SBSs.
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Abstract

In new radio (NR) access technology, the radio access network (RAN) architecture is split into two kinds of entities, i.e., the cen⁃
tralized unit (CU) and the distributed unit (DU), to enhance the network flexibility. In this split architecture, one CU is able to
control several DUs, which enables the function of base⁃band central control and remote service for users. In this paper, the gener⁃
al aspects of CU⁃DU split architecture are introduced, including the split method, interface functions (control plane functions and
user plane functions), mobility scenarios and other CU⁃DU related issues. The simulations show the performance of Options 2 and
3 for CU⁃DU split.
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T
1 Introduction

here are transport networks with performance that
varies from high transport latency to low transport
latency in real deployment. In order to cater for
these various types of transport networks and real⁃

ize multi ⁃ vendor CU⁃DU operation, the radio access network
(RAN) architecture for new radio (NR) is split into two kinds of
entities, i.e., the centralized unit (CU) and the distributed unit
(DU). The latency⁃tolerant network function resides in the CU
entity, and the latency ⁃ sensitive network function resides in
the DU entity [1].
Fig. 1 shows the possible CU⁃DU split options [2]. Options

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are regarded as higher layer split variants,
while Options 6, 7, and 8 are regarded as lower layer split vari⁃
ants in the case of CU⁃DU.

2 High Layer Split (HLS)
For a transport network with higher transport latency, higher

layer splits may be applicable. On the other hand, for a trans⁃
port network with lower transport latency, lower layer splits
can also be applicable.

The choice of how to split functions in the 5G RAN architec⁃
ture should offer good performance of services. The 3rd Gener⁃
ation Partnership Project (3GPP) agrees that there shall be nor⁃

MAC: Medium Access Control Layer
PDCP: Packet Data Convergence Protocol Layer

PHY: Physical Layer
RF: Radio Frequency Layer

RLC: Radio Link Control Layer
RRC: Radio Resource Control Layer

Option 1

PDCP

▲Figure 1. Function split between centralized and distributed units [2].
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mative work for a single HLS option (Option 2 or Option 3),
and finally Option 2 for high layer RAN architecture split is se⁃
lected because better performance with more high throughput
and less latency restriction can be provided by Option 2 com⁃
pared with Option 3. The detailed comparison of the two op⁃
tions based on simulation is shown in Section 7.

3 Overall Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, in the next generation radio access net⁃

work (NG⁃RAN), there are a set of next generation NodeBs (gN⁃
Bs) connected to the 5G core network (5GC) through the NG in⁃
terface, and the gNBs can be interconnected through Xn inter⁃
face. For disaggregate cases, a gNB may consist of a gNB⁃CU
and one or more gNB⁃DU(s), and the interface between gNB⁃
CU and gNB⁃DU is called F1. The NG and Xn⁃C interfaces for
a gNB terminate in the gNB⁃CU. One gNB⁃CU can connect to
multiple gNB ⁃ DUs, and the maximum number of connected
gNB⁃DUs is only limited by implementation.

In the 3GPP standard, one gNB⁃DU is supported to connect
only one gNB⁃CU. However, a gNB⁃DU can be connected to
multiple gNB⁃CUs by appropriate implementation for resilien⁃
cy. Meanwhile, one gNB ⁃DU can support one or more cells.
The internal structure of the gNB is not visible to the core net⁃
work and other RAN nodes, the gNB⁃CU and connected gNB⁃
DUs are only visible to other gNBs and the 5GC as a gNB.
With the analysis above, the following definitions of gNB⁃CU
and gNB⁃DU can be obtained.

The gNB⁃CU is a logical node hosting Radio Resource Con⁃
trol Layer (RRC), Service Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP)
and PDCP protocols of the gNB or RRC and PDCP protocols of
the evolved universal terrestrial radio access ⁃ new radio gNB
(en⁃gNB) that controls the operation of one or more gNB⁃DUs.
The gNB ⁃CU terminates the F1 interface connected with the
gNB⁃DU [3].

The gNB⁃DU is a logical node hosting Radio Link Control
Layer (RLC), MAC and PHY layers of the gNB or en⁃gNB, and
its operation is partly controlled by gNB⁃CU. One gNB⁃DU sup⁃
ports one or multiple cells. One cell is supported by only one
gNB⁃DU. The gNB⁃DU terminates the F1 interface connected

with the gNB⁃CU [3].

4 F1 Interface Principle
The interface between gNB⁃CU and gNB⁃DU is called F1,

and similar to NG or Xn interface in 5G RAN, it supports sig⁃
nalling exchange and data transmission between endpoints. Be⁃
sides, F1 interface separates the radio network layer and the
transport network layer, and it enables exchange of UE associ⁃
ated signalling and non⁃UE associated signalling. In addition,
F1 interface supports control plane (CP) and user plane (UP)
separation, therefore, the F1 interface functions are divided in⁃
to F1⁃C function and F1⁃U function.
4.1 F1⁃C Function

Considering the control plane function of F1 interface, the
F1 interface management, system information management,
UE context management and RRC message transfer should be
introduced.

The F1 interface management function mainly consists of F1
setup, gNB ⁃CU configuration update, gNB ⁃DU configuration
update, error indication, and reset function.

The F1 setup function is responsible for the exchange of ap⁃
plication level data between gNB⁃DU and gNB⁃CU, and it can
activate the cells in gNB⁃DU. The F1 setup procedure is initiat⁃
ed by the gNB⁃DU. The gNB⁃CU configuration update and gNB
⁃DU configuration functions are responsible for the update of
application level data configuration between gNB⁃DU and gNB⁃
CU. The gNB⁃DU configuration update can also activate or de⁃
activate the cells in gNB⁃DU. Besides, the F1 setup and gNB⁃
DU configuration update functions allow to inform the S⁃NSSAI
(s) supported by the gNB⁃DU. In addition, the error indication
function is responsible for indicating that an error has occurred
and reset function is responsible for initializing the peer entity
after node setup and after a failure event occurs.

As for system information management, the gNB⁃DU is re⁃
sponsible for system broadcast information scheduling and sys⁃
tem information transmission. For the system information
broadcast, the encoding of NR⁃Master Information Block (MIB)
and System Information Block 1 (SIB1) is carried out by the
gNB⁃DU, while the encoding of other system information (SI)
messages is carried out by the gNB⁃CU.

For the sake of UE energy saving, the on⁃demand SI deliv⁃
ery is introduced over F1 interface as well. In this case, CU is
in charge of processing the on ⁃ demand SI request from UE
over MSG3 and sends System Information Delivery Command
to tell gNB⁃DU broadcast the requested other SI(s), the UE is
able to obtain the requested SI(s) from the gNB⁃DU when need⁃
ed instead of monitoring the broadcast channel all the time.

The F1 UE context management function is responsible for
the establishment and modification of the necessary overall UE
context.

The establishment of F1 UE context is initiated by gNB⁃CU,
5GC: 5G core network CU: centralized unit DU: distributed unit

▲Figure 2. Overall architecture of NG⁃RAN [3].
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and gNB⁃DU can accept or reject the establishment based on
admission control criteria (e.g., the resource is not available).
Besides, the modification of F1 UE context can be initiated by
either gNB⁃CU or gNB⁃DU. The receiving node can accept or
reject the modification. Furthermore, the F1 UE context man⁃
agement function also supports the release of the context previ⁃
ously established in the gNB⁃DU. The release of the context is
triggered by the gNB⁃CU either directly or following a request
received from the gNB⁃DU. The gNB⁃CU requests the gNB⁃DU
to release the UE context when the UE enters RRC_IDLE or
RRC_INACTIVE.

The F1 UE context management function can also be used
to manage data radio bearers (DRBs) and signaling radio bear⁃
ers (SRBs), i.e., establishing, modifying and releasing DRB
and SRB resources. The establishment and modification of
DRB resources are triggered by the gNB⁃CU and accepted/re⁃
jected by the gNB⁃DU based on resource reservation informa⁃
tion and QoS information to be provided to the gNB⁃DU. For
each DRB to be setup or modified, the signal network slice se⁃
lection assistance information (S ⁃NSSAI) may be provided by
gNB ⁃CU to the gNB ⁃DU in the UE context setup procedure
and the UE context modification procedure.

The mapping between QoS flows and radio bearers is per⁃
formed by gNB⁃CU and the granularity of bearer related man⁃
agement over F1 is radio bearer level. To support PDCP dupli⁃
cation for intra ⁃ DU carrier aggregation (CA), one data radio
bearer should be configured with two GTP⁃U tunnels between
gNB⁃CU and gNB⁃DU [4].

The RRC message transfer function is responsible for the
transfer of RRC messages between gNB ⁃ CU and gNB ⁃ DU.
RRC messages are transferred over F1⁃C, while the UE related
RRC messages are transferred over the Uu interface.
4.2 F1⁃U Function

Considering the user plane function of F1 interface, the user
data transfer and flow control should be introduced.

The user data transfer function allows the transferring of us⁃
er data between gNB⁃CU and gNB⁃DU.

The flow control function allows controlling downlink user
data transmission towards the gNB⁃DU. The function includes
the transmitting procedure of DL USER DATA and DL
DATAT DELIVEREY STATUS frames. There are several
methods for the flow control enhancement of data transmission
introduced in 3GPP standard [5].

The transfer procedure of downlink user data (DL USER DA⁃
TA frame) aims to provide F1⁃U specific sequence number in⁃
formation when transferring user data carrying a DL PDCP
PDU from gNB⁃CU to gNB⁃DU via the F1⁃U interface. For the
DL USER DATA frame, in order to discard the redundant
PDUs caused by the PDCP duplication, the discarded flag and
the information on discarding the PDCP PDUs between a start
and a stop range are added in the DL USER DATA frame, i.e.,
the DL discards the NR PDCP PDU SN start (first/last block)

and the corresponding discarded block size (first/last block).
For retransmitted data packets, a“retransmission flag”is intro⁃
duced in the spare bit of DL_USER_DATA, which helps the
gNB⁃DU to identify and handle the retransmitted packets with
high priority. The gNB ⁃ CU can set the Report Polling Flag
within the DL USER DATA frame to confirm DL DATA DE⁃
LIVERY STATUS from the gNB⁃DU.

After receiving a DL USER DATA frame from the gNB⁃CU,
the gNB⁃DU shall detect whether an F1⁃U packet is lost over
the F1 interface and memorize the respective sequence num⁃
ber after it declares the respective F1 ⁃ U packet as being
“lost”, and the gNB⁃DU shall transfer the remaining NR PDCP
PDUs towards the UE and memorize the highest NR PDCP
PDU sequence number of the NR PDCP PDU that has success⁃
fully been delivered in sequence towards the UE (in case RLC
AM is used) and the highest NR PDCP PDU sequence number
of the NR PDCP PDU that has been transmitted to the lower
layers. The gNB ⁃ DU shall send the DL DATA DELIVERY
STATUS if the Report Polling Flag is set.

The transfer procedure of Downlink Data Delivery Status
(DL DATA DELIVEREY STATUS frame/DDDS frame) aims to
provide feedback from gNB⁃DU to gNB⁃CU to allow the gNB⁃
CU to control the downlink user data flow via the gNB⁃DU for
the respective data radio bearer. For the DL DATA DELIV⁃
EREY STATUS frame, the highest successfully delivered/
transmitted NR PDCP sequence number is added, which can
help gNB⁃CU acquire more accurate data delivery status in the
gNB⁃DU for RLC AM/UM mode data. For the fast data retrans⁃
mission of lost PDCP PDUs caused by radio link outage, the
DL DATA DELIVERY STATUS frame includes the indication
of detected radio link outage/resume, together with the informa⁃
tion on the highest NR PDCP PDU sequence number success⁃
fully delivered in sequence to the UE and the highest NR PD⁃
CP PDU sequence number transmitted to the lower layers. The
gNB⁃DU shall indicated lost NR⁃U packets over the F1 inter⁃
face within the DDDS frame and also set the desired buffer
size for the concerned data bearer and the minimum desired
buffer size for the UE within the DDDS frame.

After receiving the DL DATA DELIVERY STATUS frame
from the gNB⁃DU, the gNB⁃CU shall regard the desired buffer
size and the minimum desired buffer size as the amount of data
desired from the gNB ⁃ DU, and remove the buffered PDCP
PDUs according to the feedback of successfully delivered PD⁃
CP PDUs. The gNB⁃CU should also decide the actions neces⁃
sary for undelivered/transmitted PDCP PDUs at the gNB⁃DU
side, e.g., retransmitting corresponding PDUs to other avail⁃
able gNB⁃DUs when outage reported.

5 Mobility Scenarios

5.1 Intra⁃gNB⁃CU Mobility
In the Intra⁃gNB⁃CU mobility part, the standalone case and
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dual connectivity case are considered.
5.1.1 Intra⁃NR Mobility

In this scenario, the source and target cells belong to differ⁃
ent gNB⁃DUs in the same gNB⁃CU.

The gNB⁃CU makes a decision on the suitable target gNB⁃
DU for handover, based on the UE measurement report. Then,
the gNB⁃CU initiates the UE Context Setup procedure to as⁃
sign resources on Uu and F1 for one or several RBs and to set⁃
up corresponding context for a given UE in the target gNB⁃DU.
The target gNB⁃DU shall execute the requested RB configura⁃
tion, and if available, stores the general UE context. At the
next step, the gNB⁃CU sends the RRC reconfiguration message
including Cell Group Config at least in the target gNB⁃DU to
the UE. Finally, the UE sets up the RRC connection with the
target gNB⁃DU and replies the RRC reconfiguration complete
message. After the UE access to the target gNB⁃DU, the gNB⁃
CU initiates the UE Context Release procedure to release the
UE context in the source gNB ⁃DU [6]. The signaling flow is
shown in Fig. 3 [3].
5.1.2 Inter⁃gNB⁃DU Mobility with Dual Connectivity

In this scenario, the source cell and the target cell belong to
different gNB⁃DUs in the same gNB⁃CU, and a UE can con⁃
nect with one or more gNB⁃DUs at the same time.

The UE moves between the cells belonging to different gNB⁃
DUs. The gNB⁃CU makes a decision on suitable target gNB⁃
DU addition based on the UE measurement report. Then, the

gNB⁃CU initiates the UE Context Setup procedure to assign re⁃
sources on Uu and F1 for one or several RBs and to setup cor⁃
responding context for a given UE in the secondary gNB⁃DU.
The gNB ⁃ DU shall execute the requested RB configuration,
and if available, stores the general UE context. At the next
step, the gNB⁃CU sends the RRC reconfiguration message in⁃
cluding Cell Group Config at least in the secondary gNB⁃DU to
the UE. Finally, the UE sets up the RRC connection with the
target gNB⁃DU (gNB⁃DU2) and replies the RRC reconfigura⁃
tion complete message. After the UE context has established in
the target gNB⁃DU (gNB⁃DU2), UE is connecting with both tar⁃
get gNB⁃DU (gNB⁃DU2) and source gNB⁃DU (gNB⁃DU1) at
the same time. If one leg breaks during the dual connectivity,
the fast centralized retransmission procedure of lost PDUs
should be used [7]. This signaling flow is shown in Fig. 4 [8].
5.1.3 Evovled Universal Terrestrial Radio Access⁃New Radio

Dual Connectivity (EN⁃DC) Mobility
In this scenario, the source cell and the target cell belong to

different gNB⁃DUs in the secondary node.
The Master eNB (MeNB) makes a decision on the suitable

target gNB⁃DU for handover, based on the UE measurement re⁃
port. Then, after receiving the SgNB Modification Request mes⁃
sage from the MeNB with SCG configuration, the gNB⁃CU initi⁃
ates the UE Context Setup procedure to assign resources on Uu
and F1 for one or several RBs and to setup corresponding con⁃
text for a given UE in the target gNB⁃DU. The target gNB⁃DU
shall execute the requested RB configuration, and if available,

CU: centralized unit DU: distributed unit gNB: next generation NodeB RRC: Radio Resource Control Layer UE: user equipment

1. Measurement report

◀Figure 3.
Inter⁃gNB⁃DU mobility
for intra⁃NR [3].

UE SourcegNB⁃DU TargetgNB⁃DU gNB⁃CU

Uplink user data
Downlink user data

2. Uplink RRC transfer
(Measurement report)

4. UE context setup response
3. UE context setup request

5. UE context modification request
(RRC connection reconfiguration)6. RRC connection reconfiguration

Downlink data delivery status
Downlink user data

7. UE context modification response

12. UE context release complete
11. UE context release command

Uplink user data
Downlink user data

10. Uplink RRC transfer
(RRC connection reconfiguration complete)

8. Random access procedure
9. RRC connection reconfiguration complete
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store the general UE Context. After that, gNB ⁃CU sends the
confirmed SCG configuration to the MeNB which needs to be
transferred to UE. Finally, the UE sets up the RRC connection
with the target gNB⁃DU. After the UE context has been estab⁃
lished in the target gNB⁃DU, the gNB⁃CU initiates the UE Con⁃
text Release procedure to release the UE context in the source
gNB⁃DU [9]. Fig. 5 shows the signaling flow [3].

6 Other CU⁃DU Related Issues

6.1 CU⁃DU Low Layer Split (LLS)
In addition to CU⁃DU HLS, lower layer split is also applica⁃

ble and preferable to realize enhanced performance (e.g. cen⁃
tralized scheduling) for transport network with lower transport
latency. In this case, the physical layer is split into LLS ⁃CU
and LLS ⁃ DU. The possible LLS options to be discussed are
shown in Fig. 6 [10].

The possible non⁃exhaustive functional split options (Fig. 6)
for DL and UL are listed as below:

1) Option 6
All of the PHY functions reside in the DU.
2) Option 7⁃1
In the UL, FFT and CP removal functions reside in the LLS⁃

DU, while the rest of PHY functions reside in the LLS⁃CU.
In the DL, iFFT and CP addition functions reside in the LLS⁃

DU, while the rest of PHY functions also reside in the LLS⁃CU.
3) Option 7⁃2
In the UL, FFT and CP removal and resource de ⁃mapping

functions reside in the LLS⁃DU, while the rest of PHY func⁃
tions reside in the LLS⁃CU.

In the DL, iFFT and CP addition, resource mapping and pre⁃
coding functions reside in the LLS⁃DU, while the rest of PHY
functions reside in the LLS⁃CU.

4) Option 7⁃3 (Only for DL)
Only the encoder resides in the LLS ⁃ CU, and the rest of

PHY functions reside in the LLS⁃DU.
Additional potential functional split options were also con⁃

sidered. For the UL, there was a proposal to split between
IDFT and Channel estimation/Equalization. Also, for both DL
and UL, the possibility to split somewhere between Option 7⁃1
and Option 7 ⁃2 was proposed in light of digital beamforming
[10].
6.2 Separation of Control Plane (CP) and User Plane (UP)

In order to provide the possibility of optimizing the location
of different RAN functions based on the scenario and desired
performance, the gNB⁃CU can be separated further into CU⁃CP

◀Figure 4.
Inter⁃DU handover
procedure with dual
connectivity [8].

CU: centralized unit
DL: downlink

DU: distributed unit
gNB: next generation NodeB

RRC: Radio Resource Control Layer
UE: user equipment

UL: uplink

UE gNB⁃DU1 gNB⁃DU2 gNB⁃CU
1. Measurement report

2. UL RRC message transfer
(Measurement report)

4. UE context setup response

3. UE context setup request

5. RRC connection reconfiguration
6. DL RRC message transfer

(RRC connection reconfiguration)
7. Random access procedure

8. RRC connection reconfiguration complete
9.UL RRC message transfer
(RRC connection reconfiguration complete)

10. Connecting
with gNB⁃DU1 and

gNB⁃DU2

11. Centralized retransmission of lost PDUs

12. UE context release command
13. UE context release complete
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◀Figure 5.
Inter⁃gNB⁃DU
mobility using MCG
SRB in EN⁃DC [3].CU: centralized unit DU: distributed unit gNB: next generation NodeB MeNB: Master eNB RRC: Radio Resource Control Layer UE: user equipment

BF: Beamforming
CSI⁃RS: Channel State Information Reference Signal

UE: user equipment
DMRS: Demodulation Reference Signal

FFT/CP: Fast Fourier Transform/Cyclic Prefix
IDFT: Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform

IFFT/CP: Inverse Fast Fourier Transform/Cyclic Prefix
RF: radio frequency

MAC: Medium Access Control Layer
PBCH: Physical Broadcast Channel

PRACH: Physical Random Access Channel
RE: Resource Element
SRS: Sounding Refernce Signal
SS: Signal Synchronization

▲Figure 6. One possible implementation of NR L1 processing chain at gNB for a) DL and b) UL [10].

a) b)
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and CU⁃UP on the basis of HLS. The gNB⁃DU hosts the RLC/
MAC/PHY protocols, the CU ⁃ CP hosts the control plane in⁃
stance of PDCP and RRC protocols and the CU⁃UP hosts the
user plane instance of PDCP (and SDAP) protocols [11]. The
interface between CU ⁃CP and CU ⁃UP is named as E1. The
overall RAN architecture with CU⁃CP and CU⁃UP separation
is shown in Fig. 7 [12].

A gNB may consist of a CU⁃CP, multiple CU⁃UPs and multi⁃
ple DUs. The CU⁃CP is connected to the DU through the F1⁃C
interface, while the CU⁃UP is connected to the DU through the
F1⁃U interface. The CU⁃UP is connected to the CU⁃CP through
the E1 interface. Furthermore, one gNB⁃DU is connected to on⁃
ly one CU⁃CP and one CU⁃UP is connected to only one CU⁃
CP. A gNB⁃DU or a CU⁃UP may be connected to multiple CU⁃
CPs by appropriate implementation for resiliency. One gNB ⁃
DU can be connected to multiple CU⁃UPs under the control of
the same CU⁃CP and one CU⁃UP can be connected to multiple
gNB⁃DUs under the control of the same CU⁃CP.

The basic functions supported over the E1 interface include
E1 interface management function and bearer management
function, while such functions are still under investigation as
E1 load management, E1 configuration update, inactivity de⁃
tection, and new QFI notification.
6.3 CU⁃DU High Layer Split in E⁃UTRAN

In order to achieve better integration of LTE eNB with gNB,
the converged architecture of LTE and NR is preferred, i.e. in⁃
troducing central unit (LTE ⁃ CU) and distributed unit (LTE ⁃
DU) into Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E⁃
UTRAN) with PDCP/RLC split (option 2). This architecture
aims to utilize the transport network in an efficient way and
minimize the impacts on legacy LTE transport network. It is
easier for further network upgrading when LTE CU and DU are
deployed in operators’networks [13].

The CU ⁃DU high layer split in E ⁃UTRAN follows that in

NR, including the function split architecture and interface
function. Similar as gNB in NR, the eNB is split into two enti⁃
ties, i.e., eNB⁃CU and eNB⁃DU, and the interface between eNB
⁃CU and eNB⁃DU is named as V1. The V1 interface supports
the same functions as the F1 interface except that some LTE
features depend on operators’requirements when the eNB is
connected to EPC, such as NB⁃IoT and eMTC.

7 Simulations
Based on the TCP throughput efficiency of data transmis⁃

sion, the simulations were conducted to show the performance
of Options 2 and 3 (Fig. 1) for CU⁃DU split.

For Option 2, RRC and PDCP are in the central unit; RLC,
MAC, physical layer and RF are in the distributed unit. For
Option 3, low RLC (partial function of RLC, which mainly in⁃
cludes the segmentation related function), MAC, physical layer
and RF are in distributed unit; RRC, PDCP and high RLC (the
other partial function of RLC, which mainly includes the ARQ
related function) are in the central unit.

For Option 3, since the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) is
located in CU, the RLC retransmission suffers a two⁃way fron⁃
thaul delay, including the delay for RLC status report and the
delay for the following data retransmission. Considering the
mechanism of TCP, the delay of RLC retransmission may lead
to some negative impact on the throughput.

The simulation results of TCP throughput efficiency for Op⁃
tions 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 8 with different residual RLC
BLER conditions. It can be observed that as the increase of the
fronthaul delay, the TCP throughput will decrease. The TCP
throughput of Option 3 decreases due to the additional retrans⁃
mission delay from the fronthaul between CU and DU.

Slow⁃start is part of the congestion control strategy used by
TCP. Once the slow ⁃ start threshold is reached, TCP changes
from the slow⁃ start algorithm to the linear growth (congestion
avoidance) algorithm. Furthermore, if a ftp traffic model like
100 m file size and 1 G file size is used, the TCP slow start im⁃
pacts performance more due to shorter simulation time. The
simulation results in Fig. 9 show that Option 2 performance is
obviously better than Option 3 for short time TCP services con⁃
sidering TCP slow⁃start effects (initial TCP slow⁃start threshold
set as 65,535).

It can be seen that Option 3 introduces extra RLC retrans⁃
mission delay, and the extra delay may lead to negative impact
on the throughput, especially for short time TCP services con⁃
sidering TCP slow⁃start effects. Compared with Option 3, Op⁃
tion2 provides better performance.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce the progress of CU⁃DU architec⁃

ture and present the architecture for CU⁃DU split in NG⁃RAN.
The CU ⁃DU interface functions and basic mobility scenarios

CP: control plane
CU: centralized unit

DU: distributed unit
gNB: next generation NodeB

UP: user plane

▲Figure 7. Overall RAN architecture with CU⁃CP and CU⁃UP
separation [12].

CU⁃CP CU⁃UP

DU DU

E1

F1⁃C F1⁃U

gNB
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are discussed in this paper. The solutions to these challenges
and potential optimization are also proposed. In addition, the

other CU⁃DU related topics are also introduced, including CU⁃
DU low layer split, separation of CP and UP, and the high lay⁃

BLER: Block Error Rate
RLC: Radio Link Control Layer
TCP: Transmission Control Protocol

◀Figure 8.
Simulation results on
the data transmission
in Options 2 and 3
(without TCP slow
start impact).

◀Figure 9.
Simulation results on
the data transmission
in options 2 and 3
(short time TCP
services).

BLER: Block Error Rate
RLC: Radio Link Control Layer
TCP: Transmission Control Protocol
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er split in E⁃UTRAN.
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Abstract

In ultra⁃dense networks (UDN), the local precoding scheme for time⁃division duplex coordinated multiple point transmission (TDD⁃
CoMP) can have a good performance with no feedback by using reciprocity between uplink and downlink. However, if channel is
time ⁃ varying, the channel difference would cause codeword mismatch between transmitter and receiver, which leads to perfor⁃
mance degradation. In this paper, a linear interpolation method is proposed for TDD⁃CoMP system to estimate the uplink channel
at the receiver, which would reduce the channel difference caused by time delay and decrease the probability of codeword mis⁃
match between both sides. Moreover, to mitigate severe inter⁃cell interference and increase the coverage and throughput of cell⁃
edge users in UDN, a two⁃codebook scheme is used to strengthen cooperation between base stations (BSs), which can outperform
the global precoding scheme with less overhead. Simulations show that the proposed scheme can significantly improve the link
performance compared to the global precoding scheme.
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I
1 Introduction

n order to meet the significant traffic demands in 5G
system, ultra ⁃ dense networks (UDN) have been pro⁃
posed as a promising approach by getting access
nodes as close as possible to user equipment (UE) [1].

In UDN, coordinated multi ⁃point (CoMP) operation should be
especially considered for it improves coverage and increases
cell ⁃edge throughput [2]. However, CoMP requires significant
feedback overhead. In fact, overhead could be decreased in
time⁃division duplex (TDD) system by making use of reciproci⁃
ty between uplink and downlink. Therefore, channel reciproci⁃
ty will play an important role in TDD⁃CoMP.

However, little difference between uplink and downlink
could result in mismatch between precoding matrix and decod⁃
ing matrix, which would seriously degrade the system perfor⁃
mance [3]-[4]. So, in [5]-[6], Wiener filter was proposed to pre⁃
dict the channel state information (CSI) in next downlink trans⁃
mission. In [7], a multiple⁃input multiple⁃output orthogonal fre⁃
quency division multiplexing (MIMO⁃OFDM) downlink chan⁃
nel prediction technique based on Kalman filter was proposed
for IEEE 802.16e systems. Although prediction could reduce
performance loss caused by codeword mismatch, it leads to
high computational complexity for transmitter and its benefit is

limited. In this paper, a linear interpolation method is pro⁃
posed for TDD⁃CoMP system to estimate the uplink channel at
the receiver, which would reduce the channel difference
caused by time delay and decrease the probability of codeword
mismatch between both sides.

Therefore, by using reciprocity between uplink and down⁃
link, local precoding scheme could have a good performance
with no feedback [8]. However the performance of local precod⁃
ing scheme was inferior to global precoding scheme owing to
lack of cooperation between base stations (BSs). Hence, in this
paper two codebooks known at both sides are constructed for
strengthening cooperation between BSs.

Motivated by this, a precoding scheme based on two code⁃
books and linear interpolation is proposed for TDD⁃CoMP sys⁃
tems, where the transmitter and receiver can choose optimal
codeword from codebooks according to the estimated channel
by using linear interpolation.

2 System Model
As illustrated in Fig. 1, suppose the total number of CoMP

cells is B . The baseband channel matrix between CoMP cell
b with NT antennas ( b = 1,2,…,B ) and UEk (with NR r⁃
eceive antennas) is denoted as H

(b)
k ( NR ×NT ). Let W

(b)
k be
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the precoding matrix of cell b with size NT ×NS , where NS

is the number of transmission layers forUEk . Let C(b)
k be the sy⁃

nchronization codeword matrix with size NT ×NT . For simplic⁃
ity, let B = 2 . The received symbols can be expressed as

yk = PH
agg

k C
agg

k W
agg

k xk + nk， (1)
where xk ( NS × 1 ) is the transmission data with NS layers,

P is the total power on each layer from B CoMP cells, and
nk is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with c⁃
ovariance matrix E[ ]nkn

H
k =N0INR

with the operator ( )H repr⁃
esenting a matrix conjugate transpose and INR

being the ident⁃
ity matrix of order NR . For notational convenience, denote the
aggregated channel matrix as H

agg

k = [ ]H
(1)
k H

(2)
k ... H(B)

k

( NR ×BNT ) and W
agg

k =
é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ê
ù

û

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú

ú
W

(1)
k

W
(2)
k⋮

W
(B)
k

, C
agg

k =
é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ê
ù

û

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú

ú
C

(1)
k 0 0 0
0 C

(2)
k 0 0

0 0 ⋱ 0
0 0 0 C

(B)
k

.

3 Proposed Scheme
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed scheme is composed of

two key modules (that is, channel estimation by using linear in⁃
terpolation and codeword selection based on codebook), where
the design of codebooks is presented in Subsection 3.2.3.
3.1 Channel Estimation Based on Linear Interpolation

In traditional TDD precoding system, UE can obtain decod⁃

BS: base station PMI: precoding matrix indicator UE: user equipment

PMI: precoding matrix indicator UE: user equipment

▲Figure 1. The precoding scheme ( B = 2 CoMP cells).

▲Figure 2. The proposed precoding scheme in TDD system.
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ing matrix Ĝ
(b)
t0 according to channel estimation H

(b)
t0 , then the

transmitted data vector is determined by using soft decision:
y′t0 = deci( )Ĝ

(b)
t0
yt0

， (2)
where
yt0

=H(b)
t0
C

(b)
t0 - Tf

W
(b)
t0 - ΔTxt0

+ nt0
， (3)

where t0 denotes time index of system, ΔT represents the
time delay between uplink and downlink transmission, and Tf

is the frame duration.
The interpolation based channel estimation method aims to

estimate the uplink channel in last frame. When the CSI at t0
is available at UE, the estimated uplink channel Ĥ(b)

t0 - ΔT could
be given by

Ĥ
(b)
t0 - ΔT =H(b)

t0
- ΔT∗ΔH(b),    ΔH(b) = H

(b)
t0
-H(b)

t0 - Tf

Tf

. (4)

Thus Ĝ(b)
t0 - ΔT can be derived from Ĥ

(b)
t0 - ΔT , (2) turns out to be:

ŷt0
= deci( )Ĝ

(b)
t0 - ΔTyt0

. (5)
Considering the complexity of maximum likelihood (ML) re⁃

ceiver, the proposed scheme adopts a sub ⁃ optimal linear re⁃
ceiver.

In (1), receiver obtains estimated value of yk by using
NR ×NT matrix G

(b)
k :

ŷk = deci( )G
(b)
k yk . (6)

When zero⁃forcing (ZF) receiver is used in system:
G

(b)
k = ( ) H(b)

k W
(b)
k

-1. (7)

3.2 Codeword Selection Based on Codebook
The scheme of codeword selection based on codebook is

composed of two parts.
3.2.1 Precoding Codeword Selection

UEk can know the channel matrix H
(b)
k according to down⁃

link reference signals, then the optimal precoding codeword
which maximums the capacity of equivalent channel is chosen
from the first codebook. The criterion can be expressed as
W

(b)
k = argmax

Wi

(b)
,k ∈W

( )C( )Wi

(b)
,k , (8)

C( )Wi

(b)
,k = log2(det[INS

+ ö

ø
÷÷
ù
û
ú   P

NSN0
Wi

(b)
,k
HH

(b)
k
HH

(b)
k Wi

(b)
,k , (9)

where b = 1,2 denotes the coordinated BSs.
3.2.2 Synchronization Codeword Selection

With the aggregated matrix, the optimal synchronization
codeword which maximums the capacity of equivalent channel
can be chosen from the second codebook. The criterion can be
expressed as
C

agg

k = argmax
C

agg

i,k ∈C ( )C( )C
agg

i,k , (10)

3.2.3 Codebook Design
Two codebooks are used in our scheme. The first codebook

design can be found in TS36.211, and the second codebook is
constructed as follows.

For transmission on 2⁃Tx antennas in TS36.211, the precod⁃
ing matrix W can be denoted as

W = é
ë
ù
û
a
b
. (12)

With partial CSI at the transmitter (CSIT), the precoding ma⁃
trix W tries to approximately match its eigen ⁃ beams to the
channel eigen⁃directions (the eigenvectors of HHH ) and there⁃
fore reduces the interference among signals sent on these
beams [3]. Now W is used to match the eigen⁃beams from B
BSs in the aggregated channel eigen⁃directions and reduce the
interference among signals sent from B BSs. For transmission
on B = 2 BSs, the new codeword C

(b)
k based on W can be de⁃

scribed by

C
(1)
k = æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷

a … 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ a

   ,              C(2)
k = æ

è
çç

ö

ø
÷÷

b … 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ b

. (13)

The synchronization codeword C
(1)
k , C

(2)
k ( NT ×NT ) should be

normalized as

C
(1)
k =C(1)

k /norm(C(1)
k ) , C(2)

k =C(2)
k /norm(C(2)

k ), (14)

and the aggregated synchronization codeword matrix is defined
by

C
agg

k = é
ë
êê

ù

û
úú

C
(1)
k 0
0 C

(2)
k

. (15)

Also, note that the second codebook size is equal to the 2⁃Tx

(11)ö

ø
÷÷
ù
û
úC( )C

agg

i,k = log2(det[INS
+ P
NSN0

(Cagg

i,k ∙Wagg

k )HHagg

k
HH

agg

k (Cagg

i,k ∙Wagg

k ) .
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codebook size in TS36.211.

4 Simulation Results
To show the superiority of the proposed scheme, two sets of

bit error ratio (BER) lower bounds are evaluated by the Monte
Carlo method. An example of TDD frame structure in Fig. 3
would give a clear illustration.

The CSI estimation delay is modeled by setting ΔT = 3.5TS .Assume that the mean square error (MSE) of time ⁃ varying
channel is α2 , then the channel of different time can be mod⁃
eled as

H
(b)
t0 - ΔT = αH(b)

t0 - Tf
+ (1 - α2) I, (16)

H
(b)
t0
= αH(b)

t0 - ΔT + (1 - α2) I. (17)
Fig. 4 presents the BER performance versus transmitted sig⁃

nal to noise ratio (SNR) for ideal TDD system. The results
show that our proposed scheme outperforms the global code⁃
book scheme with less overhead because the proposed scheme

makes full use of reciprocity between uplink and downlink in
the ideal TDD system. It is also shown that the singular value
decomposition (SVD) scheme outperforms the local codebook
scheme without channel estimation by using linear interpola⁃
tion.
Fig. 5 presents the BER performance versus transmitted

SNR for the practical TDD system. As shown in the figure, the
proposed technique is superior to the local codebook scheme
owing to synchronization codeword overhead. Besides, the pro⁃
posed technique is always superior to the two codebooks
scheme, which is due to the fact that the channel estimation by
using linear interpolation reduces the probability of mismatch
between precoding matrix and decoding matrix. Fig. 5 also
shows that the precoding scheme based on codebook is superi⁃
or to the SVD scheme in practical system.

5 Conclusions
In UDN, a novel precoding technique for TDD⁃CoMP system

is proposed, which aims at reducing the probability of code⁃
word mismatch and improving the cell⁃edge throughput. To re⁃
duce the CSI difference between both sides caused by time de⁃
lay, a linear interpolation method is utilized at UE to estimate
the CSI achieved at BS. Furthermore, the proposed scheme se⁃
lects the codeword from two codebooks defined previously at
both sides, in order to benefit from cooperation between BSs.
As illustrated in simulation results, the proposed scheme could
improve link performance of TDD ⁃ CoMP system and reduce
feedback remarkably, compared to the global codebook
scheme.TS: time slot duration ↓: downlink time slot ↑: uplink time slot

BER: bit error ratio
SNR: signal to noise ratio

SVD: singular value decomposition BER: bit error ratio
CSI: channel state information
SNR: signal to noise ratio

SVD: singular value decomposition
UE: user equipment

▲Figure 4. BER performance comparison in ideal TDD system.

▲Figure 3. Example of TDD frame structure.

▲Figure 5. BER performance comparison in practical TDD system.
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Dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) has been
widely deployed. However, large latency in HTTP/1.1 cannot
meet the requirements of live streaming. Data ⁃ pushing in
HTTP/2 is emerging as a promising technology. For video live
over HTTP/2, new challenges arise due to both low⁃delay and
small buffer constraints. In this paper, we study the rate adap⁃
tion problem over HTTP/2 with the aim to improve the quality
of experience (QoE) of live streaming. To track the dynamic
characteristics of the streaming system, a Markov ⁃ theoretical
approach is employed. System variables are taken into ac⁃
count to describe the system state, by which the system transi⁃
tion probability is derived. Moreover, we design a dynamic re⁃
ward function considering both the quality of user experience
and dynamic system variables. Therefore, the rate adaption
problem is formulated into a Markov decision based optimiza⁃
tion problem and the best streaming policy is obtained. At
last, the effectiveness of our proposed rate adaption scheme is
demonstrated by numerous experiment results.
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I
1 Introduction

n recent years, dynamic adaptive streaming over
HTTP (DASH) has been widely adopted for providing
uninterrupted video streaming service to users with dy⁃
namic network conditions and heterogeneous devices

[1], [2]. Contrary to the past Real⁃Time Transport Protocol/Us⁃
er Datagram Protocol (RTP/UDP), the use of HTTP over Trans⁃

mission Control Protocol (TCP) greatly simplifies the traversal
of firewalls and network address translators (NAT) which can
be easily deployed within content delivery networks (CDN).
Moreover, the rate adaption scheme is one of the most essential
components to improve the streaming quality. By far, many
rate adaptation schemes have been designed for DASH, includ⁃
ing bandwidth⁃based rate adaption schemes and buffer⁃based
rate adaption schemes [3], [4]. Akhshabi et al. [1] compared
rate adaption for three popular DASH clients: Netflix client,
Microsoft Smooth Streaming [5], and Adobe Open Source Meda
Framework (OSMF). The conclusion in [1] indicates that none
of the rate adaptation is good enough.

On the other hand, to track the dynamic characteristics of
streaming system, Markov theory has been shown to be effec⁃
tive [6]-[8]. Regarding the work by García’s et al. [6], they use
Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) optimization to solve
the rate adaption problem for DASH. In which, the cost func⁃
tion is designed to stable the buffer occupancy at a certain lev⁃
el, leading to frequent video bitrate fluctuations. In [9], rate se⁃
lection is performed offline by a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) assuming that the available bandwidth can be estimated
using a transition matrix. Applying the model online, however,
may result in inaccurate estimation due to unpredictable char⁃
acteristics of network conditions. This work is further extended
in [7] and [10].

However, most of existing works focus on Video on Demand
(VoD) service, and they are not suitable for live streaming
where low latency is required. Moreover, by adopting HTTP/2,
a low end⁃to⁃end latency can be ensured because multiple vid⁃
eo fragments can be pushed to clients by a single request [11],
[12]. This has been demonstrated by Wei et al. [13] based on
their multiple experiments on video streaming over HTTP/2.
As for the rate adaptation in live streaming, some new challeng⁃
es arise; for example, the low start ⁃ up delay is required, and
the bandwidth variation cannot be smoothed by setting a large
buffer.

In this paper, we study the rate adaptation problem for live
streaming over HTTP/2. Similar to [6], the Markov theory is ap⁃
plied to analyze the dynamic characteristics of the system and
the rate adaptation problem is formulated into an optimization
problem. To track the dynamic characteristics of the streaming
system, several system variables are used to describe the sys⁃
tem state, including video rate, buffer occupancy, available
bandwidth, playback deadline and download time for each seg⁃
ment, and then the system transition probability is derived.
Moreover, a dynamic reward function is designed under three
scenarios of buffer occupancy to meet the requirement of user
experience. The experiments done by bandwidth trace have
shown that our proposed algorithm can provide a smooth and
high video rate while guaranteeing a continuous video playback.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres⁃
ents the overview of Markov Decision based rate adaptation.
The system state is introduced and the state transition probabil⁃This work was supported in part by China“973”Program under Grant No.

2014CB340303”and ZTE Industry⁃Academia⁃Research Cooperation Funds.
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ity is derived in Section 3. In Section 4, the dynamic reward
function is described. At last, we show experiment results in
Section 5, and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Markov Based Rate Adaptation
In this paper, we propose a Markov based rate adaption ap⁃

proach. First, we define system state at stage k as uk , whichhas taken into account several system variables. An action akis defined at stage k , denoting a specific bitrate that is as⁃
signed for segment k + 1 . After taking action ak , the system
state transfers from uk to uk + 1 , i.e.,
uk = f (uk,ak) . (1)
Due to the stochastic nature of the system, it can be charac⁃

terized in terms of conditional probability distribution among
states, that is, P(uk + 1|uk,ak) which is the transition probability
from uk to uk + 1 under action ak .On the other hand, in order to evaluate how good an action
is, a reward function is also designed and the reward of action
ak or state uk is defined as R(uk,ak) . Then, the long⁃term re⁃
ward can be written as:
V(uk,ak) =∑

{ }uk + 1

P(uk + 1|uk,ak) ∙ (R(uk,ak) + γV(uk + 1,ak + 1)) , (2)
where V(uk,ak) calculates the sum of the rewards of all the pos⁃
sible next state uk + 1 and 0 <λ < 1 is a future discount rate
that controls how much effect future rewards have on the deci⁃
sion at the current stage.

The streaming policy π is a mapping between system state
uk and action ak .Obviously, finding the optimal strategy poli⁃
cy π*(uk) which can maximize (2) is the goal of MDP. There⁃
fore, our rate adaptation task can be finally formulated as an
optimization problem:

π*(uk) = argmax
ak

V(uk,ak) . (3)
The detailed definition and analysis of the MDP is formulat⁃

ed mathematically in the following section.

3 State Transition Probability
In this section, we introduce the system state in detail and

its transition probability. At stage k , the k⁃th segment ispushed to the client. Different from VoD service, in a live
streaming scenario, media segments are available only after
they have been generated. To reveal this feature, we have con⁃
sidered the playback deadline and the arrival time of each seg⁃
ment, and the system state is defined as:
uk ={qk,vk, t̂k, tk,bwk} , (4)

with each parameter stands for buffer occupancy, video bitrate,
playback deadline, actual arrival time, and available band⁃
width respectively. Given state uk , an ak action is taken to se⁃

lect the video rate for the next segment, i.e., vk + 1 = ak(uk) .Note, if the segment is not available at the server side, a wait
action will be taken.

The buffer occupancy qk denotes the buffer level when seg⁃
ment k is just completely downloaded, and it is measured in
second. It increases when a segment is pushed from the server
and descends when segments are consumed by playing. There⁃
fore, the buffer occupancy evolution can be written as:
qk + 1 = max{ }qk + Ts - vk + 1∙Ts

bwk + 1
,0 , (5)

where Ts is the duration of one segment.
For parameters t̂k and tk , they are used to characterize the

time attributes of each segment. Moreover, we define Td as the
start⁃up delay, the playback deadline of segment k + 1 can be
written as:
t̂k + 1 =(k + 1)∙Ts + Td . (6)
On the other hand, in live streaming, a segment is pushed to

the client as soon as the previous segment has been totally sent
out. Therefore, the actual arrival time of segment k is deter⁃
mined by both the previous segment arrival time tk and the
transmission duration of segment k :
tk + 1 = tk + vk + 1∙Ts

bwk + 1
. (7)

Generally, it is difficult to estimate the statistic of the band⁃
width accurately. However, it has been widely known that the
Markov channel models are useful tools to describe the varia⁃
tions of bandwidth. Thus, we also apply the Markov model to
describe the available bandwidth. According to the Markov
property, the state at any time instance only depends on its pre⁃
vious state. Considering for taking an action under a certain
state, all the factors in the next system state can be calculated
using (5)-(7) except bandwidth itself. Therefore, given a previ⁃
ous state uk and an action ak , the transition probability of the
MDP is related to the transition probability of bandwidth which
can be given as:

P(uk + 1|uk,ak) =P(bwk + 1|bwk) . (8)

4 Dynamic Reward Function
In this section, we propose a reward function to measure

how good an action is. Previous works [6]-[8] pointed out sev⁃
eral factors that have impacts on user experience. In this pa⁃
per, four system factors have been considered, including video
rate and its smoothness, buffer occupancy, and playback dead⁃
line constraint. The impact of these factors on user experience
is denoted by R1,R2,R3,R4 respectively. Then, the reward for
an action can be evaluated by

R(uk,ak) = aR1 + bR2 + cR3 + dR4 , (9)
where a,b,c,d are weights for each factors.
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In the following, we will derive the four reward functions in⁃
cluded in R(uk,ak) under three scenarios, since the factors a
user concerns are generally different under different streaming
scenarios.
4.1 Scenario 1: qk < Ts

When the buffer occupancy is lower than Ts , i.e., the seg⁃
ment duration, the risk of buffer underflow is high. In this
case, a low bitrate is preferred so as to avoid playback freeze.
From the video quality perspective, the reward value gained
from the video rate obeys the logarithmic relationship and R1is defined as:

R1 = ln(vk -Bmin + ε) , (10)
where Bmin is the lowest available bitrate and ε is an arbi⁃
trary small positive number. On the other hand, rate switch
among continuous segments will bring negative effect on user
visual perception. Therefore, the smoothness of video rate on
user experience R2 can be presented as:

R2 = ln(|vk - vk - 1| + ε) . (11)
At last, when qk < Ts , more attention should be paid to

avoid buffer underflow. One of the most effective method is to
select the lowest bitrate. Therefore, we can simply define R3and R4 as:

R3 = -∞ , (12)
R4 = -∞ . (13)

4.2 Scenario 2: qk > qhigh

We predefined a threshold qhigh used to avoid buffer over⁃
flow. When the buffer occupancy is larger than qhigh , the risk
of buffer overflow is high and the risk of buffer underflow is
low. In this case, a high rate is preferred. For the video rate
and its smoothness on user experience, they are defined the
same as Scenario 1. For buffer occupancy, we prefer to select a
video rate that can drag the buffer occupancy to be no higher
than qhigh , and R3 is written as:

R3 = qhigh - qk . (14)
At last, R4 measures the difference between the downloadtime and playback time. When t̂k > tk , some video segmentshas been buffered. On the other hand, if t̂k < tk the buffer isempty and playback freeze happens. Therefore, we can define

R4 as:
R4 ={t̂k - tk, t̂k - tk ≥ Ts-∞, t̂k - tk < Ts

. (15)

4.3 Scenario 3: Ts ≤ qk ≤ qhigh

When buffer occupancy satisfies Ts ≤ qk ≤ qhigh , i.e., the
buffered video time is between one segment duration and the
overflow threshold, the risk of both buffer overflow and under⁃

flow is low. The video rate and its smoothness on user experi⁃
ence are defined the same as in Scenarios 1 and 2. For buffer
occupancy, we prefer to select a video rate that can keep the
buffer occupancy stable in range of [Ts, qhigh] and R3 is wri⁃
tten as:

R3 = Ts + qhigh

2 . (16)
R4 here is simply computed as the same as that in Scenario 2.

5 Experiments
In our experiment, same with Netflix, the server provides

five different versions of video bitrates {300 kbit/s, 700 kbit/s,
1.5 Mbit/s, 2.5 Mbit/s, 3.5 Mbit/s}. Each version is an equal ⁃
length segment, with the length of 0.3 s. For the start⁃up delay,
we set Td = 2 s which is the length of seven segments. This set⁃
ting can not only ensure a low startup delay, but also provide a
continuous video playback as will be shown in the experiment
results. For the buffer overflow threshold, we set qhigh = 1.8 s , i.
e., the length of six segments, which can be used to avoid that
the buffered video time is higher than initial buffered video da⁃
ta so as to switch to a higher video rate. For performance com⁃
parison, we extend the previous SDP ⁃ based rate adaption
scheme proposed in [6] to deliver live content using a regular
request ⁃ response mode for requesting the video segment one
by one. We also implement the bandwidth based K ⁃ Push
scheme [13] where the client issues a request every K seg⁃
ments with the same rate. We evaluate the three rate adapta⁃
tion schemes on real⁃world bandwidth trace. For our proposed
method, the state is updated according to environment change
and the best action has been chosen for deciding the video bi⁃
trate.

We first evaluate the difference between the playback dead⁃
line and download time of each segment in our scheme. The re⁃
sult is shown in Fig. 1. From the result we can find that when
Td = 2 s , the time difference for all segment is higher than zero,
i.e. no playback freeze happens. On the other hand, whenever
the time difference is high (approach to 1.8 s), it will quickly

▲Figure 1. Time difference between the playback deadline and
download time.
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decrease. This is because high time difference means the seg⁃
ment needs to wait for a long time before being played. There⁃
fore, a high video rate can be selected.

At last, we compared the performance of all the three
schemes. The results (Fig. 2) demonstrate that the video rate
follows the principle of designing reward function well and that
the rate decreases when buffer occupancy is low thus prevent⁃
ing playback freeze. Moreover, smoothness is focused if buff⁃
ered video is adequate to keep continuous video playback.
Compared with the SDP approach, our proposed scheme ob⁃
tains a much smoother video rate. This is because in the SDP
approach, the reward function is designed to stabilize the buf⁃
fer occupancy without considering the smoothness of video rate
well. From Fig. 2b we can find that the video rate is mainly
switched between 1.5 Mbit/s and 2.5 Mbit/s in the SDP ap⁃
proach, and there are also a few segments whose rate are as⁃
signed to be 700 kbit/s or 300 kbit/s due to the low buffer occu⁃
pancy. At last, when compared with the bandwidth based K ⁃
Push scheme, we can find that both have close performance on
the smoothness of video rate. This is mainly because in the
bandwidth based K⁃Push scheme, consecutive K segments are
assigned the same video rate and bandwidth variations can be
smoothed well. However, since video rate is switched every K
segments, the bandwidth based K⁃Push scheme is insensitive
to bandwidth variation and playback freeze happens as Fig. 2d
shows.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the rate adaption problem for

live streaming over HTTP/2 by the Markov theory. To track the
dynamic characteristics of the streaming system, we have de⁃
fined a system state and several system variables are taken in⁃
to account, including video rate, buffer occupancy, available
bandwidth, playback deadline, and download time for each seg⁃
ment, and then the system transition probability is derived. We
also have designed a dynamic reward function considering
both the quality of user experience and dynamic system vari⁃
ables. Therefore, the rate adaption problem is formulated into a
Markov decision based optimization problem and the best
streaming policy is obtained. At last, the experiments by band⁃
width trace have demonstrated the high effectiveness of our
proposed rate adaption scheme.

c) Proposed

▲Figure 2. Performance comparison. a)-c) are video bitrates of three rate adaption approaches; d)-f) are buffer occupancy of three rate adaption
approaches.
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Many“rich ⁃ connected” topologies with multiple parallel
paths between servers have been proposed for data center net⁃
works recently to provide high bisection bandwidth, but it re⁃
mains challenging to fully utilize the high network capacity
by appropriate multi ⁃ path routing algorithms. As flow ⁃ level
path splitting may lead to traffic imbalance between paths
due to flow size difference, packet⁃level path splitting attracts
more attention lately, which spreads packets from flows into
multiple available paths and significantly improves link utili⁃
zations. However, it may cause packet reordering, confusing
the TCP congestion control algorithm and lowering the
throughput of flows. In this paper, we design a novel packet⁃
level multi⁃path routing scheme called SOPA, which leverag⁃
es OpenFlow to perform packet⁃level path splitting in a round⁃
robin fashion, and hence significantly mitigates the packet re⁃
ordering problem and improves the network throughput. More⁃
over, SOPA leverages the topological feature of data center
networks to encode a very small number of switches along the
path into the packet header, resulting in very light overhead.
Compared with random packet spraying (RPS), Hedera and
equal⁃cost multi⁃path routing (ECMP), our simulations demon⁃
strate that SOPA achieves 29.87%, 50.41% and 77.74% high⁃
er network throughput respectively under permutation work⁃
load, and reduces average data transfer completion time by
53.65% , 343.31% and 348.25% respectively under produc⁃
tion workload.
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1 Introduction
ata center networks connect hundred of thousands
of servers to support cloud computing, including
both front ⁃ end online services (e.g., web search
and gaming) and back ⁃ end distributed computa⁃

tions (e.g., distributed file system [1] and distributed data pro⁃
cessing engine [2], [3]). Recognizing that the traditional tree ⁃
based topology cannot well embrace the bandwidth ⁃ hungry
cloud services, in recent years many“rich ⁃ connected”data
center network topologies have been proposed, such as Fat ⁃
Tree [4], VL2 [5], BCube [6] and FiConn [7]. These new topolo⁃
gies provide multiple paths between any pair of servers, and
greatly increase the network bisection bandwidth. For in⁃
stance, in a Fat⁃Tree network, there are x equal paths between
two servers from different pods, where x is the number of core
switches in the network; while in a BCube( )n,k network, k + 1
non⁃disjoint paths exist between any two servers, not to men⁃
tion the paths with overlapping links.

Although the advanced data center networks enjoy high net⁃
work capacity, it remains challenging how to fully utilize the
capacity and provide high network throughput to upper ⁃ layer
applications. Multi ⁃ path routing is necessary to exploit the
abundant paths between servers. The existing multi⁃path rout⁃
ing schemes can be divided into two categories, namely, flow⁃
level path splitting and packet⁃level path splitting. In flow⁃lev⁃
el path splitting solutions, traffic between two servers is split
into different paths at the flow granularity. All the packets be⁃
longing to a 5⁃tuple flow traverse the same path, so as to avoid
out⁃of⁃order delivery. For examples, equal⁃cost multi⁃path rout⁃
ing (ECMP) uses 5⁃tuple hashing to choose the path for a flow
from the multiple candidates, with the possibility of hash colli⁃
sion and unequal utilization of the paths; in order to avoid the
hash collision between large flows, Hedera [8] explores a cen⁃
tralized way to schedule the flows by spreading large flows into
different paths. However, the flow sizes and packet sizes of dif⁃
ferent flows are usually diversified, which can also lead to traf⁃
fic imbalance among different paths.

Packet ⁃ level path splitting, on the other hand, splits traffic
in the packet granularity, i.e., packets from a flow can be put to
different paths. Since packets of the same flow are usually of
similar sizes, packet ⁃ level path splitting achieves desirable
traffic balance among multiple candidate paths. However, a
major concern of packet ⁃ level path splitting is that it may
cause packet reordering for TCP flows. Although recent studies
showed that the path equivalence in modern data center net⁃
works can help mitigate the packet reordering problem, ran⁃
dom next ⁃ hop selection in random packet spraying (RPS) [9]
still results in considerable packet reordering and unsatisfacto⁃
ry flow throughputs, which is worsen when link fails and net⁃
work symmetry is broken [9]. DRB [10] employs IP⁃in⁃IP en⁃
capsulation/decapsulation [11] to select the core level switch
and uses re ⁃ sequencing buffer at the receiver to absorb reor⁃
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dered packets, which not only introduces much traffic over⁃
head, but also causes considerable re⁃sequencing delay [10].

In this paper we design SOPA, a new packet⁃level path split⁃
ting scheme to carry on multi⁃path routing in data center net⁃
works. SOPA advances the state of art by two technical innova⁃
tions.

First, rather than introducing an additional buffer at the re⁃
ceiver, SOPA increases the fast retransmit (FR) threshold (i.e.,
the number of duplicate ACKs received at the sender that ac⁃
knowledge the same sequence number) used in TCP to trigger
FR, so as to mitigate the impact of packet reordering on reduc⁃
ing flow’s throughput. In the current TCP congestion control
algorithm, packet reordering is regarded as an indicator of
packet loss, hence three duplicate ACKs will cause packet re⁃
transmit at the sender without waiting for the timeouts. Al⁃
though it works well in single⁃path routing, in multi⁃path rout⁃
ing paradigm it misleads the congestion control algorithm,
since in most cases packet reordering does not come from pack⁃
et loss. By increasing the FR threshold, say, to 10, SOPA sig⁃
nificantly reduces the number of unnecessary packet retrans⁃
mits, which accordingly improves the effective throughput for a
flow.

Second, instead of randomly selecting the next⁃hop switch or
using IP⁃in⁃IP encapsulation to pick a core level switch, SOPA
employs source routing to explicitly identify the path for each
packet. Increasing the FR threshold only cannot help improve
the flow’s throughput any more when the FR threshold ex⁃
ceeds a certain value, because more timeouts and packet re⁃
transmissions will occur if there are not enough ACKs. SOPA
lets the source server adopt a round⁃ robin approach to select
the path for a packet and uses source routing to encode the
path into the packet header. In a Fat⁃Tree network, SOPA le⁃
verages the topological characteristic and only needs at most
four additional bytes to identify the path. As a result, packet re⁃
ordering is significantly mitigated by exactly balanced traffic
loads among the equivalent paths with negligible traffic over⁃
head. Source routing is also very easy to implement on com⁃
modity switching chips [12] or the emerging SDN/OpenFlow
paradigm [13], without updating the
switch hardware.

The NS ⁃ 3 based simulation results
show that SOPA can achieve high net⁃
work throughput under different work⁃
loads, no matter what the network size
is. Under the synthesized permutation
workload, the average throughput
achieved by SOPA is 29.87%, 50.41%
and 77.74% higher than that of RPS,
Hedera and ECMP, respectively, in a
Fat ⁃ Tree network built with 24 ⁃ port
switches. Under the workload from a
production data center, compared with
RPS, Hedera, and ECMP, SOPA im⁃

proves the average throughput by 53.65% , 343.33% and
348.34% , respectively, in the same network. SOPA can also
gracefully encompass link failures without significant perfor⁃
mance degradation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro⁃
duces the background knowledge and related works. Section 3
describes the design of SOPA. Section 4 presents the evalua⁃
tion results. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Data Center Network and Fat⁃Tree
A data center network interconnects tens of thousands of, or

even hundreds of thousands of servers, and provides routing
service to upper ⁃ layer applications. Large ⁃ scale distributed
computations run on these servers and high volumes of traffic
are exchanged among the servers. In order to accelerate traffic
transfer in bandwidth ⁃ hungry applications,“rich ⁃ connected”
topologies are proposed to increase the network capacity. A
typical characteristic of such networks is that usually more
than one path exists between any pair of servers.

Fat⁃Tree [4] is one of the representative“rich⁃connected”to⁃
pologies, as shown in Fig. 1. The switches are organized into
three levels. For a K⁃array Fat⁃Tree network (i.e., built with K⁃
port switch), there are K pods (K = 4 in the example), each con⁃
taining two levels of K/2 switches, i.e., the edge level and the
aggregation level. Each K⁃port switch at the edge level uses K/
2 ports to connect the K/2 servers, and uses the remaining K/2
ports to connect the K/2 aggregation⁃level switches in the same
pod. At the core level, there are (K/2)2 K ⁃ port switches and
each switch has one and only one port connecting to one pod.
The total number of servers supported in Fat⁃Tree is K3/4. For
two servers in different pods in Fat⁃Tree network, there are (K/
2)2 paths between them.

In Fat ⁃Tree network, when the packets are forwarded from
lower level switches to higher level switches, there are multi⁃
ple next hops to choose. While there is only one next hop if the

▲Figure 1. A Fat⁃Tree network with K = 4.
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packets are forwarded from higher level switches to lower level
switches. Let us take the Fig. 1 as an example, and assume a
packet needs to be transferred from server 0 to server 4. When
the packet arrives at switch E1, it has two next hops, i.e., A1
and A2. Let us suppose that it chooses A1. After arriving at
A1, the packet still has two choice, i.e., C1 and C2. After arriv⁃
ing at the core level switch, the packet should be forwarded
downwards, and there is only one choice. For instance, if the
packet chooses C1 as the next hop at A1, there is only one
path to reach server 4 from C1, i.e., C1→A3→E3→4. Similar⁃
ly, if C2 is chosen as the next hop at A1, the sole path to server
4 is C2→A3→E3→4.

In order to fully utilize the high network capacity of the ad⁃
vanced data center network topologies and provide upper⁃layer
applications with high network throughput, many multipath
routing schemes are proposed. Based on the splitting granulari⁃
ty, proposed multi ⁃ path routing schemes can be divided into
two categories, namely, flow ⁃ level path splitting and packet ⁃
level path splitting. The former guarantees that packets from
the same flow traverse the same path while the latter does not.
Besides, multi ⁃path TCP is also designed to utilize the multi⁃
ple paths in transport level. In what follows we describe the re⁃
lated works respectively.
2.2 Multi⁃Path Routing with Flow⁃Level Path Splitting

As a traditional multi ⁃ path routing scheme based on flow ⁃
level path splitting, ECMP hashes the 5⁃tuple of every packet
to determine the next hop from multiple candidates. VL2 [5] al⁃
so depends on ECMP to utilize the multiple links in a Fat⁃Tree
like network. However, ECMP fails in balanced utilization of
the multiple candidate paths due to the following reasons.
First, the random feature of hashing may cause unequal num⁃
ber of flows put in the candidate paths. Second, flows contain
different numbers of packets. Hashing collision may forward
flows with more packets to the same path, resulting in imbal⁃
anced traffic volume. Third, even flows equal in the numbers
of packets, the packet size may be different, which also leads
to traffic imbalance. Fig. 1 shows an example of hashing colli⁃
sion in ECMP. There are two flows, one from server 0 to server
4, while the other from server 2 to server 5. When switch A1
adopts ECMP to hash the two flows, a collision occurs and both
flows choose the link A1→ C1. As a result each flow only
grabs half of the link bandwidth. But if we can schedule the
flow from server 2 to server 5 to use the path of E2 → A2 →
C3 → A4 → E3, no collision exists and each flow can send da⁃
ta with full speed.

In order to overcome the hash collision problem of ECMP,
Hedera [8] and Mahout [14] adopt a centralized way to sched⁃
ule big flows, while using ECMP only for small flows. Hedera
depends on edge switches to identify the big flows. Once the
bandwidth consumed by the flows exceeds a pre⁃set threshold
(i.e., 10% of the link bandwidth), these flows are identified as
big flows. The centralized controller periodically collects infor⁃

mation of big flows from edge switches, calculates routing path
for each big flow, and installs the routing entries on corre⁃
sponding switches. Mahout [14] identifies big flows at hosts by
detecting the socket buffer taken by the flows, and uses Type
of Service (TOS) field in IP header to tag big flows. Each edge
switch only needs to install a single routing entry to redirect
packets to the centralized controller before routing entries are
installed, which greatly reduces the number of routing entries
installed on edge switches. Although Hedera and Mahout im⁃
prove the flow⁃ level path splitting algorithm by spreading big
flows into different paths, traffic imbalance among paths still
exists when flows are with unequal numbers of packets or un⁃
equal packet sizes.
2.3 Multi⁃Path Routing with Packet⁃Level Path Splitting

By packet⁃ level path splitting, packets from a flow are dis⁃
tributed to all the candidate paths. Since packets of the same
flow are usually of similar sizes, packet⁃level path splitting can
achieve much more balanced utilization of the multiple links.
Though it is widely concerned that packet ⁃ level splitting may
cause packet reordering and confuse TCP congestion control al⁃
gorithm, the recent work of RPS [9] shows promising results by
exploiting the topological feature of data center networks. RPS
defines a group of links as an equivalence class, which in⁃
cludes all the outgoing links from the switches at the same hop
along all the equal⁃cost paths [9]. As Fig. 1 shows, links E8→
A7 and E8→A8 belong to an equivalence class. RPS tries to
keep equal ⁃ cost paths between any source ⁃ destination pair
with similar load by randomly spreading traffic into the links of
equivalence class. Considering that the equal⁃cost paths have
the same lengths, if they have similar load as well, the end⁃to⁃
end latencies along the paths will also be similar. It benefits or⁃
dered delivery of packets from different paths, reducing unnec⁃
essary FRs at the receiver. But the random packet splitting
used in RPS may not result in exactly balanced link utiliza⁃
tions, which will lead to problems as we will show later in this
paper.

DRB [10] employs the structure feature of Fat⁃Tree network
and adopts IP ⁃ in ⁃ IP encapsulation/decapsulation to achieve
balanced traffic splitting. In Fat⁃Tree network, there are many
candidate routing paths between each source⁃destination pair,
and each routing path exclusively corresponds to a core switch
or an aggregation switch, which is called bouncing switch. For
each packet, once the bouncing switch which the packet tra⁃
verses is picked, the routing path is determined as well. DRB
employs the sender to pick a bouncing switch for a packet, and
uses IP⁃in⁃IP encapsulation to force the packet to take the ex⁃
pected routing path. To mitigate packet reordering, DRB adds
a re⁃sequencing buffer in the receiver below TCP, which stores
the reordered packets and postpones delivering the reordered
packets to TCP. However, this solution also has the following
shortcomings. First, IP⁃in⁃IP encapsulation introduces an addi⁃
tional packet overhead of 20 bytes. Second, each connection is
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equipped with a re⁃sequencing buffer, and a timer is set up for
each reordered packet, which occupies considerable storage
and computation resources at the receiver. Third, the re ⁃ se⁃
quencing buffer causes additional delays to deliver a packet to
upper layers, which may affect applications with real⁃ time re⁃
quirements.
2.4 Multi⁃Path TCP (MPTCP)

MPTCP [15]-[17] is a transport⁃layer solution to efficiently
utilize the available band ⁃ widths in multiple paths. MPTCP
splits a flow into many sub⁃flows, and each sub⁃flow indepen⁃
dently picks a routing path from the available candidates. To
achieve fairness and improve throughput, MPTCP couples all
the sub⁃flows together to execute congestion control [17], so as
to shift traffic from more congested paths to less loaded ones.
In order to eliminate the negative effect of packet reordering,
apart from global sequence space, each sub ⁃ flow also has its
own subsequence space [15]. Each sub⁃flow uses its own subse⁃
quence number to conduct congestion control just as the stan⁃
dard TCP does. A subsequence space to global sequence space
mapping scheme is proposed to assemble data at receivers.
Compared with multipath routing schemes, MPTCP focuses
more on congestion control and fairness issues, paying the over⁃
head for establishing and maintaining the states of sub⁃flows.

3 SOPA Design
SOPA is a multi⁃path routing scheme based on packet⁃level

path splitting. In this section we firstly analyze the problems
with random packet splitting, then we present the design de⁃
tails of SOPA including two technical components, namely, in⁃
creasing the FR threshold (to mitigate the impact of packet re⁃
ordering on lowering a flow’s throughput) and source⁃ routing
based packet splitting (to mitigate packet reordering).
3.1 Problems with Random Packet Splitting

We start with discussing the problems of random packet
splitting, in which every switch randomly splits packets from a
flow into equal ⁃ cost next hops. From statistical perspective,
random packet splitting may lead to similar traffic loads among
all the candidate paths during the whole transmission period.
However, given a specific short time interval, splitting packets
in a random manner cannot guarantee allocating the same
amount of traffic to each candidate path. If the load difference
among the paths is enough to cause packet reordering and con⁃
fuse TCP congestion control algorithm to trigger FR, the
throughput of the flow will degrade significantly.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of random packet splitting. We

assume the sender’s congestion window is big enough to send
out 16 packets without waiting for ACKs from the receiver, and
there are 4 candidate paths between the two ends. Each box in
the figure represents a packet. We can see that each path gets
the same share of packets (4 packets on each path) during the

transmission period. But at the beginning of the transmission,
the first 4 packets are all allocated to path 1. If unfortunately
other flows also allocate packets as shown in Fig. 2, path 1
may have larger queuing delay than other paths in the initial
transmission period. The difference in queuing delay can lead
to packet reordering at the receiver.

We assume the arriving order of the first 7 packets is: 1, 5,
6, 7, 8, 2, 3. In this case, each reordered packet (packet 5, 6, 7
and 8) will prompt the receiver to send an ACK for the expect⁃
ed packet to the sender, i.e., packet 2. According to the default
setting, the three duplicate ACKs will lead the sender into FR
phase, cutting down the congestion window into half. So the
network throughput drops even though the network is not con⁃
gested at all. Although the example is just an illustrative one,
the simulation below based on NS⁃3 indeed demonstrates this
problem.

In this simulation, we use a Fat⁃Tree network built by 4⁃port
switches, as shown in Fig. 1. There are 16 servers in the net⁃
work. A single flow is established between server 0 and server
5, and server 0 sends 100 MB of data to server 5. We set differ⁃
ent capacities to links in different levels to intentionally set dif⁃
ferent oversubscription ratios [4]. All the links connecting serv⁃
ers and edge ⁃ level switches as well as the links connecting
edge⁃level and aggregation⁃level switches have 1 Gbit/s band⁃
width, while the capacity of links connecting aggregation⁃level
and core⁃ level switches varies from 1 Gbit/s, 750 Mbit/s, 500
Mbit/s, to 250 Mbit/s. In other words, the oversubscription ra⁃
tio of the Fat⁃Tree network varies from 1:1, 4:3, 2:1, to 4:1, re⁃
spectively.

There are 4 candidate paths between server 0 and server 5
(each corresponding to a core⁃level switch). As a result, the ide⁃
al network throughput for the flow in all the scenarios is 1 Gbit/s.
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▲Figure 2. An example to illustrate that random packet splitting may
cause packet reordering and FR. (Each box denotes a packet, and the
number represents the sequence number of the packet. Although ran⁃
dom packet splitting allocates 4 packets to each path during the whole
period, the instant loads of the paths are different, leading to difference
in the queuing delays of the paths. The arrival order of the first 7 pack⁃
ets can be: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 2, and 3, which will result in a FR and degrade
the throughput of the flow.)
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However, when oversubscription ratio varies from 1:1, 4:3, 2:1,
to 4:1, the actual throughput of the flow is 986.06 Mbit/s,
966.31 Mbit/s, 578.42 Mbit/s and 296.03 Mbit/s respectively.
We can see that the throughput under random packet splitting
degrades significantly when the oversubscription ratio grows.
When the oversubscription ratio is 4:1, the throughput is only
296.03 Mbit/s, much lower than the ideal value (1 Gbit/s). The
reason is that as the oversubscription ratio increases, the band⁃
width of links between aggregation⁃level and core⁃level switch⁃
es become smaller. When packets are forwarded upwards, a
bottleneck will be built between these two levels of switches,
resulting in longer queuing delay. Furthermore, the imbal⁃
anced traffic splitting illustrated in Fig. 2 allocates different
traffic loads to the candidate paths, and the packets on light ⁃
loaded paths will experience shorter delay than that allocated
to the more heavily ⁃ loaded paths. When the oversubscription
ratio is higher, the queuing delay in the bottleneck paths will
be longer and the impact of traffic imbalance on the packet re⁃
ordering will be more significant. Therefore, more FRs are trig⁃
gered when the oversubscription ratio is higher, resulting in
poorer performance.

To validate our analysis, we record the arrival sequence of
the first 100 packets under the oversubscription ratio of 4:1, as
shown in Fig. 3. The x⁃axis of Fig. 3 denotes the arrival order
of packets on server 5, and the y⁃axis shows the sequence num⁃
ber of each received packet. We observe many reordered pack⁃
ets. These reordered packets send enough duplicate ACKs
back to the sender to trigger FR. Trace data shows that, during
the whole transmission period (100 MB of data transmission),
347 times of FRs occur at the sender, causing it to resend
2406 packets in total (i.e., 3.35% of all the packets). The FRs
reduce the congestion window at the sender and thus degrade
the flow’s throughput.
3.2 Increasing FR Threshold

Since FR due to packet reordering is the root cause of the

undesirable performance of random packet splitting, we want
to understand why random packet splitting brings so many
FRs. To answer this question, we briefly review the congestion
control algorithm of TCP, particularly, the FR algorithm.

In order to ensure reliable data delivery, TCP adopts the ac⁃
knowledgement scheme, i.e., once receiving a data packet, the
receiver sends an ACK message back to the sender. To im⁃
prove efficiency, modern TCP does not send an ACK for each
received packet. Instead, the receiver uses an ACK to acknowl⁃
edge a batch of sequential packets. However, a reordered pack⁃
et will prompt an ACK to be sent out immediately. The sender
sets a retransmission timer for each unacknowledged packet. If
a sent packet or its ACK is dropped, the sender does not know
whether the packet has been correctly received or not, and it
will resend the packet when the retransmission timer timeouts.
This scheme might result in low throughput, because once a
packet is lost, TCP has to wait for the expiration of the retrans⁃
mission timer to resend the packet. During this timeout period,
no more new packets can be sent since the congestion window
does not slide forward. To tackle this issue, FR is proposed,
which is triggered by three duplicate ACKs.
3.2.1 Algorithm of FR

We use one example to illustrate the working process of FR.
In this example, the sender sends out 5 packets in a batch. Un⁃
fortunately the first packet is lost, while the 4 subsequent ones
successfully arrive at the receiver, each triggering an ACK
since it is a reordered packet. Based on today’s TCP configura⁃
tion, three duplicate ACKs trigger the sender to immediately
resend the first packet, rather than waiting for its timeout. The
FR algorithm is widely used for TCP congestion control in the
single ⁃ path routing, in which packets belonging to the same
flow always traverse the same path if there is no topology
change and with high probability a reordered packet indicates
there is packet loss due to congestion. However, in the setting
of packet⁃level multi⁃path routing, packets from the same flow
would go through different paths, which may have different
loads and queue lengths. As a result, the receiver will get more
reordered packets, even if there is no congestion and packet
loss in the network.
3.2.2 Benefit and Problem with Increasing FR Threshold

Since packet reordering is most unlikely the sign of conges⁃
tion in packet ⁃ level multi ⁃ path routing and unnecessary FRs
are the key reasons to lower the throughput, an intuitive idea is
to increase the FR threshold to avoid FRs as much as possible.
However, does increasing FR threshold really help improve the
flow’s throughput? And if it does, how large should the FR
threshold be? To answer these questions, we need to differenti⁃
ate two cases, namely, whether there is packet loss or not.

If there is no packet loss, all the reordered packets will final⁃
ly arrive the receiver, and increasing the FR threshold can effi⁃
ciently avoid unnecessary packet retransmissions caused by
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▲Figure 3. Arrival sequence of the first 100 packets with the
oversubscription ratio of 4:1. (The random packet splitting causes
many reordered packets.)
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packet reordering and accordingly greatly improve the flow’s
throughput.

However, if packet loss indeed occurs, the situation is a lit⁃
tle bit tricky. If there are enough subsequent packets after the
lost packet arriving at the receiver, enough duplicate ACKs
can be received by the sender to trigger FR, even if we in⁃
crease the FR threshold. The only difference is that the time to
resend the lost packet(s) is postponed. Considering the Round⁃
Trip Time (RTT) in data center network is very small (e.g., sev⁃
eral hundred microseconds), we believe that the performance
enhancement by increasing the FR threshold outweighs the in⁃
troduced delay. However, if there are not enough subsequent
packets after the lost packet to trigger FR (e.g., when the con⁃
gestion is window is small), the lost packet will be transmitted
after the retransmission timer timeouts. In this case, increasing
the FR threshold will result in more packet retransmissions by
timeouts, which inversely degrades the flow’s throughput
since the TCP’s retransmission timeout value (RTO) is much
larger than the RTT in data center network.

We use two examples simulated in NS⁃3 to study the effect
of increasing the FR threshold in random packet splitting.

Example 1: We use a 24⁃array Fat⁃Tree network and a per⁃
mutation workload [9], in which each server is a sender or re⁃
ceiver for just one flow. In this workload, there are at most 144
parallel paths for every flow. There is no packet loss in this
case, since Fat⁃Tree network is non⁃blocking. The FR thresh⁃
old is set as 3 (default value in TCP), 6, 10, 15, and 20, respec⁃
tively. Fig. 4 shows the flows’throughputs against the FR
threshold. For each candlestick in the figure, the top and bot⁃
tom of the straight line represent the maximum and minimum
value of the flows’throughputs, respectively. The top and bot⁃
tom of the rectangle denote the 5th and 99th percentile of aver⁃
age throughput, respectively. The short black line is the aver⁃
age throughput of all the flows. We can see that the throughput
indeed improves as the FR threshold increases. By checking
the traces, we find that when the FR threshold is 3, 6, 10, 15

and 20, FR takes place for 28708, 6753, 516, 62 and 3 times,
respectively.

However, when the FR threshold is larger than 10, the im⁃
provement of average throughput is quite marginal: the average
throughput is 896.24 Mbit/s, 919.82 Mbit/s, and 921.16 Mbit/s
when the FR threshold is 10, 15, and 20, respectively. Be⁃
sides, the minimum flow throughput is also less than expected,
because FRs are still triggered even the threshold is larger
than 10. When the FR threshold is 10, 15 and 20, there are
516, 62 and 3 flows experiencing FR, and the average number
of FRs for each flow is 2.02, 1.26 and 1 time(s), respectively. If
we continue increasing the FR threshold, indeed we can elimi⁃
nate FR, but the following example will show that we cannot in⁃
crease the FR threshold to an unlimited value.

Example 2: We use the same network topology as Example 1
and assume a client fetches data from 3 servers to mimic an op⁃
eration in distributed file system and the sum of data size is 64
MB. During the file transmission period, a short flow starts to
send small data (64 KB) to the same client. In our simulation,
when the FR thresholds are 3, 6, 10, 15, and 20, the through⁃
puts of the short flow are 53.16 Mbit/s, 61.14 Mbit/s, 57.84
Mbit/s, 2.41 Mbit/s and 2.42 Mbit/s, respectively.

The two examples above demonstrate that increasing the FR
threshold has both benefits and problems for the throughput
improvement. On one hand, higher FR threshold helps avoid
many unnecessary FRs caused by packet reordering. On the
other hand, when packet loss indeed occurs, higher FR thresh⁃
old also causes more timeouts of retransmission timers and
thus smaller congestion window. We thus argue that simply in⁃
creasing the FR threshold alone cannot solve the problem thor⁃
oughly. In SOPA we set the FR threshold as 10 (motivated by
Examples 1 and 2), and seek for more balanced packet split⁃
ting solutions among the equal⁃cost paths.
3.3 Source⁃Routing Based Packet Splitting

3.3.1 Design Rationale
We first run a simple simulation to demonstrate that random

packet splitting can lead to aggravated packet reordering. We
setup a single flow in a 4⁃array Fat⁃Tree network, which sends
100 MB data. There are 4 parallel paths between the sender
and the receiver. During the entire transmission period, the
percentiles of packets allocated to the four paths are 24.89%,
25.10% , 25.01% and 25.00% respectively. However, within
every 500 consecutive packets, the number of packets allocat⁃
ed to each path deviates significantly from each other. For the
first 2000 packets, Fig. 5 shows the number of packets allocat⁃
ed to each path for every 500 consecutive packets.

We learn from the figure that the maximum deviation from
the average value can be up to 13.6% (this observation well
matches the example shown in Fig. 2), even though the overall
ratios are roughly close to each other. Due to the imbalanced
traffic allocation, some paths may experience congestion and
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▲Figure 4. Effect of increasing FR threshold. (As the threshold increases,
the throughput improves as well. However, when the FR threshold is
larger than 10, the improvement of performance is quite marginal.)
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even packet loss, while others do not. Consequently, we need a
solution which can avoid packet reordering instead of tolerat⁃
ing packet reordering only.

Rather than randomly selecting the next hop for a packet,
SOPA explicitly identifies the routing paths for packets of a
flow in a round ⁃ robin fashion, which results in exactly bal⁃
anced utilization of the equal⁃cost paths regardless of the work⁃
load. There are two possible solutions to explicit path identifi⁃
cation, namely, switch based and server based.

In switch ⁃based solution, we can let each switch explicitly
forward the packets from a flow to the interfaces in a round⁃rob⁃
in way. However, it requires the switch to maintain the state for
each flow, i.e., records the forwarding interface of the last pack⁃
et from the flow. Since the number of concurrent flows in data
center network is huge [5] and the technical trend for today’s
data center network is to use low⁃end commodity switches [4]-
[6], it is quite challenging, if not impossible, to implement this
idea in a practical data center switch.

In server⁃based solution, the senders are responsible for ex⁃
plicitly identifying the routing path of each packet and insert⁃
ing the routing information into the packet, i.e., using source
routing. Switches only need to support source routing, without
the requirement to maintain per⁃flow state. It has been shown
feasible to realize source routing by programming today’s com⁃
modity switching chips [12]. Moreover, source routing is even
easier to be implemented in the emerging SDN/OpenFlow para⁃
digm, by appropriately configuring the flow tables in switches
[13]. In one word, source ⁃ routing based packet splitting puts
the complexity into servers which have sufficient calculation
power and memory [18], while does not need to update the
switches’chips.

SOPA further reduces the packet overhead caused by source

routing in a Fat⁃Tree network by exploiting the topological fea⁃
ture. In Fat⁃Tree network, we define upward forwarding as for⁃
warding packets from a lower ⁃ level switch to a higher level
switch (i.e., from edge switch to aggregation switch, or from ag⁃
gregation switch to core switch); and define downward forward⁃
ing as forwarding packets from a higher⁃level switch to a lower⁃
level switch (i.e., from core switch to aggregation switch, or
from aggregation switch to edge switch). Although there are 6
hops at most for a source⁃destination pair (if source and desti⁃
nation are located in different pods), the routing path is deter⁃
mined by the two upward forwarding hops. Therefore, at most
two intermediate switches are inserted into the IP headers to
support source⁃routing in SOPA. For each hop in upward for⁃
warding, we use 1 byte to store the forwarding interface. It can
theoretically support a 512⁃array Fat⁃Tree network (noting that
only half of a switch’s interfaces are upward ones), which in⁃
cludes 33,554,432 servers in total. Since we only need to store
up to two hops’ information, the overhead introduced by
source routing in SOPA is at most 4 bytes (one byte is option⁃
type octet, two bytes are for two hops’information, and the
fourth byte is a padding byte to ensure that the IP header ends
on a 32 bit boundary). For a packet size of 1500 bytes, the traf⁃
fic overhead is only 0.26%.
3.3.2 Technical Components

SOPA includes three major technical components to realize
the source⁃routing based packet splitting, which are described
as follows.

Calculating Candidate Paths: This component runs at serv⁃
ers. Flows in a Fat⁃Tree network can be divided into three cate⁃
gories, namely, inter⁃pod flows (i.e., the source and destination
are in different pods), inter⁃rack flows (i.e., the source and des⁃
tination are in the same pod but different racks), and intra⁃rack
flows (i.e., the source and destination are under the same edge
switch). The path lengths (in terms of number of hops) for the
three categories of flows are 6, 4 and 2, respectively. For the in⁃
tra⁃rack flows, there is only one path between the senders and
receivers, and we do not need to calculate the candidate paths
at all. When calculating the routing paths for inter ⁃pod flows
and inter⁃rack flows, we only need to focus on upward forward⁃
ing hops. It is worth noting that the candidate paths should ex⁃
clude the ones with faulty links. We assume there is a failure
notification scheme that the source can be aware of the updat⁃
ed topology, which is easy to realize if there is a central control⁃
ler in the data center.

Selecting Flow Path: This component runs at servers too. Be⁃
fore sending out a packet, the sender needs to select a routing
path from the candidate ones for the packet. The sender choos⁃
es the paths for outgoing packets in a round ⁃ robin fashion to
make sure that each path grabs the same share of traffic from
the flow. Once the path is chosen, the sender inserts the path
information into the optional field of IP header. Given the pow⁃
erful processing capability and large memory in today’s data
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▲Figure 5. Packets allocation in random packet splitting. (This figure
shows how the first 2000 packets are allocated to 4 equal⁃cost paths. Each
group of square columns represents the allocation of 500 packets. Even
though almost the same traffic is allocated to each path during the whole
transmission period, the instant allocations to the paths are different. The
maximum deviation from the average allocation is 13.6%.)
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center servers, the processing overhead is affordable.
Packet Forwarding: This component runs at switches. The

switches’function in SOPA is simply forwarding packets ac⁃
cording to the source routing information (upward forwarding)
or the destination address (downward forwarding). In an SDN/
OpenFlow network [13], forwarding keys are extracted from the
packet header and matched against the flow table. In a regular
network implementing source routing, in upward forwarding
the next hop is popped from the source routing field and used
as a key to lookup the forwarding table; while in downward for⁃
warding the table lookup is operated on the destination address.
3.3.3 Benefit and Problem with Source Routing
Fig. 6 shows the performance between source⁃routing based

packet splitting and random packet splitting. We run the same
simulation as in Section 3.2 and also set the FR threshold as 3,
6, 10, 15 and 20, respectively. From the simulation results we
find that source routing outperforms random splitting under all
settings. Both the two solutions improve the flows’throughputs
as the FR threshold increases. However, when the FR thresh⁃
old reaches 10, source routing achieves close ⁃ to ⁃ optimal
throughput for all the flows, by the balanced traffic splitting
among the equal⁃cost paths.

We can also observe from Fig. 6 that using source routing
alone cannot completely avoid unnecessary FR. When source
routing is employed and the FR threshold is set to 3, the receiv⁃
ers see 2.83% reordered packets, and 2728 times of FRs are
triggered (in contrast there are 10.96% reordered packets and
28,708 times of FRs in random packet splitting). The reason is
that even we use source routing to ensure balanced traffic split⁃
ting, the end⁃to⁃end delays of the candidate paths are not the
same (the simulations in Section 4.2 show
this phenomenon). So the arrival order of
packets is not strictly consistent with the
sending order. Furthermore, in production
data center networks there may be other rea⁃
sons causing packet reordering, such as the
buggy driver of network interface cards
(NICs).

As a result, in SOPA we employ both in⁃
creasing the FR threshold (to 10) and source⁃
routing based packet splitting to improve the
flows’throughputs in packet ⁃ level multi ⁃
path routing. Note that SOPA does not need
to update the switch hardware. The modifica⁃
tions on server side is also light ⁃ weighted.
We only need to rewrite the FR threshold
number in TCP congestion control algorithm
and maintain the routing path of the last
packet for every outgoing flow.
3.4 Failure Handling

The discussion above assumes there is no

failure and the network topology is symmetric. However, fail⁃
ures are common in data center networks instead of exceptions
[4], [19]. The failures will break the symmetry of the network,
and imbalanced traffic load will be allocated to candidate
paths, resulting in more aggravated packet reordering. We use
an example shown in Fig. 7 to explain the negative effect
brought by failure upon packet⁃level multi⁃path routing.

There are two flows, one from server 0 to 4 while the other
from server 8 to 5. If there is no failure, both flows have four
candidate paths. Now we assume the link between E1 and A1
is broken. Because some paths of flow 0→4 contain the faulty
link, the flow can only take two paths, i.e., E1→A2→C3→
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▲Figure 6. Performance comparison between random packet splitting
and SOPA. (The number in the parentheses denotes the FR threshold.
Both random packet splitting and SOPA improve the performance as
the threshold increases, and SOPA outperforms random packet
splitting in all settings.)

▲Figure 7. An example to showcase the negative effect brought by failure upon packet ⁃ level
multi⁃path routing. (There are two flows, flow 0→4 and flow 8→5. If the link between E1 to A1
fails, the flow (0→4) can only take the two remaining paths, while the other flow (8→5) can still
use the four candidate paths, which may cause load imbalance across multiple paths of flow 8→
5, degrading its performance.)
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A4→E3 and E1→A2→C4→A4→E3 (displayed as dotted ar⁃
row lines in the Fig. 7 and called remaining paths). On the con⁃
trary, flow 8→5 can still use the four candidate paths (dis⁃
played as solid arrow lines in Fig. 7). Both flows evenly allo⁃
cate traffic to its available paths, and load imbalance occurs
across the four candidate paths of flow 8→5. Different queue
lengths will be built among the four paths, leading to aggravat⁃
ed packet reordering at the receiver (server 5).
Fig. 8 validates our analysis, which shows the end to end de⁃

lay of all packets from flow 8→5. The figure displays the de⁃
lays for two groups of packets. One group of packets takes the
paths which overlap with the remaining paths of flow 0→4,
and these paths are called overlapped paths. The other group
of packets takes the paths that do not overlap with the remain⁃
ing paths of flow 0→4, and these paths are called non ⁃ over⁃
lapped paths. For the first 1700 packets, the packets allocated
to the overlapped paths experience much longer delay than
those allocated to the non⁃overlapped paths. Subsequent pack⁃
ets experience almost the same delay. It is because during the
initial transmission period, two flows run simultaneously, and
the traffic load of the overlapped paths is higher than that of
the non⁃overlapped paths. The different traffic loads across the
candidate paths of flow 8→5 result in much more reordered
packets at the receiver (i.e., server 5), leading to degraded per⁃
formance. So flow 0→4 finishes earlier than flow 8→5. In the
late stages of data transmission, there is only flow 8→5, so the
packets from all paths get similar delays.

From the example, we see that link failure can break the bal⁃
anced traffic allocation, resulting in more aggravated packet re⁃
ordering. One possible solution is to employ random early de⁃
tection (RED) for flows that experience link failure, as in [9].
The goal is to reduce the transmission rate of the flow, de⁃
crease the difference in queue lengths of the candidate paths,

and mitigate the packet reordering introduced by failure. We
argue that this solution does solve the problem efficiently.
RED only starts to tag packets when the queue length exceeds
a threshold. Before reducing the transmission rate (which is
caused by tagged ACK), the flows still send data as if no fail⁃
ure occurs. As a result, different queue lengths can still be
built among the candidate paths of the flow whose paths are
not affected by the failure, just as Fig. 8 shows.

Another possible solution is to introduce a re ⁃ sequencing
buffer at the receiver to absorb the reordered packets, as in
[10]. Reordered packets are restored in the re⁃sequencing buf⁃
fer and postponed to deliver to TCP. A timer is set for each re⁃
ordered packet. If an expected packet arrives before timeout,
the timer is canceled and this packet along with in ⁃sequence
packets are delivered to TCP. Otherwise, the timer expires and
the reordered packet is handed to TCP to send back ACKs.
Given no packet loss, the solution works fine. However, if some
packets are dropped, the buffer has to wait for the expiration of
the timer to deliver the packets to TCP, and an additional de⁃
lay is introduced.

Packet reordering is the main negative effect brought by fail⁃
ure. As long as unnecessary FRs are avoided, the performance
can still be guaranteed. SOPA increases the FR threshold,
which can effectively avoid unnecessary FRs due to reordered
packets and greatly mitigate the negative effect brought by fail⁃
ure. Even in case of packet loss, reordered packets can also
produce duplicate ACKs in time to trigger FR. We will evalu⁃
ate our design under scenarios with failure in Section 4.5.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Setup
In this section, we evaluate the performance of SOPA using

NS⁃3 [20], which is a packet⁃level simulator. We use Fat⁃Tree
as the data center network topology. Given the switches com⁃
posing the Fat⁃Tree network have K ports, the total number of
servers in the network is K3/4. We set K=24 by default unless
specified otherwise. The bandwidth of each link is set to 1 Gbit/
s, and the latency of each link is 25 ns. The packet size is set
as 1500 bytes (including IP header and TCP header). For SO⁃
PA, the FR threshold is 10, and for the other schemes, we use
TCP’s default configuration, i.e., FR threshold of 3. From pre⁃
vious analysis, we know that the throughput of random packet
splitting degrades when the oversubscription ratio increases,
so we set 1:1 oversubscription ratio for all the simulations,
which actually favors random traffic splitting.

In the following simulations, we use RPS as the implementa⁃
tion of random traffic splitting. We firstly use a small ⁃ scale
simulation to demonstrate that the random packet splitting cre⁃
ates imbalanced load distribution and degraded performance.
Then we compare SOPA with ECMP, Hedera and RPS by us⁃
ing large ⁃ scale simulations. We implement Hedera following
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▲Figure 8. End to end delay of the packets from flow 8→5. (The failure
causes flow 0→4 only can take two remaining paths, which are
overlapped with two candidate paths of flow 8→5. The figure shows the
packets on the overlapped paths experience much longer delay than the
packets allocated to the non⁃overlapped paths.)
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[8], and use Global First Fit algorithm to calculate the routing
paths for big flows. We use two workloads, i.e., permutation
workload and production workload, to study various traffic sce⁃
narios (details about these two workloads will be introduced lat⁃
er). At last, we also evaluate the performance of SOPA with
link failures.
4.2 Negative Effect of Imbalanced Load Distribution

In this section, we use a small ⁃ scale simulation to demon⁃
strate the negative effect of imbalance load distribution. A 4⁃ar⁃
ray Fat⁃Tree network, just as Fig. 1 shows, is used in this simu⁃
lation. We set up four flows in the simulation, i.e., flow 0→4,
0→5, 1→4, and 1→5, respectively. Each flow sends 10 MB
data to its destination. We run both SOPA and RPS in the sim⁃
ulation, respectively.
Fig. 9 shows the flows’throughput. When SOPA is used,

each flow grabs the fair share of bandwidth, and the throughput
of each flow is about 475 Mbit/s. However, when using RPS,
the throughput of each flow varies much. The maximum
throughput is 404.27 Mbit/s (flow 0→4), while the minimum
throughput is 360.55 Mbit/s (flow 1→5). The average through⁃
put of these four flows is only 378.30 Mbit/s. We thoroughly an⁃
alyzes the reason for the difference in the performance of SO⁃
PA and RPS as follows.
4.2.1 Evolvement of CWND

First, we check the evolvement of the congestion window
(CWND), as shown in Figs. 10a and 10e. Fig. 10a demon⁃
strates that the size of congestion window of each flow varies

much when RPS is used, because each flow experiences many
times of FR. For the 4 flows, the FR takes place for 23, 24, 23
and 31 times, respectively. Each FR halves the size of conges⁃
tion window, and the throughput drops down accordingly. On
the contrary, Fig. 10e showcases that when SOPA is employed,
the congestion window of each flow increases monotonically
during the whole transmission period (from slow start phase to
congestion avoidance phase). Therefore, SOPA achieves good
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▲Figure 10. Comparisons between SOPA and random packet spraying.
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▲Figure 9. Throughput of 4 flows. (SOPA allocates traffic evenly, and
each flow grabs fair share of bandwidth, and the throughput of each
flow is about 475 Mbit/s. However, RPS fails to achieve balanced traffic
allocation, the average throughput of these four flows is only 378.30
Mbit/s.)
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performance, while RPS does not.
4.2.2 End⁃to⁃end Packet Delay

To find out why RPS causes so many reordered packets and
then many unnecessary FRs, we measure the end⁃to⁃end pack⁃
et delay. Figs. 10b and 10f show the packet delay when RPS
and SOPA are employed, respectively. Fig. 13b shows that the
packets’delays vary heavily in RPS. The maximum packet de⁃
lay is 687.4 us, while the minimum packet delay is 211 us.
However, the end to end delays of all packets fluctuate within
a small range when SOPA is adopted, which is shown in Fig.
10f. The maximum packet delay is 366.27 us, while the mini⁃
mum packet delay is 187 us. And SOPA only introduces 0.4%
reordered packets during the simulation, while 14.92% pack⁃
ets experience reordering when RPS is adopted. This aggravat⁃
ed packet reordering can be attributed to imbalanced traffic
splitting of RPS, which builds up different queue lengths on
switches and packets from different paths experience different
delays. We measure the queue lengths to validate our analysis.
4.2.3 Queue Length

In the simulation all the traffic of the four flows goes through
the edge switch E1 and E3 in Fig. 1. The two switches are the
highest ⁃ loaded switches, so we focus on the queue lengths of
the two switches. Since all traffic is forwarded upwards at
switch E1 and switch E3 forwards all traffic downwards, we
measure the queue lengths of all the upward forwarding ports
on E1 (i.e., port 2 and port 3) and the queue lengths of all
downward forwarding ports on E3 (i.e., port 0 and port 1).
Figs. 10c and 10d plot the queue lengths on switch E1 and

E3 for RPS, respectively. The figures reveal that RPS builds
very different queue lengths on different forwarding ports due
to imbalanced traffic splitting. We take switch E1 as an exam⁃
ple, at 0.008 s, the queue length of the port 2 is 16 packets,
while the queue of the port 3 is empty. Switch E3 also has
more diverse queue lengths on port 0 and port 1. For example,
at 0.2250 s, the queue of port 0 is empty, while the queue
length of port 1 is 34 packets. Note that the average queue
length of E3 is bigger than that of E1. Since RPS produces im⁃
balanced traffic splitting at each hop, and E1 is the first hop
and E3 is the last hop of these flows. As the last hop, the larger
queue length of E3 embodies the accumulated imbalanced traf⁃
fic splitting at previous hops.

For SOPA, the queue lengths on switch E1 and E3 are
shown in Figs. 10g and 10h, respectively. Compared with Figs.
10c and 10d, it is obvious that the queue lengths of different
ports on each switch are almost the same, due to the more bal⁃
anced traffic splitting achieved by SOPA. As a consequence,
SOPA does not introduce aggravated packet reordering, and no
FR is triggered. However, RPS creates different queue lengths
on switches’different forwarding ports, packets on different
routing paths may experience different delays (as Fig. 10b
shows). Therefore, the receivers see larger number of reordered

packets, and many unnecessary FRs are triggered.
For SOPA, the queue lengths on switch E1 and E3 are

shown in Fig. 10g and Fig. 10h, respectively. Compared with
Fig. 10c and Fig. 10d, it is obvious that the queue lengths of
different ports on each switch are almost the same, due to the
more balanced traffic splitting achieved by SOPA. As a conse⁃
quence, SOPA does not introduce aggravated packet reorder⁃
ing, and no FR is triggered. However, RPS creates different
queue lengths on switches’different forwarding ports, packets
on different routing paths may experience different delays (as
Fig. 10b shows). Therefore, the receivers see larger number of
reordered packets, and many unnecessary FRs are triggered.
4.3 Permutation Workload

We then study the performance of various multi⁃path routing
schemes, namely, SOPA, RPS, Hedra and ECMP, under syn⁃
thesized permutation workload. The senders and receivers are
picked randomly. We use a Fat ⁃Tree network with K =24, in
which there are 3456 servers in total. Each sender sends 10
MB data to its receiver. All flows start simultaneously.
Fig. 11 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

of all the flows’throughput. We can see that SOPA significant⁃
ly outperforms the other three multi⁃path routing schemes. The
average throughput of SOPA is 925.13 Mbit/s, and all the flows’
throughputs are above 910 Mbit/s. Compared with SOPA, the
average throughput of the flows drops by 47.47% in RPS. The
fundamental reason is as explained above: RPS cannot evenly
split the traffic across candidate paths, and unequal queue
lengths will be built. So the receivers will receive more reor⁃
dered packets, and unnecessary FRs will be triggered at the
senders. As flow ⁃ based path splitting solutions, Hedera and
ECMP expose even lower performance than RPS. Compared
with SOPA, the average throughput drops by 75.21% and
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CDF: Cumulative Distribution Function
▲Figure 11. CDF of the flows’throughputs for the five multi⁃path
routing schemes under permutation workload. (Both SOPA and DRB
outperform the other three routing schemes, and SOPA also achieves
more balanced traffic splitting than DRB.)
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76.48%, respectively. The basic reason is that the flow⁃based
multi⁃path routing cannot fully utilize the rich link resource in
the Fat ⁃ Tree network. ECMP achieves the lowest throughput
because the hashing results of some flows may collide and be
scheduled to the same path, which can be avoided by central⁃
ized negotiation in Hedera.
4.4 Production Workload

We next study the performance under a more realistic work⁃
loads from a production data center [5]: 95% flows are less
than 1 MB, and only less than 2% flows exceeds 10 MB. Differ⁃
ent from the permutation workload, in this simulation the data
is transmitted by multiple flows instead of a single one. The
flows are issued sequentially, and each flow randomly picks a
destination server. All the servers start data transmission at the
same time, and we measure the average throughput of the data
transmission under this workload.

In our simulation, the average throughput for SOPA, RPS,
Hedera, and ECMP are 465.5 Mbit/s, 302.96 Mbit/s, 105.005
Mbit/s, and 103.849 Mbit/s, respectively. ECMP gets the low⁃
est throughput, since it neither evenly spreads the flows into
multiple paths nor considers traffic sizes in splitting. Hedera
performs a little better than ECMP, but the gap is marginal
(less than 2 Mbit/s). It is because Hedera targets at scheduling
large flows but in this workload 95% flows are small ones (with
data size less than 1 MB). Both RPS and SOPA can achieve
much higher throughput, due to the fine ⁃ grained link utiliza⁃
tion by packet⁃level path splitting. Compared with RPS, SOPA
can even improve the throughput by 53.65%, since it explicitly
spreads the traffic into the multiple paths in a more balanced
way. The result is consistent with that in previous simulations.
4.5 Link Failures

We then evaluate the performance of SOPA when failure oc⁃
curs. Since failure brings more negative effect for packet⁃level
traffic splitting (introducing more aggravated packet reorder⁃
ing), we only compare SOPA with RPS in this group of simula⁃
tions. We use production workload to conduct simulation in
the same topology as that in the previous simulation. We let
the leftmost aggregation switch in the first Pod break down.
Fig. 12 shows the result. In order to showcase the effect of fail⁃
ure, the performance without failure is also plotted.

The x ⁃ axis of Fig. 12 denotes both multi ⁃ path routing
schemes under different settings, wherein“NF”in parenthesis
means no failure, and“F”in parenthesis denotes failures. The
y⁃axis shows the throughput of flows. Similarly, for each can⁃
dlestick in the figure, the top and bottom of the straight line
represent the maximum and minimum values of the flow’s
throughput, respectively. The top and bottom of the rectangle
denote the 5th and 99th percentile of average throughput, re⁃
spectively. The short black line is the average throughput of all
flows.

The performance of SOPA is almost not affected by the link

failure at all, and only the minimum throughput decreases from
244 Mbit/s to 188.17 Mbit/s. This mild performance degrada⁃
tion is attributed to the high FR threshold of SOPA, which can
absorb the more reordered packets introduced by the failure.
However, failure brings more negative effects to RPS, and both
the maximum and minimum throughput of RPS are dropped.
When there is no failure, the maximum and minimum through⁃
put are 865.41 Mbit/s and 214.54 Mbit/s, respectively. But in
the failure case, their values drop to 672.25 Mbit/s and 26.17
Mbit/s, respectively. This performance degradation is primarily
caused by timeouts of the retransmission timers. Trace data
shows that when failure occurs, RPS experiences 67 times of
timeout and 12000 packets have been dropped (as a contract,
there is no packet loss when no failure). The packet losses are
caused by traffic congestion, since RPS cannot achieve bal⁃
anced traffic splitting and the failure aggravates this situation.
However, benefiting from balanced traffic splitting, SOPA does
not cause packet loss, and there is not a single timeout in the
simulation, with or without failures.

5 Conclusion
Many“rich ⁃ connected”topologies have been proposed for

data centers in recently years, such as Fat⁃Tree, to provide full
bisection bandwidth. To achieve high aggregate bandwidth, the
flows need to dynamically choose a path or simultaneously
transmit data on multiple paths. Existing flow⁃ level multipath
routing solutions do not consider the data size, and may lead to
traffic imbalance. While the packet ⁃ level multipath routing
scheme may create large queue length differential between can⁃
didate paths, aggravating packet reordering at receivers and
thus triggering FR at the senders. In this paper we design SO⁃
PA to efficiently utilize the high network capacity. SOPA
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▲Figure 12. The performance comparison between SOPA and RPS
under production workload when failures occur. (In order to show the
effect of failure, the performance without failure is also plotted.“NF”
means no failure, while“F”denotes that failure has occurred.)
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adopts source routing to explicitly split data to candidate rout⁃
ing paths in a round robin fashion, which can significantly miti⁃
gate packet reordering and thus improve the network through⁃
put. By leveraging the topological feature of data center net⁃
works, SOPA encodes a very small number of switches into the
packet header, introducing a very light overhead. SOPA also
immediately throttles the transmission rate of the affected flow
as soon as the failures are detected to promptly mitigate the
negative affect of failures. NS⁃3 based simulations show SOPA
can efficiently increase the network throughput, and outper⁃
form other schemes under different settings, irrespective of the
network size.
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With the rapid development of Internet technology, the vol⁃
ume of data has increased exponentially. As the large
amounts of data are no longer easy to be managed and se⁃
cured by the owners, big data security and privacy has be⁃
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1 Introduction
n recent years, the value of big data has been much
recognized by both research community and govern⁃
mental agencies. However, the rapid development of
big data technology has brought more unsolved prob⁃

lems [1]. Data have different values in different spatial⁃tempo⁃
ral domains as well as in different businesses. In order to maxi⁃
mize its value, using the Internet to share data is inevitable.
However, as various enterprises are independent from each oth⁃
er, their data systems and data storage structures are also dif⁃
ferent. It is thus quite challenging to share the data between
them, resulting in a common phenomenon of information is⁃
lands. Meanwhile, it is challenging to guarantee the data secu⁃
rity and privacy when sharing data between different data sys⁃
tems back and forth.

As enterprises start to collect, store, process and exchange
large volume of data in the course of addressing these opportu⁃
nities, they face increasing challenges in the areas of data secu⁃
rity, maintaining data privacy, and meeting related compliance
obligations. Traditional IT security approaches mainly focus on
protecting the organizations’IT infrastructure, by securing the
network edge and end points and protecting the data that are
stored and moved through the infrastructure. However, the fo⁃
cus of this paper is on how to provide efficient services for man⁃
aging the entire data lifecycle while protecting its security,
which relatively speaking has sparse research exposure from
the software development perspective.

In order to solve these problems, big data governance and se⁃
curity has become one of the hottest research areas. Big data
governance aims to establish a unified standardized platform,
which obtains data from different data sources and can satisfy
various data operational requirements as well as conducting
lifecycle data management (such as data audit, selection, and
migration), to maximize the data value. Moreover, this unified
standardized platform can enforce permission settings for dif⁃
ferent metadata, securing the data for different users on the ba⁃

sis of time points and IP addresses.
Towards this end, this paper aims to introduce how to

achieve the governance and security of big data from open
source component design and implementation perspectives.
Specifically, our contribution is threefold.
1) We extensively review the related studies for big data gover⁃

nance and security, and compare their advantages and dis⁃
advantages.

2) We describe five open source initiatives, namely, Apache
Atlas, Falcon, Ranger, Sentry, and Kerboros, from both con⁃
ceptual and architectural perspectives, and discuss their us⁃
ages in different scenarios.

3) We introduce four future research directions for big data
governance and security.

2 Concepts of Big Data Governance and
Security
The term“big data”refers to very large or complex data sets

that cannot be managed by traditional data processing soft⁃
ware. Big data can be converted into very useful knowledge for
enterprises to make efficient decisions. It is generally accepted
that big data has three“v”s: velocity, variety, and volume [2],
and IDC believes big data should also have value besides the
three“v”s. Moreover, IBM thinks big data is certain to be of
veracity [3].

With the continuous development and popularization of the
Internet technology, the data quantity is growing exponentially.
Thus the concept of big data is introduced. With the deep inte⁃
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gration of big data and cloud computing technology, the data is
no longer easy to be managed by data owners using the tradi⁃
tional technologies. Therefore, big data security and privacy
has attracted much attention [4]. At the same time, how to gov⁃
ern the data is also a conundrum.

This paper summarizes all the state⁃of⁃the⁃art technologies
for governing big data, from three aspects: principle, scope,
and implementation and assessment. Big data governance prin⁃
ciple refers to the primary and basic instructive principle that
big data follows, which is useful for big data management. In
order to efficiently collect, effectively integrate and sufficiently
utilize data, big data management principle can be subdivided
into the principle of effectiveness, the principle of value, the
principle of unity, the principle of openness, and the principle
of security. The governance of big data mainly involves five
key fields: the lifecycle of big data, the frame of big data, the
safety and privacy of big data, the quality of big data and the
service innovation of big data. The implementation and evalua⁃
tion of big data provide an instructive project for enterprises
from three aspects: the implementation environment, imple⁃
mentation procedure and assessment of implementation results.

Big data provides a new opportunity for all application areas
as well as a challenge for information security. It is of great re⁃
search value and importance to governments, enterprises, and
individuals, thus data security, the precondition of big data de⁃
velopment, has become a hot research issue in academic and
industrial circles [5]. Big data not only refers to the massive
amount of information but also its complexity and sensitivity,
which will attract potential aggressors. Furthermore, collected
big data includes lots of enterprise operational data, customer
data, and individual privacy and detailed records of all kinds
of behaviors. The concentrated storage of these data increases
the risk of privacy leakage. Meanwhile, the lack of certain defi⁃
nition of data ownership and usage right also increases the risk
[6]. Despite the multifaceted advantages of cloud computing,
concerns about data leakage or abuse impede its application
for security ⁃ sensitive tasks. Recent investigations have re⁃
vealed that the risk of unauthorized data access is one of the
biggest concerns for users of big data [7].

Big data imposes challenges and opportunities for auditing.
Big data audit is conducted by third⁃party auditors who are in⁃
dependent of auditing targets; the auditors make comprehen⁃
sive examination and evaluation of the procedure of big data
governance and conduct a series of activities such as putting
forward questions and suggestions to the supreme leader of the
auditing targets. Big data audit aims to understand the overall
situation of an organization’s big data activities, to review and
evaluate the organization’s goal of achieving big data gover⁃
nance, to fully identify and assess the risks associated with the
evaluation, to make comments and suggestions for improve⁃
ment, and to achieve the goal of big data governance. The pro⁃
cess of big data audit generally includes setting audit objec⁃
tives, determining the risk areas of big data audit, setting an

audit plan, building the environment of big data audit, carrying
out the plan and issuing audit results and governance recom⁃
mendations [8].

In order to ensure the quality of data governance, its audit
mainly focuses on the data supervision and evaluation, being
of four aspects: content, architecture, security, and lifecycle.
The audit follows certain standards. At present, big data audit
methods are mainly divided into traditional audit methods, IT
internal audit methods, and big data audit methods. Further⁃
more, the audit of big data also needs a certain technical
means to avoid any blind review and evaluation. The current
audit models of provable data possession (PDP) and proof of re⁃
trievability (POR) for cloud storage can only be applied to stat⁃
ic data audits but fail to support auditing of dynamic data. In
order to solve this problem, the third party auditor (TPA) mod⁃
el is proposed, which can efficiently audit the data and also
completes the pubic audit for protecting user privacy [9].

3 Related Work

3.1 Big Data Governance
Businesses and enterprises have recognized that increasing

expenses on data management solutions are becoming unbear⁃
able. They need to use effective data governance methods to
solve big data problems. Data governance involves the adop⁃
tion of data models, data quality standards, data security and
lifecycle management methods, as well as the processing proce⁃
dures the application defines. However, data governance has
not been well applied, due to the void of a particular enterprise
repository, lacking structures and requiring broader support of
organizations. Therefore, despite its importance, data gover⁃
nance is still under investigation.

Al ⁃Ruithe et al. proposed six key dimensions that must be
taken into consideration for cloud data governance, such as da⁃
ta governance structure, organizational factors, and technical/
environmental factors [10]. A new technology requires a good
data governance strategy for its successful implementation.
Furthermore, as increasingly large amount of personal and con⁃
fidential data are transferred to the cloud, related stakeholders’
accountabilities have emerged as a critical issue that is related
to data protection in cloud ecosystems. From this angle, Felici
et al. introduced a conceptual model, consisting of attributes,
practices and mechanisms [11], to form the basis for character⁃
izing accountability relationship between cloud actors, and
chains of accountability in cloud ecosystems as well. However,
these two research efforts did not give specific solutions to the
above mentioned problems, no matter from software develop⁃
ment or implementation perspective.
3.1.1 Technologies for Big Data Governance

A. Corradi et al. pointed out that the discovery, aggregation
and manipulation of distributed and diversified data sets play
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an important role in supporting core business processes [12]. It
has been agreed that the semantic method can effectively de⁃
duce the relation and dependency from the heterogeneous in⁃
formation set, but when the real joint data navigation is per⁃
formed, the current de facto standard query language is not suf⁃
ficient and there is no accurate knowledge of data distribution.
Therefore, the authors set up a model to propose a lightweight
federation ontology for crossing the organization mapping infor⁃
mation source to add the current SPARQL limit based on a pri⁃
ori network knowledge. Then, a single query was conducted
both on academia and on municipality endpoints, facilitating
the development efforts of the overall solution. However, it has
certain limitations in terms of endpoint time⁃outs and unavail⁃
ability. This process is obviously inefficient and poorly extensi⁃
ble, because web services should be extended anytime while
new data sources are added, to query new endpoints and com⁃
bine results with old ones.

T. Priebe et al. presented a methodology to gather and struc⁃
ture data requirements to improve data⁃ intensive projects and
enable data governance [13]. The methodology facilitates data
harmonization by introducing a semantic business information
model as a central point of reference on top of physical and log⁃
ical data models. In addition, M. Al⁃Ruithe et al. postulate that
as the“smart”continuum continues to innovate and grow, so
will the velocity and volume of data [14]. Their efforts add to
body of research and frameworks are proposed to identify a
roadmap to address data governance and security challenges in
Internet ⁃of ⁃Things (IoT) cloud converged environments. Also,
they propose a data governance and security layer, which de⁃
scribes roles, responsibilities and policies as key pillars. How⁃
ever, as more IoT cloud converged domains continue to evolve,
their roles, responsibilities and policies will remain central to
governance and security processes and procedures, that brings
certain questions of whether this framework can continue to
function or not. Furthermore, software development and imple⁃
mentation details are still missing.

When data moving across multiple systems, it may cause
more mistakes or bad changes of related processes and sys⁃
tems. The lack of awareness of corporate data landscape im⁃
pacts the ability to govern data, which in turn impacts overall
data quality within organizations. R. J. DeStefano et al. pro⁃
pose tools and techniques for companies to better gain aware⁃
ness of the landscape of their data, processes, and organization⁃
al attributes through the use of linked data, via the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and ontology [15]. The outcome
of adopting such techniques is an increased level of data aware⁃
ness within the organization, resulting in improved ability to
govern corporate data assets, and in turn increased data quali⁃
ty. However, the application of such techniques into real ⁃ life
big data systems still needs time.
3.1.2 Applications of Big Data Governance

It is all agreed that data has become a major need in nearly

all businesses. However they must be accurate and valid. Orga⁃
nizations usually face data problems, like data duplication, in⁃
accurate data, incomplete data, invalid data, and unavailable
data. Yulfitri et al. [16] analyzed these problems that occurred
in a governmental agency in Jakarta, Indonesia, and concluded
an approach that was used in sequential stages, that is study⁃
ing best practices regarding operational model of data gover⁃
nance, analyzing current conditions, reviewing organizational
structure, analyzing business processes and human resources,
and mapping out data governance activity. Another example is
about operational model for clinical data governance. Thiel et
al. [17] proposed a method to identify the legal and ethical
challenges in Europe for clinical data governance in health in⁃
formatics and to classify the various legal bases for sharing a
dataset.
3.2 Big Data Security

Data security is one of the major challenges in the era of big
data, including the protection against security breaches and da⁃
ta leakage, penetrability in public databases, and third party
data sharing, etc. From research only perspective, there exists
certain literature reviews reporting the recent progresses along
this direction. However, from software development and imple⁃
mentation perspectives, open source initiatives are missing.
For example, how to protect sensitive information from the se⁃
curity threats brought by data mining has become a hot topic in
recent years. To solve the above threats, Xu et al. surveyed the
privacy issues related to data mining by using a user ⁃ role
based methodology [18]. They differentiate four different user
roles that are commonly involved in data mining applications, i.
e., data provider, data collector, data miner and decision mak⁃
er. Furthermore, Ye et al. proposed three categories about secu⁃
rity issues in big data infrastructure security, data privacy, and
data management [19]. Finally, Tan et al. presented a survey of
recent security advances in smart grid, centered around the se⁃
curity vulnerabilities and solutions within the entire lifecycle
of smart grid data [20].

4 Open Source Initiatives for Big Data
Governance
In the first two sections, we presented a technical overview

of the governance and security of big data, including big data
lifecycle governance, security protection, and data auditing. In
the following sections, we will detail the realization of gover⁃
nance and security of big data. This section focuses on Apache
Falcon and Apache Atlas, which play an important role in big
data governance. Apache Falcon can perform data lifecycle
management, including data collection, data processing, data
backup and data cleansing, for big data platforms, as well as
for fine scheduling of components of big data platforms.
Apache Atlas can perform tasks including metadata manage⁃
ment, data lifecycle auditing and visualization, lineage search,
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and data security and privacy, for big data platforms.
Fig. 1 shows the overall big data ecosystem that supports

the data governance and security functionalities, based on the
existing Hadoop ecosystem. Apache Falcon, Atlas, Kerberos,
Ranger and Sentry are used. Falcon and Atlas components can
interact with each other, while Atlas can be used as metadata
sources for Atlas. Meanwhile, Hive, Sqoop, Falcon, and Storm
can also be used as metadata sources. Then, Apache Ranger is
used as a centralized security management solution for Hadoop
that enables administrators to secure authentication mecha⁃
nisms and configurations with Hadoop components such as Ha⁃
doop Distributed File System (HDFS), Hive, Hadoop Database
(HBase), and Kafka. The components Kerberos, Ranger, and
Sentry provide security protection to all Hadoop components.
Furthermore, Kerberos and Ranger can interact with Falcon
and Atlas, to provide data governance and security solutions si⁃
multaneously.
4.1 Apache Falcon

Apache Falcon solves the problems of Hadoop data replica⁃
tion, business continuity and lineage tracking by declaring da⁃
ta management and processing solutions. Falcon centrally man⁃
ages the data lifecycle, facilitates quick data replication for
business continuity and disaster recovery and provides a foun⁃
dation for audit and compliance by tracking entity lineage and
collection of audit logs. It also helps user set data management
and the way of process and submit it for scheduling on Hadoop
Cluster.

Apache Falcon is a management platform built on Hadoop
data set and Fig. 2 shows its processing flows. A user can sub⁃
mit an entity to the Apache Falcon through the Falcon client or
the Rest API. Falcon generates the workflow entity based on
the declaration information and stores it in the config store of

the Hadoop. As processing the workflow, Apache Falcon per⁃
forms task scheduling mainly through Oozie and stores the enti⁃
ty processing status in HCatalog. During scheduled tasks, Ooz⁃
ie will return status information during execution as well as ex⁃
ecute command messages and send them back to the Java Mes⁃
sage Service (JMS) message announcement and return the re⁃
sults to Apache Falcon. Falcon essentially translates the user’
s data set and its process configuration into a series of repeti⁃
tive activities through a standard workflow engine, without do⁃
ing anything cumbersome. All functions and workflow state
management requirements are entrusted to the workflow sched⁃
uler for scheduling. Because it does not do extra work on the
workflow itself, the only thing Falcon has to do is to keep the
dependencies and links between the data flow entities. This al⁃
lows the developer to completely feel the Oozie scheduler and
other underlying components when creating a workflow using
Flacon so that they can focus on the data and processing itself
without any unnecessary operation.

Although Falcon distributes the workflow to the scheduler
(the default scheduler is Oozie; due to Oozie’s limitations, Fla⁃
con also performs the scheduler functionality), Falcon also
maintains communication (for example, JMS messages) with
the scheduler to generate message traces for each workflow in
the execution path, to ensure the progress of the current work⁃
flow task and the specific situation.

Falcon simplifies the development and management of data
processing pipelines with a higher layer of abstraction, taking
the complex coding out of data processing applications by pro⁃
viding out⁃of⁃the⁃box data management services. This simpli⁃
fies the configuration and orchestration of data motion, disaster
recovery and data retention workflows.
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HBase: Hadoop Database
HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System

YARN: Yet Another Resource Negotiator

JMS: Java Message Service

▲Figure 1. Big data ecosystem that supports data governance and
security.

▲Figure 2. Falcon architecture diagram [21].
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Falcon enables this simplified management by providing a
framework to define, deploy, and manage data pipelines. As an
open source project of data lifecycle management, Apache Fal⁃
con can provide the following services:
•Establishing relationship between various data and process⁃

ing elements on a Hadoop environment
•Feeding management services such as feed retention, repli⁃

cations across clusters, and archival
•Onboarding new workflows/pipelines easily, with support for

late data handling and retry policies
•Integrating with metastore/catalog such as Hive/HCatalog
•Providing notification to end customer based on availability

of feed groups
•Enabling use cases for local processing in colo and global

aggregations
•Getting lineage for feeding and processing.

In general, Apache Falcon meets enterprise data governance
needs in three areas, as shown in Table 1.

In the workflow implementation, Apache Oozie is mainly re⁃
sponsible for task scheduling, and the entity execution status
is stored in HCatalog. During the scheduled execution of the
task, Oozie returns the status information during execution, ex⁃
ecutes the command message and returns the result to the
Apache Falcon by sending it to JMS message announcement.

The default scheduler for Apache Falcon is Oozie. Since Fal⁃
con relies on Oozie for scheduling and workflow execution,
which limits the natural return of feed. In order to achieve bet⁃
ter scheduling capabilities, the current Apache Falcon project
has also started with native scheduler development.

The scheduler functions include:
1) Submitting and scheduling Falcon to run the process regu⁃

larly (no data dependencies are required). The program can be
a PIG script, an Oozie workflow, or a Hive.

2) Monitor/query/modify scheduled processes: All used enti⁃
ty APIs and instance APIs remain in their original state. Fal⁃

con provides a data management function in the form of a life
dataset that allows a user to submit a dataset location as a time⁃
based partitioned directory in an HDFS included file.

Although the actual responsibility of the workflow is with
the scheduler (such as Oozie), Apache Falcon still remains the
execution path of the workflow by subscribing to messages that
may be generated by each workflow. When Apache Falcon gen⁃
erates a workflow in Oozie, after that, it uses additional steps,
including JMS messaging, to detect workflow execution. The
Apache Falcon system itself subscribes to these control mes⁃
sages and, if necessary, performs operations such as retrying
and handling the latest input data.

As shown in Fig. 3, the user submits and declares the clus⁃
ter configuration information and data set information to the
Apache Falcon through the Cluster XML cluster declaration
file and feeds XML dataset declaration file. Falcon generates
the cluster entity and feed data based on two files, sets the enti⁃
ties, and then stores them according to the Falcon configura⁃
tion store, and finally generates the relational graphs. When a
reservation or backup is required to operate related data set,
Falcon reads the execution entity information in the configura⁃
tion store and generates the corresponding workflow that will
be dispatched by the Oozie scheduler. Oozie outputs the sched⁃
uling results to HDFS or Hive’s Catalog Service and generates
JMS message announcements for each action.

Therefore, Apache Falcon plays a role like Oozie’s more ad⁃
vanced abstraction layer. It is the hub of the drives, such as
Hive, Sqoop, Map Reduce and other series of Hadoop compo⁃
nent tasks, which is not directly responsible for data process⁃
ing in the actual data processing.
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HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System
JMS: Java Message Service

XML: Extensible Markup Language

▼Table 1. Apache Falcon requirements and features [22]

HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System

Need

Unified managementof data lifecycle

Compliance and audit

Database replicationand archival

Feature
•Centralized definition and management of pipelines for dataingest, process and export
•Ensuring disaster preparedness and business continuity
•Out⁃of⁃the⁃box policies for data replication and retention
•End⁃to⁃end monitoring of data pipes
•Visualization of data pipeline lineage
•Tracking the data pipeline audit log
•Taging data with business metadata
•Replication across on⁃premise and cloud⁃based storages tar⁃gets: Microsoft Azure and Amazon S3
•Data lineage with supporting documentation and examples
•HDFS in heterogeneous tiered storage
•Definition of data hot/cold storage layer within a cluster

▲Figure 3. The data set workflow.
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At present, Apache Falcon has been successful in a number
of areas, including advertisement, healthcare, mobile communi⁃
cations applications, etc. For example, InMobi is one of the
largest users of Falcon; it services the advertisement industry
that has more than 200 complex big data pipelines and differ⁃
ent data sources, and the data is still growing. InMobi can
quickly deal with massive amount of data with the help of
Apache Falcon, and keep up with the market ever ⁃ changing
rhythm.

In addition, Expedia.com also carries out data management
with Falcon. Expedia introduces the Falcon platform to inte⁃
grate various data and rules for data processing in the Hadoop
environment, sets the relationship of data and rules, perfectly
solving the problems caused by the fast development of busi⁃
ness. Falcon also provides a great deal of help for Expedia in
terms of security. It provides security at the transport level to
ensure data confidentiality and integrity.
4.2 Apache Atlas

Apache Atlas is also an important component for the man⁃
agement of big data. It supports metadata management, data
lifecycle audit and visual display, data lineage collection, data
security and privacy, and other content for big data. Apache At⁃
las play a very important role in big data governance.

Apache Atlas is a scalable and extensible metadata manage⁃
ment tool and provides core foundational governance services,
including exchanging metadata with other components, chang⁃
ing the way of past metadata management, building a unified
metadata definition standards, and integrating various compo⁃
nents of the Hadoop ecosystem to establish a unified, highly
scalable metadata management platform [23].

Metadata management can provide complete data definition
information for data users, reduce data redundancy, help iden⁃
tify and search data, track data changes in the database, help
users understand the data throughout the lifecycle,
achieve a simple and efficient management of big data
systems in the massive data, and find the value of data
through the effective tracking of data resources. Atlas
can efficiently integrate all ecosystem components of
the enterprise platform with pre⁃defined requirements
while enabling data visualization in Hadoop with pre⁃
set models, providing easy ⁃ to ⁃use functions data Au⁃
dit, and enriching the business metadata by lineage
search.

In the process of big data governance, data manage⁃
ment tracks the entire lifecycle of data, including data
sources, data modification and deletion, and the ability
to quickly retrieve. The metadata model can better un⁃
derstand the data and lifecycle by combining labels
and data attributes, which enables rapid modeling of
data. Unified metadata standards provide a basis for
establishing a unified meta⁃database that runs through
the Hadoop ecosystem.

Apache Atlas provides five services: metadata exchange, da⁃
ta lineage, data lifecycle visualization, fast data modeling, and
rich API in big data governance. Atlas also has the characteris⁃
tics of data classification, centralized audit, search and data
lineage, security and strategy engine, which plays an important
role in the management of big data.
Fig. 4 shows the framework of Atlas. Its components can be

grouped into four major categories: the Atlas core, integrations,
applications (Apps), and metadata sources. Atlas supports in⁃
gesting and managing metadata from the following metadata
sources: Hive, Sqoop, Falcon and Storm. After the metadata
are acquired, both the API and message system can be used.
In terms of metadata management, Atlas can be exposed to us⁃
er through REST API, so that the user can perform correspond⁃
ing operations. Meanwhile, the user can choose to integrate
with Atlas using a messaging interface that is based on Kafka.
Metadata managed by Atlas is used by various applications
(Apps) to satisfy many governance use cases, including Admin
User Interface (Admin UI), Ranger Tag Based Polices and
Business Taxonomy. Atlas Admin UI is a web based applica⁃
tion that allows data stewards and scientists to discover and an⁃
notate metadata. The Admin UI uses the REST API of Atlas
for building its functionality. Tag Based Policies are used to in⁃
tegrate Ranger and Atlas. Ranger is notified by Atlas when
metadata change. Meanwhile Atlas provides a business class
taxonomy interface that allows the user to build a hierarchical
set of terms for various terms in the business domain and inte⁃
grate them into metadata entities that can be managed by At⁃
las. The core part of Atlas includes data import and export,
type system, graph engine, and Titan. Atlas uses a graph model
to represent metadata objects and then stores metadata objects
through the Titan graph database. The Titan graph database us⁃
es metadata and index databases for data storage, and the meta⁃
data uses HBase and the index database uses Solr. Atlas de⁃
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API: Application Programming Interface
HTTP: HyperText Transfer Protocol

UI: user interface

▲Figure 4. Architecture of Apache Atlas [24].
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fines an original metadata model to represent various objects,
providing the corresponding modules from these components to
the metadata object. There are various metadata stored in the
Atlas meta ⁃ database, and these metadata will be used by a
wide variety of applications to meet the needs of a variety of
display services and big data governance. Atlas can also be in⁃
tegrated with Apache Ranger, which allows administrators to
customize the metadata⁃based security⁃driven policies for effi⁃
cient management of big data.

Although Apache Atlas is still an Apache incubation proj⁃
ect, it has been used in a production environment. Apache At⁃
las can efficiently integrate with all ecosystem components of
the enterprise platform while meeting the enterprise’s default
requirements for the Hadoop ecosystem. At the same time, At⁃
las can use the pre⁃set model to visualize data in Hadoop, pro⁃
vide easy⁃ to⁃use data auditing, and to enrich the metadata of
enterprise’s business through data collection. It also allows
any metadata consumers to collaborate with each other without
having to build a separate interface between them. In addition,
the accuracy and security of metadata in Atlas is guaranteed
by Apache Ranger, which prevents data access requests that
do not have permissions at runtime.
4.3 New Progress of Falcon and Atlas Open Source

Communities
With new feature requirements flowing in constantly, the

Falcon project is making more frequent releases to ensure the
features become available to the users as soon as possible. The
latest in this string of releases is Falcon 0.10 that was an⁃
nounced on August 8, 2016, however the current stable version
is still 0.9. There are many new features that the community is
currently working on for product improvements in version 0.9,
some of which are: 1) native time⁃based scheduling, 2) ability
to import from and export to a database, and 3) additional API
support in the Falcon unit.

Falcon huses Oozie as its scheduling engine. However,
while Oozie works reasonably well, there are scenarios where
Oozie scheduling is proved to be a limiting factor in version
0.9, e.g., simple periodic scheduling with no gating conditions,
calendar based time triggers, scheduling based on data avail⁃
ability for periodic datasets, etc. To overcome these limita⁃
tions, a native scheduler will be built and released over the
next few releases of Falcon. In the 0.9 release, only time⁃based
scheduling without data dependency is supported.

At present, the latest version of Atlas is 1.0 which was an⁃
nounced on May 2018. There are many new features in Atlas
1.0, some of which are: 1) new DSL implementation, using
ANTLR instead of Scala; 2) removal of older type system im⁃
plementation in atlas⁃type system library; 3) using fine grained
authorization to add metadata security; 4) classification propa⁃
gation via entity relationships; 5) adding HBase integration.
Looking for the future, as the next version, Atlas has the ag⁃
gressive design plans to support, e.g. Titan 1.0+, Spark Integra⁃

tion, NiFi Integration, etc.

5 Open Source Initiatives for Big Data
Security
As the Hadoop ecosystem is becoming more and more ma⁃

ture, it is now able to support a complete data lake. A data lake
is a storage repository that holds a vast amount of raw data in
its native format until it is needed [25]. Enterprises can run
multiple workloads in a multi⁃client environment on a Hadoop
system. Enterprises need to support multi ⁃ user access to the
data lake and data is an important asset for enterprises, so how
to protect these different types of user data need to be solved.
The solutions are big data distributed security frameworks, in⁃
cluding Ranger, Sentry, and Kerberos.
5.1 Apache Ranger

Apache Ranger is a centralized security management frame⁃
work that provides centrally managed security policies and
monitors user access. It supports fine grained authorization
and auditing for Hadoop ecosystem components such as Hive
and HBase. By operating the Ranger Web UI console, adminis⁃
trators can easily control the user’s access rights by configur⁃
ing policies. Compared to Apache Sentry, Ranger supports
more services, including most of the Hadoop components like
HDFS, HBase, Hive, Yarn, Strom, Kafka, Knox, Atlas, and
Solr. Therefore, when a user needs to manage these frame⁃
works, or when the entire big data ecosystem contains these
frameworks, the user can use Ranger to control these frame⁃
works’security.

As shown in Fig. 5, the Ranger architecture consists of
three parts: Ranger Admin, Ranger Usersync and Ranger Pl⁃
ugins [26]. Ranger Admin is the core interface for security ad⁃
ministration and is the center of the Ranger framework. Users
can manage users’system rights on the Web UI provided by
this service, and can create and update the authentication poli⁃
cies, which are stored in a policy database. Each component’s
plugin periodically monitors these policies. Ranger Admin also
provides an audit service that collects data stored in HDFS or
relational databases for auditing.

Ranger Plugins are the core of rights security management
and is a lightweight Java program that can be embedded in
each cluster component. For example, Ranger, for its highly
supported Hive, provides a plugin that can be embedded in the
Hiveserver2 service, which extracts the rights authentication
policies for all Hives from the ranger admin service and stores
them in a local file. When a user request comes through the
component, the plugin intercepts the request and evaluates
whether it meets the security policy. At the same time, the plu⁃
gin can also collect data from user requests and create a sepa⁃
rate thread to send the data back to the audit server.

Ranger Usersync is a very important tool for synchronizing
users/groups from UNIX systems or Lightweight Directory Ac⁃
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cess Protocol (LDAP) to Ranger Admin. This stand⁃alone pro⁃
cess can also be used as an authentication server to log into
Ranger Admin by using a Linux user/password. The user or
group information is stored in Ranger Admin for policy defini⁃
tion. Moreover, users can manually add/delete/modify user or
group information to set permissions on these users or groups.

From the perspective of the rights model, Ranger controls
the component’s rights through centralized access controlling.
Moreover, authorization is defined by“User - Resources - Per⁃
missions”between the three relations. Ranger abstracts this re⁃
lationship and then extends users’own authority models. The
“User-Resources-Permissions”has the following definitions:
1) User and group: User represents a user who is accessing the

resource, while group refers to the one the user belongs to.
2) Resources: Using the tuple (Service, Resource), a policy on⁃

ly corresponds to a service, but can correspond to multiple
resources.

3) Permissions: Expressed by the tuple (AllowACL, DenyA⁃
CL), both of which contain two sets of AccessItem. Access⁃
Item describes the relationship between a set of users and a
set of accesses. AllowACL indicates that permission is al⁃
lowed, and denyACL denies the permission.
Table 2 lists the model entity enumeration values for sever⁃

al common components.
In the recently released Ranger version, Apache Ranger has

added Atlas components, integrating Atlas to support classifi⁃
cation⁃based (tagging) and other dynamic policies (based on lo⁃
cation, prohibition, and data lifecycle). This is the first time
that Apache Ranger for security and Apache Atlas for data gov⁃
ernance are integrated to authorize customers to define and im⁃
plement security policies based on dynamic classification.
Ranger’s centralized platform enables data administrators to

define security policies and apply the strategy to the
entire hierarchy of data assets, including databases, ta⁃
bles, and columns, based on Atlas metadata tags or at⁃
tributes. Ranger today has important features, but
there are still some questions about how to adapt to the
larger Hadoop security ecosystem. For example, some
Ranger targets overlap with the targets of Apache Sen⁃
try (see the next section for details), and there seems to
be little consensus about how the project synchronizes
its work.
5.2 Apache Sentry

Apache Sentry, similar to Apache Ranger, performs
fine ⁃ grained access control on the Hadoop ecosystem
components, such as Hive and Impala. It also provides
control and implementation of data for authenticated
users and applications on the permission control func⁃
tion of Hadoop clusters. In the existing group mapping
environment of the Hadoop ecosystem, it is easy to
manage permissions by simply manipulating the
unique role of Sentry.

Sentry mainly consists of three components: the server, data
engine and plugin. The Sentry server manages the policy meta⁃
data, which supports the interface for safe retrieval and manip⁃
ulation of metadata. The data engine is a data handler that re⁃
quires authorization to access data or metadata, such as Hive
and Impala. The data engine loads the Sentry plugin and inter⁃
cepts all client requests that access the resource. Moreover,
the requests are validated by the Sentry plugin. The Sentry Plu⁃
gin runs in the data engine. It provides an interface to manipu⁃
late the authorization metadata stored in the Sentry server and
includes an authorization policy engine that evaluates the ac⁃
cess request by using the authorization metadata retrieved
from the server.

In fact, the primary purpose of the Sentry server is to facili⁃
tate the management of metadata, and real authorization deci⁃
sions are made by the policy engine in the Sentry plugin. The
Sentry architecture (Fig. 6) has three important layers:

1) Bindings Layer
As mentioned earlier, Sentry’s policy engine is part of the

Sentry plugin, called by the Impala, Hive and Search compo⁃
nents. The bindings layer is the bridge between the Sentry au⁃
thorization and the invoking tools like Impala, HiveServer2,
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HBase: Hadoop DataBase
HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System

YARN: Yet Another Resource Negotiator

▲Figure 5. Ranger architecture.

▼Table 2. Ranger model entity enumeration values

HBase: Hadoop DataBase
HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System

YARN: Yet Another Resource Negotiator

Service
HDFS
YARN
HBase
Hive

Resource
Path
Queue

Table; Column Family; Column
Database; Table; Column

Authority
Read; Write; Execute

Submit; Admin
Read; Write; Create; Admin

Select; Update; Create; Drop; Alter;
Index; Lock

HDFS Ranger plugin

YARN Ranger plugin

Hive Ranger plugin

HBase Ranger plugin

Kafka Ranger plugin

Solr Ranger plugin

Atlas Ranger plugin

Ranger
plugins

Storm Ranger plugin

Ranger
policy
server

Ranger
audit
server

Ranger
admin

Ranger
UserSync

Enterprise
user
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and Solr, which is responsible for converting the native format
of authorization request to the request that can be processed by
the Sentry policy engine.

2) Policy Engine
This is the heart of the Sentry, which obtains the privilege

from the bindings layer and obtains the required privileges
from the policy provider layer. It compares the requested and
required permissions and determines whether the operation
should be allowed.

3) Policy Provider
The policy provider is an abstraction that makes the authori⁃

zation metadata available to the policy engine. It allows to use
metadata regardless of how metadata is stored. Currently, Sen⁃
try supports file⁃based storage and relational database storage.
A file⁃based scenario is to store metadata in a file format. The
file can be stored in the local file system or HDFS. The file
contains the group, role and privilege between the two groups
of maps. However, it is difficult to use the program to modify
the file, because there is competition for resources, and it is
not conducive to maintenance. At the same time, Hive and Im⁃
pala need to provide industry⁃standard SQL interface to man⁃
age the authorization strategy, requiring the use of program⁃
ming the management.

Apache Sentry and Ranger are very similar in many func⁃
tions, such as support for fine ⁃ grained access control, secure
authorization mechanism, and support for multiple Hadoop
components. The main difference is that Ranger was originally
developed by Hortonworks, while Sentry was originally devel⁃
oped by Cloudera. However, both of them now belong to the
Apache Foundation’s incubation program. In contrast, Ranger
is more comprehensive, which may be better for the industry.

However, Cloudera has previously announced a major plan for
security and Sentry is one of the beneficiaries of this“one plat⁃
form”strategy. The prospects of Sentry are immeasurable.
5.3 Kerberos

Kerberos is a computer network authorization protocol used
to authenticate personal communications over non⁃secure net⁃
work environments [28]. The implementation of the Kerberos
authentication process does not depend on the authentication
of the host operating system. It requires neither trust based on
the host address nor the physical security of all the hosts on
the network. Kerberos is based on the assumption that the data
packets can be arbitrarily read, modified and inserted on the
network. Kerberos supports the integration of Hadoop’s multi⁃
ple components, including HDFS, Yarn, Hive, Zookeeper,
HBase, Sqoop, Hue, Spark, Solr, Kafka, Storm, Impala, etc.

The user uses the principal to authenticate through the Ker⁃
beros client. After the authentication is successful, the server
will return the authenticated ticket to the user, who will use it
for secure communication.

Kerberos supports Windows, Linux and Mac OS systems. It
is often used in such systems as Web applications and enter⁃
prise networks, which require high security. Many companies
such as Microsoft, Apple, and Red Hat have used Kerberos
products; Kerberos also plays a very important role in the X⁃
Box and cable television industry. Therefore, it can be said
that Kerberos is one of the most widely used authentication
methods in the history of computer networks.

Kerberos consists of the key distribution center (KDC) and
the client and application server (Fig. 7). KDC provides the au⁃
thentication service (AS) and ticket granting service (TGS).
The specific process of certification is as follows:
1) A client sends an authentication request AS_REQ to AS. AS

returns AS_REP, which includes a session key SK_TGS
that is generated by the user and TGS and sends the ticket
granting ticket(TGT) and SK_TGS encrypted with the user
key.
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▲Figure 6. The architecture of Apache Sentry [27].

DB: database HDFS: Hadoop Distribute File System

▲Figure 7. The architecture of Kerberos.
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2) The client sends TGS_REQ to TGS as requesting a service
ticket (ST) for accessing an application server, and then
sends TGT and the authenticator. The authenticator is used
to verify that the user who sent the request is the user de⁃
clared in the TGT.

3) If TGS judgment is correct, a new session key SK_Service
will be generated for the user and the application server and
then TGS_REP be sent to the user, including SK_Service
and ST.

4) The user uses the session key SK_TGS to unlock the packet
and get the session key SK_Service. SK_Service is then
used to generate an authenticator andST and the authentica⁃
tor are sent to the application server.

5) Authenticator is encrypted using the session key (SK_Ser⁃
vice) between the user and the application server. The appli⁃
cation server receives the key decryption ST or the session
key SK_Service, and then use the session key (SK_Service)
to decrypt the authenticator to verify that the user who sent
the request is the user declared in the ticket.

6) The application server sends a packet to the user to prove
his identity, which is encrypted using the session key
(SK_Service). The client waits for the application server to
send a confirmation message. Ifthe application server is not
correct, it cannot unlock the ST, nor get the session key, so
as to avoid the use of a wrong server. After that, the user
and the application server can use SK_Service to communi⁃
cate, and in the TGT validity period, the user will skip the
first step of the authentication and directly jump to the sec⁃
ond step by using TGT to prove their identity.
Although Kerberos is a high ⁃ performance security encryp⁃

tion system, it also has some problems if used improperly or its
management is neglected. For example, if we observe the Ker⁃
beros authentication process, we can find that the Kerberos ser⁃
vice is almost entirely dependent on the services on the KDC.
Once the host of the KDC is down, all Kerberos⁃enabled servic⁃
es are not available.
5.4 Comparison of Security Frameworks

In this section, we compare the functionalities supported by
Apache Ranger, Apache Sentry, and Kerberos frameworks.

As shown in Table 3, Ranger and Sentry have quite similar
functionalities, both to provide audit log services, fine⁃grained
authorization, unified authorization management strategy, and
role⁃based management. They cannot support module authenti⁃
cation, nor the ticket grant services. However, Ranger supports
more big data open source components than Sentry. Sentry on⁃
ly supported Apache HDFS, Apache Kafka, Apache Solr,
Apache Sqoop, and Cloudera Impala by December 2016. As a
comparison, Ranger also supports other components, i.e.,
HBase, Solr, Storm, and Atlas. Compared with Ranger and Sen⁃
try, Kerberos is mainly used to authenticate the above ⁃men⁃
tioned components, but it does not support fine⁃grained permis⁃
sion control. Kerberos provides the ticket authorization service

and the component authentication as well. It basically supports
all big data open source components, as long as these compo⁃
nents can use Kerberos authority for identification. To a cer⁃
tain extent, it is worth noting that Apache Ranger and Apache
Sentry’s functionalities overlap, and the users can choose
them based on her own experience. However, Ranger supports
more components than Sentry, and thus it may be a better
choice in production environments.
5.5 New Progress of Ranger, Sentry and Kerboros

Ranger 0.6.0 was released in August 2016. It removes the
support of database⁃based auditing, uses Solr as the index au⁃
dit data, and HDFS to store audit data. The purpose of using
HDFS is that the Ranger plugin can expand the audit log and
index, when a new Ranger plugin is incorporated.

In early 2016, Sentry successfully graduated from the
Apache incubation with six releases and continued to grow to
provide unified authorization policy management across differ⁃
ent Hadoop components. It is now targeting significant en⁃
hancements across the areas of 1) ease of Sentry enablement
and management of permissions, 2) feature parity with access
control capabilities of mature relational database systems, 3)
attribute ⁃based access control (ABAC), including permissions
based on data sensitivity tags, and 4) integration with addition⁃
al Hadoop ecosystem frameworks, so that existing permissions
can be enforced across additional access paths [29].

Finally, Kerberos is designed to provide strong authentica⁃
tion for client/server applications by using secret⁃key cryptog⁃
raphy. The availability of krb5 ⁃ 1.15.1 has been recently re⁃
leased. Now, the detached PGP signature is available without
going through the download page, if one wishes to verify the au⁃
thenticity of a distribution you have obtained elsewhere.

6 Future Work
Based on the above descriptions, the entire big data ecosys⁃

tem can be somehow secured when we use Apache Falcon and
Apache Atlas on the Hadoop ecosystem to govern the big data,
use Apache Ranger and Apache Sentry on the application for
security authentication and rights management, and use Kerbe⁃
ros to secure network transmission. However, there are still
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▼Table 3. Comparisons between the three security frameworks

Services and Features
Audit log service

Fine grained authorization service
Authentication service

Unified authorization policy
Ticket granting service
Role⁃based management
Supported components

Ranger
√
√

√

√
9

Sentry
√
√

√

√
5

Kerberos
√

√

√

12
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some open problems and challenges in the process of big data
governance and security.
6.1 Data Privacy Protection and Security

The existing data security protection methods are not effec⁃
tive enough to solve the multi⁃dimensional security of big data.
The security frameworks described in this paper address nei⁃
ther the security of data semantics for access control, nor the
access authorities for data owners. Moreover, conventional se⁃
curity scanning methods take too much time to process mas⁃
sive amount of data. Furthermore, current user data collection,
storage, management and use are not standardized, and lack of
supervisions, which mainly relies on self ⁃disciplines of enter⁃
prises. Furthermore, end users cannot determine their own use
of privacy information. Users have the right to decide how their
information is used to achieve certain level of controllable pri⁃
vacy protections.
6.2 Secured Data Storage of Both Relation and

Non⁃Relational Data
The data scale can easily reach the size of PB level, and

therefore, massive data storage system should also have the ap⁃
propriate level of scalability. The Internet has enforced the da⁃
ta to develop toward heterogeneous, unstructured, and other
heterogeneous data such as images, video, audio, and text,
growing at an alarming rate every day. The increasing heteroge⁃
neous data make the secured storage a challenging problem.
That is, traditional Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) and emerging NoSQL databases have different secu⁃
rity protection methods, at different scales, and of different ap⁃
plicability. However, certain degree of transparency is highly
expected for companies because they do not care about which
security protection method is used and how to store/retrieve
the data. This requirement demands a unified middleware that
supports secured data storage of both relational and non⁃rela⁃
tional databases.
6.3 Credibility of Big Data

There can be a general view of the big data that the data it⁃
self can explain everything, and the data itself is the fact. How⁃
ever, the reality is that the data will also be deceived. This is a
threat to the security of big data. One of the threats to the credi⁃
bility of big data is forgery or deliberate manufacturing data,
while erroneous data often lead to erroneous conclusions. If a
data application scenario is clear, someone may deliberately
create data, create a false impression, and induce analysts to
come to the conclusion that is beneficial to them. However,
false information is often hidden inside the data, which prohib⁃
its the accurate identification of its authenticity and thus
makes false judgments. Furthermore, the emergence and fast
spread of false information through online social networks sig⁃
nificantly increases the difficulties of identification, which can⁃
not be solved by current security techniques. Another threat to

the credibility of big data is that data may be distorted in the
process of transmission. This is because a data acquisition pro⁃
cess usually involves human intervention that may introduce
errors, data distortion and deviation, and ultimately affect the
accuracy of data analysis results. Therefore, it is highly expect⁃
ed that standardized transmission specification is enforced.
6.4 Optimizing Big Data Access Control

Access control is an effective way for data⁃controlled shar⁃
ing, since data may be used for a variety of different scenarios.
The key challenge comes from how to preset the roles, or to di⁃
vide the different roles before the data system runs. Due to the
wide range of big data applications, data are usually accessed
by different organizations or individuals, with different purpos⁃
es. However, their specific authorization requirements and ac⁃
cess control rights are usually unknown as a priori.

7 Conclusions
This paper first gives a definition of data governance and se⁃

curity, and proposes that the management of big data can be
carried out from three aspects: governance principle, gover⁃
nance scope, and implementation and evaluation of gover⁃
nance. The audit of big data governance mainly focuses on the
supervision and evaluation of big data management in five as⁃
pects: the audit of big data governance, the audit of big data
management content, the audit of big data management, the
big data security audit, and the big data lifecycle audit. In this
paper, we introduce the data lifecycle management framework
(i.e., Apache Falcon), life cycle management and metadata
management (i.e., Atlas), and three security authentication
frameworks (i.e., Ranger, Sentry, and Kerberos). Detailed anal⁃
ysis of all these frameworks have been made. Moreover, we dis⁃
cuss how these frameworks carry out the data Lifecycle man⁃
agement, and protection of data security and privacy in the Ha⁃
doop ecosystem. Finally, we suggest the future works of the da⁃
ta governance and security and conclude this paper.
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